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About this Book
This book is a companion to the best-selling title, The
Internet for the Older Generation. This new book includes

the many innovative features of Windows Vista and
Internet Explorer 7, while The Internet for the Older
Generation is still available for users of Windows X?, etc.
Like other books in the highly successful Older Generation

series, this book attempts to show, in plain English and
avoiding technical jargon, that older people in particular
have much to gain by using the Internet.

The first chapter outlines some of the many ways the
Internet can help with daily life. The next chapter gives
advice on setting up an Internet computer in your home and
explains the technical jargon used by the computer trade.
Windows Vista introduces many new features affecting the
way we interact with the computer and these are described

in detail, together with help for users with special needs
including speech recognition. The process of connecting to

the Internet is described, with advice on choosing an
Internet Service Provider and discussion of the latest high
speed broadband services, including Wi-Fi home networks.
The highly -praised Internet Explorer 7 Web "browser" is
discussed in detail. A chapter is devoted to Windows Mail,
the new e-mail program included in Windows Vista. Using

the popular Google program to search for all scrts of
information is explained, together with Internet activities
such as arranging holidays, home banking and security.
Importing digital photographs from various sources is also
covered, together with e -mailing photos directly from the
Windows Photo Gallery. This includes compressing

photographs to speed up transfer across the Internet. The
final chapter looks at different methods of creating your
own simple Web site including free, easy -to -use software.
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Why Use
the Internet?
You're Never Too Old
Television and the media often report on the amazing
computing exploits of youngsters - "whiz -kids" who
demonstrate impressive skills and knowledge. As a result
many older people may wrongly feel excluded from this
exciting new world. Such prowess among the young is
hardly surprising since many children are growing up with
computers in their bedrooms and also using the machines
all day at school. Many of us older people had to manage

with pen and ink and before that chalk and slates! So
naturally some older people are fearful of getting started
with the new technology and probably think they've missed

the boat. This is a pity because the Internet can greatly
improve the way people of all ages communicate and
enable them to find information on any conceivable subject
under the sun - and not just technical stuff.

A friend of mine, Arthur, is 75 years young and living
proof that age is no barrier to becoming confident and
skilled in computing and the Internet, as shown on the next
page.
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Why Use the Internet?
In a typical week Arthur might:
Build a new computer to a customer's requirements.
Repair several machines, upgrade some others and
install the latest Windows Vista software.
Set up some broadband Internet connections.
"Download" music tracks and video and save them
on a CD or DVD.

Of course, not everyone wants to get involved in the
technical aspects of computing like Arthur. However, you
can still use computers and the Internet to enrich your daily

life in many different ways. A big advantage for older
people is that in later life there's often more time to learn
new skills at a leisurely pace, without the pressures of a
full-time job or looking after a family.

Anyone Can Use a Modern Computer
Tremendous efforts have been made in recent years to
make computers easy to use. There's no longer any need to

learn complicated commands or technical jargon. If you

were put off computing years ago because it was so
complex, now is a good time to forget your past experience
and make a fresh start. These days nearly everything can be

done by moving a small hand-held device

known as a "mouse", shown on the left.
Moving the mouse about the desk
causes a small pointer (shown right)

to move across the screen. To carry out a
task, the pointer is moved over a word or a small picture
(icon) representing the task and a button (usually the left-

hand one) is pressed on the mouse.
It's easier than navigating the
television!
2
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Help for People with Special Needs
If you're worried about physical impairments such as
failing eyesight or mobility, the latest Windows Vista
computer system has built-in help, known as Ease of
Access features. These include a magnifier to display an
enlargement of the text on the screen. There is also an onscreen keyboard operated by the mouse, for anyone who
finds a conventional keyboard difficult to use.
Make your computer easier tc use
Quick access to common tools
You can use the tools in this sec -ion to help you get started.

Windows can read and scan this lit automatically. Press the SPACEBAR to select the
highlighted tool.
Always read this section aloud

J Always scan this section

Start Magnifier

INStart On -Screen Keyaoard

4 Start Narrator

r

Set up High Contrast

Help for users with special needs is covered in more detail
later in this book.

The Diversity of the Internet
The next few pages attempt to give a taste of the vast range
of activities now possible with the Internet, appealing to
people of all ages and interests. Some of these topics are
covered in more detail rater in this book.
In the business world, few modern companies are without a

"Web site". This is usually several pages of text and
pictures about the organization. Web pages are posted up
on special computers all over the world, known as Web
servers.
3
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Millions of computers in homes, schools and offices can be
connected to the Internet to view Web pages from
anywhere in the world. As shown later, it's a simple matter
for ordinary people to create their own personal Web site to
share their interests.
Many small businesses have seen their sales take off after

getting a Web site which allows orders to be placed and
paid for "online". A recent report announced that most of
the farms in Britain are now connected to the Internet,
enabling them to advertise their produce and to promote
activities such as bed and breakfast accommodation, as
shown below.

Ede

Edit

1.fC;f1

View

Favorites

Tools

Help

The Gatenby's or Yorkshire

e Bed & Breakfast Acco...

l

i

Trustleyhaugh
Welcome

Sleeping

Ditties

Sightseeing

Finding U.

Prires/Equiries

Welcome

Thistleyhangh is a picturesque Georgian farmhouse situated on the banks of the
Riser Coquet near Alusick, Rothbury and Morpeth

ia the heart of rural Nortiounberiand.
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Obtaining Information on Any Subject
School children have been using the Internet to research
homework topics for some years. However, older people
can also benefit from this enormous store of knowledge.

You can find out about any subject, such as health,
holidays, gardening, sport and news. For example, you can
get the latest information on medical conditions, compiled
by doctors and also including contributions from patients.
Education Online
You can learn new subjects online under schemes such as
Learndirect. Anyone can obtain first-class educational
materials by downloading them. This means copying files

such as text, graphics, photographs, music, video or
software from an Internet server, then saving the files on
the internal hard disc of your own computer.
Keeping In Touch With Friends and Family
E -mails are text messages which can also include pictures,

sent around the world, between computers and other
devices. Various files or attachments such as photographs,
documents and video clips can be appended to an e-mail. If
the recipient reads their mail regularly, communication can
be almost instantaneous anywhere in the world.
Inexpensive cameras, or webcams, together with a cheap
microphone, allow you to speak with people and see them
in "real-time". In business this is known as video
conferencing; in a family context it might, for example,

allow someone to use their computer in England to speak
with and see their grandchildren in Australia.

5
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Researching Your Family History
Huge databases on the Internet such as the 1901 Census
allow us to trace our ancestors and build up a family tree.
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Some Web sites allow you to post up notices asking for
information about long -lost relatives. These can be seen by

millions of people anywhere the world and often lead to
rewarding contacts. This can start a dialogue carried out
across the world by e-mail and may result in reunions of
long -lost friends and families. There are also many Web
sites listing parish records and giving advice and help in
compiling family trees. This subject is covered in more
detail later in this book.
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Internet Shopping
Online shopping allows you to browse catalogues and
purchase books, groceries, music, etc., from the comfort of
your own home. Major supermarkets such as Tesco and
Sainsbury have built up significant online shopping
enterprises, saving you the time and effort of the weekly
shopping trip.
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After completing your initial order online (in only a few
minutes), the system "remembers" your shopping list and

this can be used as the basis for your future weekly
shopping. In subsequent weeks y u only have to select any
new items and confirm or omit the 'terns on your basic list.

Online shopping can literally reduce an entire week's
shopping to just a few minutes at the computer.
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Hotel Accommodation
Many hotels and other providers of holidays allow you to

view the accommodation and check vacancies on your
screen before making a reservation online. Some Web sites
provide a virtual tour or a short video guide around the
accommodation. To find out more about the surrounding
area,

there are now webcams in many resorts giving

panoramic views, updated every few minutes.
Unlike the conventional holiday brochure, the information

on the Web site should be absolutely up-to-date; requests
for further information and bookings can be dealt with
immediately. Once connected to the Internet, you can
immediately find holiday information for destinations

anywhere in the world - you don't have to wait while
brochures are sent to you by the traditional post.
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Internet Banking
Internet Bank accounts can be opened, usually offering a
higher rate of interest than conventional accounts in High
Street branches. Most of the normal banking services are
available online, such as transferring money between
accounts, setting up standing orders, paying bills and
ordering holiday currency to be delivered to your home.

Obtaining Music and Software
An enormous range of music, video clips and computer
software can be downloaded, i.e. transferred from the

Internet and saved on your own computer. You can
download a whole album or just a single track. It's often
possible to play a short sample of a track before deciding to
add it to your virtual shopping basket. After you've

completed your shopping, payment is made by entering

your card details before clicking a button to start the
download. This only takes a few minutes with a broadband
connection. You can use your downloaded music to "burn"
your own CDs. With a suitable printer and "printable" CDs,
labels and artwork can be printed on the top of the CD.
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Making Your Own Web Site
At one time, creating a Web site was a very complicated
affair and involved step -by step instructions which you

typed into the computer. These instructions had to be
"coded" in a special language called HTML or HyperText
Markup

Language.

Like many computing activities,

creating a Web site has been simplified by easy -to -use
software which virtually does the job for you. Various page
creation software packages exist, such as Serif s WebPlus,
a powerful yet easy -to -use program. The Yahoo! GeoCities

Web site provides free software tools online, including
ready-made designs and templates - all you do is enter
your own text for the Web pages.

Creating a Blog
The blog (short for "Weblog") is probably the quickest and
easiest way to establish your presence on the Internet. A
blog is simply an online diary or journal which can be
viewed worldwide and into which you can "post" regular
entries. A blog service such as Blogger provides all the
necessary tools free, including ready-made page designs
into which you type your news, etc., and add any pictures.

Blogger
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The Virtual Auction
You might want to get rid of a lot of household clutter
acquired over the years, or maybe you are "downsizing" to
a smaller property. (Or perhaps you just need to raise some
cash.) An online auction site like eBay may provide the
answer to getting rid of your unwanted chattels. The range
of goods sold on eBay is enormous, from antiques and
collectables, music, travel and tickets to cars and spare
parts. The advantage to the seller is that you gain access to
a worldwide marketplace of millions of potential
customers. eBay has been so successful that, apart from
ordinary people disposing of a few unwanted items, many
people are making a full-time living out of online selling.
Many traditional businesses also use eBay to vastly
increase their potential market.

The online auction is similar to the traditional sale in that

the buyer has to bid for an item and the seller sets a
minimum or reserve price. A major difference is that online

bids are placed over a limited period of time, decided by
the seller, typically several days. At the end of the time
period, the item is sold to the highest bidder, who must pay

for the goods before the seller arranges delivery by
conventional postage. The online auction site publishes
satisfaction ratings of sellers, based on previous customers'
experiences.
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One Family's Use of the Internet
Then following is a list of some of the ways my own family
have used the Internet over the last few years; most of these

tasks would take much longer by traditional methods and
some would probably be impossible:

Booked holidays after checking current vacancies,
including a 3-D virtual tour of the accommodation
and Web Cam views of the surrounding area.
Found up-to-date information about illnesses.

Ordered the weekly shopping in a few minutes
online, delivered to the door, saving time and
avoiding the stress of supermarket shopping.
Used a family Web site to trace and renew contact

with long -lost cousins in England and Canada;
received messages and photos. Printed a family tree.

Used the 1901 Online Census to find details of
relatives alive at that time, including addresses,
occupations and other household members.
Ordered books online, delivered the next day.
Viewed 5 -day weather forecast for holidays.
Printed airline pilot's monthly flight roster.
Tracked flight arrivals and departures.
Checked in online, avoiding airport queuing.
Researched Inheritance Tax and ways to avoid it.

Received, as e-mail attachments, draft copies of
Wills for checking, saving considerable time.

Used a Wi-Fi laptop at hotels and airports to find
information from the Internet and read e -mails.

12
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Validated the ownership history and checked the
book value of a second-hand car.

Received examination results online at midnight,
over a day before the paper copy arrived in the post.
"Downloaded" software and music of all types from
the Internet and saved it on a home computer.
Found information about plants, shrubs and
gardening equipment. Tracked down elusive
greenhouse spare parts, otherwise unobtainable.
Opened an Internet bank account offering an above -

average interest rate. Checked statements, set up
standing orders and transferred funds online.
Searched for and found a suitable flat in Edinburgh.

Used the RSPB Web site to identify garden birds
and view their characteristics, including samples of
their songs and videos of the birds in flight.
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Summary - Why Use the Internet?
The purpose of this chapter was to try to show that older
people have much to gain by using computers and the
Internet. No-one need worry about the supposed difficulty
of learning new computing skills; modern systems have
been designed and tested to make sure they are easy for
normal people to use. Most tasks just require you to "point
and click" at simple instructions and menus on the screen.
If you find physical tasks difficult for any reason, there are
various Ease of Access features built into Windows Vista.
These features are intended to help people having common
impairments and are described in more detail in Chapter 4.
Forget the popular image of the Internet as a plaything for
young "whiz -kids" trying to "hack" into banks and military

installations or spread deadly computer viruses. As listed
earlier in this chapter and described in more detail later in
this book, there is a multitude of worthwhi:e, sensible uses
of the Internet, from which older people can benefit greatly.
With the extra time often available in later life, the Internet
can become a mentally stimulating and rewarding hobby.
Also, as many older people (including myself) have found,
computing and the Internet can be the starting point for an
interesting new career or small business.

After reading this book (and perhaps the companion
volume "Computing with Vista for the Older Generation"
from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd), you may wish to

join one of the many computing courses. The popular
CLAIT scheme covers most aspects of computer use
including the Internet. These courses are held at local adult
education centres, often with a choice of either daytime or
evening sessions. Such courses are usually very friendly
and supportive, allowing you to progress at your own rate.
14
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Getting Set Up
Choosing a Location in Your Home
The ideal place for your computer is a small room which
can be used as a dedicated office, with few distractions,
especially if you're aiming to get down to some serious

work. I converted part of our garage into an office, as
shown below. A special computer desk was bought for a
song from a local supplier of second-hand office furniture.
Office furniture is usually more robust and of superior
quality to the equivalent items designed for the home user.
Far from heralding the "paperless office", computers seem
to increase the amount of paperwork. In my experience, if

you're doing any sort of office work you can't have too
much desk space. This can be maximized by using one of
the latest flat -screen monitors and by placing the main
computer tower unit on the floor as shown below. A
cordless mouse and keyboard further reduce clutter.
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Safety and Security
Computers are very popular with thieves, so try to make
sure your system is not clearly visible from outside. If you
choose to base your computer in a garden shed or other
outbuilding, make sure it's secure and not damp.
A modern computer system including all of the peripheral
devices such as a printer and a scanner can easily require
six or more power points. For safety reasons you should not
overload your power points or have a "bird's nest" of wires
trailing all over the floor. It may be advisable to have some

extra power points installed and certified by a qualified
electrician. Faulty wiring might invalidate
policies in the event of a fire.

insurance

Connecting to a Telephone Line
Your computer will need to be connected to a telephone
socket in order to access the Internet and send and receive
e -mails and information from Web sites. Depending on the
type of Internet connection you choose, this may mean that
you will not be able to use the telephone at the same time

as the Internet. This subject is discussed in more detail
later, but a brief explanation follows.
The Dial -Up Modem
Traditionally computers have been connected to the
telephone lines by a device known as the dial -up modem;
this literally has to dial a telephone number to connect to an
Internet server computer. Many people have replaced their

dial -up modems with much faster broadband systems
discussed shortly.

The modem is a small electronic device used to convert
between the digital data of the computer and the analogue
(sound) data transmitted by the telephone lines.
16
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The modem connects to the telephone line through an
adaptor with two sockets. A cable from the computer via
the modem connects Into one socket, while the ordinary
telephone handset is plugged into the other socket. When
you're online to the Internet (using a dial -up modem), you
can't use the telephone at the same time.
Installing a Separate Telephone Line
One rather expensive solution to the above problem is to
have a separate telephone line installed, dedicated to the
Internet. With a separate telephone line for the Internet you
can be billed separately for your Internet telephone charges,
as distinct from your normal household telephone bill. This

would be helpful if your Internet connection is used for
business and you can set your Internet telephone charges
against profits, for tax purposes.

Broadband Connection
The latest method of connecting to the Internet is called
broadband and works very much faster than the dial -up
modem.

Unlike the dial -up modem, which literally has to

dial -up a telephone number every time you go
online, broadband normally stays connected to the
Internet all day.

The extra speed of broadband makes it much
quicker to find and display Web pages and to
download music, video and software, etc.

A major advantage is that broadband allows the
Internet and an ordinary telephone handset to be
used at the same time on a single telephone line.
In some very isolated areas broadband may not be available
without the installation of special equipment.
17
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Choosing a Computer System
Most computers sold to both home and business users are
known as PCs, after the original IBM Personal Computer.
In fact there are thousands of manufacturers of PCs ranging
from one-man local businesses to large international
corporations. Most of these PC machines use the Microsoft
Windows operating system (of which Windows Vista is the
latest version). The operating system controls the screen
display and the entire running of the computer. The user
interacts with the operating system using a mouse and a
series of rectangular boxes or "windows" on the screen.
Shown below is a window containing the Windows Vista
Control Panel.

This is used for altering the computer's

settings and adding and removing software and hardware.
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The background behind the Control Panel above is known
as the Windows Desktop. The icons or small pictures in the
Control Panel window (and on the Desktop behind) are

double-clicked to launch programs, tools and open folders.
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On -screen menus as well as icons are pointed to and
clicked with the mouse to launch a particular task. The
windows, icons, menus and pointer are known as a 137MP
system and also as a graphical user interface (GUI).
The PC has become the world-wide standard for home and
business computers and has generated a huge amount of

software. There is also plenty of support for the PC,
including

spare

parts

and

small

local

businesses

experienced in carrying out repairs and upgrades to keep
the machines up-to-date.
Nowadays the only serious alternative to the Windows PC
is the Apple Macintosh, in various forms. The Apple Mac
has many devoted users since it was the pioneer of easy -to -

use mouse and windows operating systems. The Mac has
established itself as the preferred choice in many printing
and publishing enterprises and in some areas of education.
For the general user wishing to remain in the mainstream of
readily -available software, cheap hardware and support,
there is really no choice other than to buy a PC machine
running Microsoft Windows Vista.
Choosing a Supplier
If buying from a small local computer shop, try to find a

business that has been around for a few years and is
recommended by satisfied customers. If there are any
problems, you can take your machine back to the person
who built it. In the case of the large supplier, your
computer may need to be sent away for repair and may not

be seen again for several weeks. Fortunately modern
computers are usually very reliable and you'll probably
have no problems. The small local business will often build
a computer to your own specification as discussed shortly.
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Suggested Questions for Computer Suppliers
So that you won't be "blinded with science" at

the

computer shop, it should help if you do some preparation
for your visit. You might prepare a list of questions - a
good supplier will have no problem in giving you honest
answers. A few ideas are given below.
What system would best suit my intended use of the
computer?
Is it easy to upgrade the computer in the future, with

more memory, faster processor, bigger hard disc,
more expansion cards?

What guarantee is included with the machine and
what does it cover?
What are the arrangements for returning the
machine and who pays for transportation?
What is a typical turnaround time for repairs?

What software is pre -installed on the machine

-

Windows Vista, word processor, spreadsheet, etc?

What peripherals are included - -printer, scanner,
digital camera, etc?

Would the basic machine without these "free"
peripherals be better value? Also, you may want a
better printer, for example, than the one included in
a particular package.
Will the supplier deliver the computer and get it up
and running in your home, including connecting to
the Internet?

After buying a new machine, keep

all

receipts and

packaging in case the system has to be returned for repair.
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Buying a New Computer
Perfectly adequate new PC machines suitable for accessing
the Internet can be bought from the large retailers for under
£400 including VAT, at the time of writing. Machines with
increased performance may cost upwards of £500. Such a
machine

will

typically

have

more

memory,

faster

processor, bigger hard disc drive, etc. If you don't
understand such computer jargon, these terms are explained

shortly and in the Glossary at the end of this book.
However, for general Internet use, e.g. finding information
from Web pages, creating your own Web site, downloading

files and using e-mail, a £400 machine will be quite
powerful enough.

When buying a new computer, choose one with Vista
Home Premium edition already installed if you want to get
the entire Vista experience, including the Windows Aero
graphics discussed shortly.
Second -Hand Machines

Computers depreciate very rapidly and you can pick up a
decent used machine quite cheaply. In fact, at the time of
writing, one local computer builder is selling refurbished
machines for £100; these should be quite capable of general
Internet use, although it may be necessary to upgrade them

to run Windows Vista. Checking an older machine for
readiness to run Windcws Vista is covered at the end of
this chapter.

Carrying out the necessary upgrades and modifications to
enable an older machine to run Vista is described in our
book "Computing with Vista for the Older Generation"
from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd.
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The Computer Specification
It's a good idea to make yourself familiar with the main
computer components before you visit suppliers to talk
about a purchase; then an unscrupulous sales person won't

be able to blind you with science. Here's a typical
specification for a PC from a large retailer:

Intel Pentium 3.2GHz Processor
1GB RAM

160GB Hard Drive

DVD and CD -Rewriter Drives
17 -inch TFT Monitor
128MB GeForce Graphics
Windows Vista Home Premium
£399.99 including VAT
The above specification contains a lot of computer jargon.
Each of the above terms is explained on the next few pages.
Windows Vista requires quite a powerful machine to run at
its

full potential. A machine of the specification listed

above will be quite capable of running Windows Vista.
However, if you already have an older machine, it may be
possible to upgrade it to run Vista by replacing some of the
critical components such as the memory, processor,

graphics card and hard disc drive. These issues are
discussed in more detail in the remainder of this chapter
and in our companion book in this series "Computing with
Vista for the Older Generation" from Bernard Babani
(publishing) Ltd.
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The Jargon Explained
Microsoft Windows Vista
The Microsoft Windows operating system is dominant on
personal computers throughout the world. The Windows
system enables you to "drive" the computer using a mouse
and a series of on -screen menus and icons which represent
different tasks and programs. The screen is divided up into
one or more "windows" or frames.
Windows Vista is the latest version of Microsoft Windows.
There are four versions including two aimed at the home
user; these are Vista Home Basic, the cheapest, and Vista
Home Premium. Home Premium is the best choice for the

home user, as it has many advanced graphics features,
greatly enhancing your use of the computer.

Windows Vista includes Internet Explorer 7; this is a
program known as a Web browser, allowing you to find
and display Web pages and save and print copies. Internet
Explorer 7 is described in detail later in this book.
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The Processor

This is the "brains" of the computer. It's a micro -chip
which carries out all of the high-speed instructions and
calculations. The Intel Pentium is probably the most wellknown brand of processor, but there are rivals such as the
AMD Athlon and Dln-on processors. Currently dual core

processors are very popular; these have two processors
mounted on a single chip.

"3.2GHz" in the previous specification refers to the speed
the processor carries out instructions. Until recently I was
still using a 1GHz machine and this was quite adequate for
general Internet use. So the 3.2GHz processor listed in the

specification on the previous page should be good for
several years before it's rendered obsolete by the march of
technological progress.

MHz or megahertz is a measure of the speed of the
processor in millions of instructions per second.
1GHz or gigahertz is roughly 1000 megahertz.
DVD and CD -Rewriter Drives

These are devices built into your computer which allow
you to copy music, video and data files onto blank CDs and

DVDs, including files you have downlcaded from the
Internet. The CDs and DVDs can then be used in ordinary
players, away from the computer. Music and video can also

be copied from CDs and DVDs and stored on your
computer's hard disc drive. They can then be accessed
easily and played with the Windows Media Player, which
is included with Window Vista.
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The RAM
RAM stands for Random Access Memory. It is a temporary

store in the computer and holds the programs and data
currently being used. 1GB is a measure of the storage
capacity of the RAM. 1GB is fast becoming the norm on
computers running Windows Vista, while some people
have already decided that 2GB is really needed.
IGB or gigabyte is approximately 1000MB.
1MB is approximately I million bytes.
A byte is the amount of memory Needed to store a character
such as a letter of the alphabet or a number 0-9.
The terms bytes, kilobytes, megabytes and gigabytes refer

to the storage capacity of the memory (RAM) and media
such as hard discs, CDs and DVDs, etc. The sizes of files to

be downloaded from the Internet are also quoted in
kilobytes and megabytes. Such files might include
photographs, music, video and software updates. The RAM

is said to be volatile memory; data and programs stored in

the RAM are lost when the computer is switched off.
Saving Permanently
Programs and data must be saved permanently by recording

on the computer's internal hard disc and on removable
media such as CDs, DVDs, and the latest flash drives also
known as pen drives, memory sticks and removable discs.
These are small devices in the form of dongles which plug
into the rectangular USB ports on the computer.

Flash drive dongle

USB Ports

2
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The Hard Disc Drive
The hard disc drive (also called the hard disc and the hard
drive) consists of several magnetic metal discs on a central
spindle, rotating at high speed. The hard disc is enclosed in
a metal casing and mounted inside of the main case of your
computer. The hard disc is your computer's virtual filing
cabinet in which all of your programs and data files (such
as word processing documents) are permanently stored.

The Windows Vista operating system and its many
associated files also occupy a considerable amount of the
hard disc space. The hard disc can also be used to save your
e -mails and any Web pages and files downloaded from the
Internet.

160GB in the previous specification is a good size hard
disc - in fact it's phenomenal compared with the size of
hard disc drives of a few years ago. Such a hard disc will
be more than adequate for the general computer user.

As can be seen from the screenshot below, the machine I
am currently using has a relatively modest 68.5GB hard
disc, of which 27.6GB are still unused. The hard disc is
usually designated as the (C:) drive.
HP_PAVILION (0)

10

27.6 GB free of 68.5 GB

Photographs, music and video files are very hungry for disc
storage space. If you intend to use your computer in a big
way for this type of storage, make sure you buy the biggest
hard disc you can afford.
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The Graphics Facilities
The quality of your screen display doesn't only depend on
your chosen monitor, (the TV -like screen), though this is
important. Electronic wizardry is needed to control the

quality of the screen display and this may take two
alternative forms; firstly on -board graphics components
may be integrated into the motherboard i.e. the main circuit
board inside of the computer.
Alternatively the graphics components may be supplied on

a separate graphics card, as shown below. This is an
example of an expansion card, a small printed circuit board
which plugs into a spare slot in the motherboard.

For general use the standard graphics card supplied with

most recent new computers should suffice. However,
anyone doing a lot of high precision graphics work, etc.,
may need to fit a high quality graphics card. Some older
machines may need to have a better graphics card fitted
before they can run Windows Vista to its full potential.
This means a graphics card with at least 128MB of its own
memory on board, in addition to the RAM of the computer.
27
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The Monitor
This is the screen on which you view your programs and
Web pages. As mentioned earlier, the quality of the screen

display depends not only on the monitor but also the
specification of the graphics card or on -board graphics
facilities. Monitor sizes are measured diagonally across the
screen. 15 -inch, 17 -inch and 19 -inch monitors are

commonly used. Obviously large monitors are easier to
read, especially if your eyesight is not what it used to be. I
latest 19 -inch flat screen TFT (Thin -Film
Transistor) monitors costing about f 110; these take up very

use

the

little desk space compared with the earlier and much
bulkier Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) monitors. An additional

bonus is that some of these flat screen monitors have
integral speakers, just visible on the bottom right and left of
the monitor below; if you like music while you work these
avoid the additional clutter of separate speakers.
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As discussed earlier, the quality of the screen display
depends very much on the graphics card or on -board
graphics components fitted to your computer. If you have
difficulty reading the screen, Windows Vista has a built-in
Magnifier feature which allows you to enlarge the text and
graphics around the current cursor position on the screen.

The magnifier is one of the Ease of Access features
discussed later in this book in the chapter "Help for Users
with Special Needs".
You can also adjust the screen resolution using the Display
Settings feature in the Personalize section of the Control
Panel (discussed shortly). The resolution is the number of
small squares (known as pixels or picture elements) used to
map out the screen. Typical screen resolutions are 800x600
and 1024x768. These are changed by using the mouse to
drag a slider between Low and High, as shown below.
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The Printer
A reliable printer is an essential part of your computer
system - you can't do all of your communication by e-mail

or posting on Web sites. A printer is needed to produce
paper copies of letters, reports, accounts, publications,
magazines, photographs, e -mails and Web pages.
Nowadays there are two popular types of printer used in the

home and small business. These are the laser printer and
the inkjet. You need to consider the type of work you will
be doing in order to choose a suitable printer.

The Inkjet Printer
Inkjet printers are good all-rounders and can be bought for
as little as £50, although models costing several hundred
pounds are also available.

You must also consider the price of the black and colour
ink cartridges which can cost from £10 - £20 or more per

can produce high quality colour
photographs, though the cost of the cartridges and the
set.

Inkjet printers

special glossy paper makes this an expensive activity.
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The Laser Printer
Laser printers are popular in the home and in business.
They are fast, produce high quality printout and tend to be
quieter than their main rival, the inkjet. Most laser printers
are mono (i.e. they print only in black and white.) Mono
laser printers suitable for the home or small business can be
bought for less than £100, while colour laser printers cost
from about £180 upwards. I have used two cheap mono
laser printers over the last 10 years and they have been very
reliable.

You need to shop around for replacement toner cartridges

which typically cost around £40 - £50. Toner is a fine
powder used as "ink" to print text and graphics. A toner
cartridge should be capable of printing several thousand
sheets of A4. Refill toner kits are a cheap way of extending
the life of a cartridge although print quality may eventually
suffer as the cartridge drum surface inevitably deteriorates.

Multi purpose printers combine several functions such as
printing, photocopying, sending faxes and scanning.
Internet Explorer 7, which is part of Windows Vista. has
improved facilities for printing out copies of Web pages,
compared with earlier versions of Internet Explorer.
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Broadband Connections
Nowadays the traditional dial -up modem is considered too
slow by many people, particularly for business use and for
sending and receiving large files across the Internet. One
answer to the need for more speed is the broadband system,

introduced by BT and others. Home users of broadband

have a service known as ADSL (Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line). This converts a standard BT telephone
line into a very fast Internet line. Comparing broadband to
a normal modem line is like comparing a 6 -lane motorway
to a narrow country lane.
At the time of writing more than half of UK households
have broadband and this is expected to increase to 4 out of
5 by the year 2010.
BT will check out the cable to your home and, if necessary,
set up the actual connection. The line needs to be activated
by BT before you can connect to the Internet.

To obtain a broadband connection, you will need to
subscribe to a broadband Internet Service Provider such as
BT Broadband, Tiscali or AOL. They will issue you with a
user name and a password.
aRt
If you are already connected to

the Internet with an ordinary
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modem and want to know
more about broadband, the BT
Web site (http://www.bt.com/)
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The Internet Service Provider should provide you with a
pack containing everything you need.
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The pack should contain:
An instruction manual.
A CD containing the set-up software.
One or more filters and cables. A filter
allows your computer and a telephone
to be connected to a single phone line.
Your username and password.
Either an ADSL modem or a wireless router.
ADSL Modem

This is a small box which is connected
by cables between the computer and the
telephone line. Its purpose is to enable
the computer, which uses digital data, to
communicate over the telephone lines,
which work with analogue (sound) data.

Wireless Router and Home Network
A wireless router allows several
computers to share an Internet
connection on a small home
network, using radio signals.

The router contains a built-in
ADSL modem to connect to the
Internet via a telephone line.

Every computer on the network must have a wireless
adaptor fitted, in the form of a USB dongle or as an
expansion card. The router is a fixed Internet access point.
As the network is wireless you can set up your computer(s)
in any room in your home. Or take a laptop computer down

the garden and surf the net in the sunshine - wireless
Internet works over quite large distances.
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Summary of Broadband Features
Below is a list of the main features of a broadband Internet
connection:

Broadband is up to 100 times faster than an
ordinary dial -up modem. So you can find and
display information much faster and use streaming
to view videos and TV programs online.
You can send e -mails including pictures and video
clips in seconds rather than minutes.

You can download large files such as software,
pictures and graphics from the Internet, in a fraction

of the time taken by a dial -up modem. These are
then saved on the hard disc of your computer.
Once up and running in the morning, the computer
stays connected to the Internet all day.
You can use a single telephone line to make phone

calls and "surf" the Internet at the same time there's no need for a dedicated line.

A monthly fee of about £20 - £30 includes
unlimited access to the Internet. There are no call
charges for using the Internet. The full cost
including normal telephone line rental is about £50

- £60. There are also cut-price introductory offers
for a limited period and at least one free broadband
service where you pay only line rental.

Broadband is Desirable but not Essential
If you are on a limited income or don't need to download
large files, etc., you can still enjoy using the Internet with a
dial -up modem (admittedly at a more leisurely pace) - like
most of us did quite happily before broadband arrived.
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Hardware Requirements for Windows Vista
The development of new software always demands more
and more powerful computers and Windows Vista is no
exception. With its Aero 3D graphics and other facilities,
Vista requires a computer with the sort of power unheard of
amongst home users a few years ago. Most new computers

should be capable of running Vista; indeed many new
computers are supplied with Vista pre -installed.

However, if you are currently running a computer with an
earlier version of Windows, such as Windows XP, as I was,
you need to find answers to the following questions:

Is the computer, in its present form, capable of
running Windows Vista, including Windows Aero?

If not, can the computer be upgraded with new
components so that it's ready for Vista?
The next few pages explain how you can test your machine
for Vista readiness.

Minimum Hardware Requirements for Vista Basic
Microsoft state that the minimum hardware requirements to
run Vista are:
A modern processor (at least 800MHz)
5 12MB of memory
A graphics processor that is DirectX 9 capable.
Please note, these are minimum requirements - a machine

which just meets this standard will not be able to run
Windows Aero graphics, for example. (DirectX 9 above
refers to software within Windows for displaying high
quality graphics).
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Hardware Needed to Run All Windows Vista Features
To get the full Windows Vista experience, including
Windows Aero, Microsoft recommends a machine with the
following specification or better:
1GHz processor
1GB of memory
DirectX 9 graphics with 128MB of graphics
memory on the graphics card
40GB of hard drive capacity with 15GB free
DVD-ROM drive.

The term GHz above refers to the speed at which the
processor can carry out instructions. Earlier, slower
processors, operated at, say, 800 MHz or 800 million
instructions per second. Nowadays, as processor speeds

have increased, the M for Mega or millions has been
replaced by G for Giga or thousands of millions.

Buying a New "Vista Ready" Computer
As an example, at the time of writing, one of the cheapest
systems from a very large retailer, costing £350, has a
3.33GHz processor, 512MB memory, 160GB hard drive
and integrated graphics. This should be able to run Vista
Home Basic, but with only 512MB of memory it would not

be able to run the Windows Aero graphics in the Vista
Home Premium, Business and Ultimate versions. However,
this computer could be upgraded easily and cheaply to run
all Vista features by adding some more memory and fitting
a new graphics card.

A more powerful machine, costing £500 from the same
retailer, had a larger memory, superior graphics and should
be able to run all of the Windows Vista features.
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Checking an Existing Machine for Vista Readiness
If you are running an earlier version of Windows such as

Windows XP, you can check your machine's main
components by selecting Start, Control Panel and doubleclicking the System icon (in Classic View). The General tab
shown below reveals the specification of your computer.
11 X

System Properties
System Restore
General

I

Automatic Updates

R emote

Hardware

Computer Name

Acvanced

System:

Microsoft Windows XP
Professional

Version 2032

Service Peck 2

iirpoivor

Registered to:
Jim

55274-64E-2814785-23005

Computer:

AMD AthIcn(tm)XP 20001.66 GHz, 512 MB of RAM

The above specification shows that this particular machine
has an adequate 1.66GHz processor; however, with only
512MB of memory it will be limited to Vista Basic.
Clicking Start and My Computer in XP and pointing at the

hard disc (C:) tells you the
size of the hard disc and the

Jim (C)

free space. A 40GB hard disc

with 15GB free is needed to
run Vista at its highest level.

Devices

Free Space: 22.3 GB I
Total Size: 37.2 GB

age
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The Windows Vista Upgrade Advisor
You can carry out a thorough check to see if a computer is
ready to run Windows Vista by downloading the Upgrade

Advisor, a small piece of software from the Microsoft
website at:
www.microsoft.com/windowsvistaigetready/upgradeadvisor
The Upgrade Advisor examines your computer and
produces a report listing any hardware or software

upgrades needed to run Windows Vista. The sample report
below states that a particular computer with "only" 512MB

of memory (RAM) needs upgrading in order to run
Windows Aero and other Vista features. Similarly the
graphics card needs replacing and a Web link is provided to
display a list of suitable cards. To fully display the

Windows Aero 3D graphics a new graphics card must be
compatible with DirectX 9 graphics technology and have at
least 128MB of memory built onto the card itself.
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Upgrading a computer to run Vista is covered in detail in
our companion book, Computing with Vista for the Older
Generation, from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd.
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Windows Vista
What is Windows Vista?
After you switch the computer on, it starts up and in a short
time the screen displays the Windows Vista Desktop with
various icons and background scenery, as shown below.
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During a session at the computer you would start programs
like Microsoft Word or Internet Explorer by double-

clicking the program's Desktop icon or selecting its name
from the Start/All Programs menu. Then you might do an
activity such as typing a letter, saving the letter on disc and
printing it out on paper. All of these tasks are controlled by
a collection of software known as the computer's operating
system. Windows Vista is an operating system. To use your
computer effectively you need to be familiar with the main
components of Windows Vista outlined in this chapter.
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Microsoft Windows, in various versions, has been the
dominant operating system on personal computers for
many years. Windows Vista is the latest version of
Microsoft Windows and is installed as standard on many
millions of new computers.

What Does Windows Vista Actually Do?
The Vista operating system provides the environment in

which we control and interact with the computer.

It

presents the menus from which we select commands or
tasks; it also controls the screen display and allows us to
manage our document files and folders and to save and
print our work. The operating system also controls

peripheral devices such as scanners and modems and our
connection to the Internet.

No matter what task we use our computer for, word
processing, surfing the Internet, etc., the operating system
will be working in the background in overall control.

Windows Vista also provides various tools for routine
maintenance tasks and organizing your work. When you
save a document, such as a letter, on your hard disc, the
saved version is known as a file. A new Instant Search
feature in Windows Vista enables you to quickly find files
stored anywhere on your computer. The Windows

operating system allows you to arrange your files into a
system of organized folders. Windows is also used for
deleting any files of work which you no longer need.
Windows Vista includes its own applications software such

as Internet Explorer 7. This is a Web browser, a program
used for searching the Internet and displaying information,

such as bargain holidays or herbal remedies. Internet
Explorer 7 is discussed in detail later in this book.
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Windows Vista Built-in Applications
Windows Vista includes many applications, i.e. pieces of
software for performing specific tasks. These can be found
in

the

Start/All

Programs '22r.arik
0. 1 IrF. PIP

menu and in the Accessories
sub -menu
of the
All
Programs

menu.

For
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example, WordPad is a basic

but capable word processor
shown on the right.

Paler. ...11

J.

Windows Paint is a drawing

and painting program. It can

also be used for, amongst
other things, cropping photos

and saving files in different
formats. These include the
popular JPEG format used
for sending picture files over
the Internet.
The Windows Media Player
shown on the right turns your

computer into an impressive
entertainment centre, with
easily managed personal
libraries of music and video
clips. CDs can be copied to
your hard disc and music can
be "burned" from your hard disc to a new CD.
The Windows Media Center enables your computer to be

turned into a television, allowing you to watch live
programs and record them on DVD. A TV tuner (expansion
card or USB dongle) must be fitted to your computer.
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The Evolution of Microsoft Windows Vista
Windows Vista is the latest in a line of Microsoft Windows
operating systems, starting with Windows 3.0 and
Windows 3.1, followed by Windows 95, Windows 98 and
Windows Me. Business users were provided with separate
versions of Windows, namely Windows NT and Windows
2000. Windows XP arrived in 2001 and was the result of a
merger between the Windows home and business versions.
Windows has been under constant development since the
introduction of Windows XP, initially having the working
title of Windows Longthorn and culminating in Windows
Vista, first available to the general public in early 2007.
Windows Vista introduces many spectacular new features
and these are discussed shortly.
Versions of Windows Vista

There are four versions of Vista - Home Basic, Home
Premium, Business and Ultimate; your choice of version
depends on the way you use your computer and how much

you are prepared to pay. For example, Home Basic will
suffice if you want to do general tasks such as office work
- word processing, spreadsheets, Internet and e-mail, etc.
Vista Home Basic lacks some entertainment features such
as Windows Media Center and also the stunning new 3D
graphics effects known as Windows Aero, discussed

shortly. Home Premium includes Windows Aero and also
the Windows Media Center. The Business version of Vista
includes Windows Aero and has additional networking and
backup features. To get the best of all worlds, Windows
Vista Ultimate incorporates all of the new Vista features,
including Windows Aero together with the entertainment,
backup, data protection and networking facilities.
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A Brief Tour of Windows Vista
Many of the features in earlier versions of Windows are
still present in Vista, though they may have changed and

been improved. There are also many new features

in

Windows Vista such as Windows Aero - stunning graphics
which are both easy to use and pleasing to the eye.
The next few pages describe some of the main features of
Windows Vista, particularly those which should appeal to
mature readers for whom this book is primarily intended.
Many of the new Vista features are covered in more detail
in later chapters in this book. For example, the Ease of Use
facilities and Speech Recognition are covered in the chapter
"Help for Users with Special Needs". Ease of Use replaces
the Accessibility features found in Windows XP.
Launching Windows Vista
Windows Vista includes a new Start icon or orb,
Start

replacing the Start button in earlier versions of
Windows. Clicking Start leads to a redesigned
Start menu with your frequently used programs
in the left-hand panel, as shown on the next page. In the
right-hand panel there are links to many of the most useful
Windows Vista features such as the Control Panel and
Computer (formerly known as My Computer in earlier
versions of Windows'). The Control Panel is an important
tool used for setting up hardware and software. Computer
displays the resources such as hard discs, CD drives and
removable flash drives attached to your computer. The
Control Panel and Computer are discussed in more detail in
the next chapter.
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Internet
Internet Explorer

E-mai
Microsoft Office Outlook

Jim

Documents

Welcome Center
Pictures

CIWindows Media Player

Music

Windows Media Center
Games

ElWindows Photo Gallery
Search

de Windows Live Messenger Download
1111 Windows DVD Maker

Recent Items

Computer

Windows Calenda-

Network

Windows Meeting Space

Connect To

Paint

Control Panel

Default Programs

NI Programs
IS

Help and Support

tort Search

A_so shown in the right-hand pane above is a link to Recert
Items. This allows you to return instantly to documents you

have been working on recently, such as Word documents
ycu have created or photographs you've been editing.
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Internet Explorer 7
Windows Vista contains a lot of built-in software. This
includes Internet Explorer, a program known as a Web
browser which is used to find and display pages on the
Internet. Web pages can be saved on your hard disc, pr.nted
on paper or "bookmarked" for future reference.

Most Web pages contain several links (also known as
hyperlinks). These are pieces of text, icons or pictures
which you click to open up another Web page or Web site
which may be on another computer anywhere in the world.
Windows Vista includes Internet Explorer version 7, which
is also available for users of Windows XP, the forerunner
to Windows Vista. Internet Explorer 7 introduces many
new features which have been widely welcomed. These
include tabbed browsing which allows you to move easily
between several Web pages open simultaneously. Internet
Explorer 7 and Web pages are discussed in more detail in
the remainder of this book.
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The Instant Search Feature
From time to time most of us probably forget the folders or
locations on the hard disc where we saved files. The Instant
Search feature in Windows Vista rapidly finds items saved
anywhere on your hard disc. Simply type the name (or just
part of the name) of the file into the Start Search bar at the
bottom of the Start menu shown on the previous page. For
example, I knew I had saved a photograph as a file called
cats; the name of the file is entered into the Start Search
bar shown below and on the previous page.

x

cats

In no time at all, the file is found and displayed in the
Search Results window shown in the extract below.
Fe c

Name

Ink,

Date modeled

Type

Folder

Authors

Documents
PKtures

Aleut

Mole *

Typc WIG Irrage
Two: Malec's 2006
lialsncy Unrated
Denenvons 2816 n 2112
Size 677 KB

Feick's

Desktop
hn,
Al Pubic

41 ampule'

e

Nabob*

UMW Pawl

-

.

-

cab

Passing the mouse cursor over the icon for the file reveals
the file details, as shown in the small rectangle on the right
above. Double-clicking the cats icon (shown in extra large
view above) opens up the file in its associated program. In
this example, as cats is a photograph, the file is opened in
Adobe Photoshop Elements, the photo editing program on
this computer. In

the same way a word processing

document would open in Microsoft Word cr similar.
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Windows Aero
This is a brand-new feature introduced with Windows Vista
and dramatically changes the way we see and interact with

items on the screen - the "graphical user interface". To
receive Windows Aero in all its glory, you need a computer
equipped with quite high quality graphics facilities. If your
machine is lacking in either hardware or software, you may

still be able to run Vista Basic but may miss out on the
more spectacular 3D effects of Windows Aero.
The section on hardware requirements which follows later

in this book shows how you can run a test on your
computer for compatibility with Windows Vista.

Live Taskbar Thumbnails
If you are running several programs on your computer at a
given time, recent versions of Windows display an icon for

each program and details of the file and program on the
Taskbar on the bottom of the screen. However, in Windows
Aero, passing the cursor over the item on the Taskbar also

displays a large thumbnail, giving a clear view of the
contents of the file, as shown on the lower right below.
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Windows Flip
While working away at the computer you may have a lot of
windows open but with only one window maximized on the

screen at a given time. For example when producing a
document such as a chapter in this book, I often have more

than one word processing document and various Paint
images open in their own windows but running invisibly in
the background. You may want to switch from one window
to another, but may be unsure what each window contains.
Windows Flip displays live thumbnails as shown below.
This enables you to quickly identify and select the window

you want. Simply hold down the Alt key and
repeatedly press the Tab key (shown left) to
move through and highlight each thumbnail.

When the window you want to use is highlighted, release
the Alt key to maximise the window.

Examples of thumbnails representing a variety of running

programs are shown above. Reading from left to right,
these are, in this particular example:
A photograph in Windows Paint.
A chapter of this book running in Microsoft Word.
The Windows Vista Computer feature.
The Windows Vista Desktop.
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Windows Flip 3D
This is probably the most spectacular of the Aero features;

like Windows Flip it's very useful when you've a lot of
windows open and need to switch between them. For
example, you might want return to the Desktop and then
start a program such as Internet Explorer by doubleclicking its icon. To launch Flip 3D, hold down
the Windows key, marked with the Windows logo
and perhaps the word Start, as shown on the right.

A press of the Tab key displays all of your currently open
windows in 3D on the screen, as shown below.
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Repeatedly pressing the Tab key, (or turning the scroll
wheel on the mouse) while holding down the Windows key,
rotates the windows on the screen as if on a carousel. As

each window is brought to the front. you can open it,
maximized on the screen, by simply releasing the Windows

key. Clicking any of the windows in the Flip 3D stack
shown above, while the Windows key is still held down,
maximises that window on the screen.
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The Windows Vista Sidebar
The Sidebar in Windows Vista is a pane, normally down
the right-hand side of the screen, which displays small
programs or mini -applications, such as a clock, the

weather, or news flashes (also known as RSS feeds,
discussed later). The sidebar items appear in small
individual windows, as shown on the right below, and are
known as gadgets.

The Sidebar above on the right shows at the top a gadget
displaying news headlines, then below it a slideshow of
photographs, which can be selected from your own folders.
Next there is a notepad into which you can type any text
you like, such as reminders, followed by a clock at the
bottom. Clicking the small plus sign
(shown on the right) at the top of the
J

presents the Gadgets
Gallery, as shown on the next page.
Sidebar
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Gadgets are added to the Sidebar by double-clicking their
thumbnail in the Gadget Gallery as shown above. Further
gadgets can be obtained by clicking the Internet link, Get
more gadgets online at the bottom right of the Gallery.

If you right -click over a gadget, a menu appears with
options to Close Gadget or Detach from Sidebar, for
example; when a gadget such as a clock is detached it can
be dragged and placed anywhere on the screen.
Right -clicking over the Sidebar itself and then clicking
Properties presents a dialogue box with options to display
the Sidebar when Windows starts up, to place it on the left
or right of the screen, and to always show the Sidebar on
top of other windows. The Windows Sidebar icon on the
right of the Taskbar at the bottom of the screen
can be used to display the Sidebar; when the
icon is right -clicked a menu appears, including
options to change the Properties or Exit the
sidebar.
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The Windows Photo Gallery
This is a new feature introduced with Windows Vista and
enables you to display and manage your photographs and
videos easily. The Windows Photo Gallery can be opened
from the Start menu or the StarVAII Programs menu.
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The menu across the top of the Photo Gallery is shown
below and includes a drop -down File menu with an option
Add Folder to Gallery..., to copy existing photos on your

hard disc to the gallery. Alternatively you can import
pictures directly from a digital camera or scanner.

All Pictures and Videos
Pictures

Add Folder to Gallery...

yJ

Import from Camera or Scanner.

Videos

Races* knported

Delete

Tags

Rename

Ctrl+M

r nn',

CtrlC

Create a New Tog
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The Photo Gallery in Windows Vista
contains its own tools for enhancing
photographs selected in the gallery.
These tools are shown on the left and

r? Auto Adjust

p Adjust Exposure

are accessed by clicking Fix on the

J Adjust Color

menu bar shown on the previous
171.

page. Crop Picture allows you to cut
away unwanted areas of the photo.

Crop Picture

V ED( Red Eye
_

Fix Red Eye corrects an unwanted

phenomenon which occurs in photos of people and animals.

The Print option shown on the Photo Gallery menu bar
enables you to specify the type of paper and the finished
size of your prints. Further options allow you to send your
photos as e-mail attachments or "burn" images to a CD.
Tags
Tags are used to organize photographs and any other type
of file. A large number of photographs can be labelled with
tags representing various smaller categories. Suppose you

have perhaps 100 photos in your Photo Gallery and you
want to extract just the images of garden birds, for
example. First you create a new
A j All Pictures and Videc s
tag, Garden Birds. Then all the
Pictures
Videos
-1Z. Recently Imported
Tags

ts) Garden Bads'
Not Tagged

images of garden birds are

selected and dragged from the
Photo Gallery and dropped over
the new tag. In future, to look at

just garden birds you would

Flowers

click the Garden Birds tag. The
images remain in the main pool of the Photo Gallery but the
tags allow certain groups to be extractec very quickly.
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Good Housekeeping Tools in Windows Vista
The System Tools Menu
Windows Vista contains a number of tools for keeping your
computer running at its optimum performance. Several of
these are to be found in the System Tools menu opened by
selecting Start, All Programs, Accessories and System
Tools, as shown below.
1,, System Tools
Backup Status and Configuration

Al Character Map

Mr Computer
Control Panel

a Disk Cleanup

lip

Disk Defragmenter

0 Internet Explorer (No Add-ons)
up System Information
System Restore

0 Task Scheduler
14 Windows Easy Transfer

Disk Cleanup shown above should be used regularly to
remove temporary and redundant files.

Fragmenter helps your computer to run faster and
more efficiently by optimizing the way files are stored on
the hard disc. Vista schedules this tool automatically but
Disk

you can also run it manually from the System Tools menu.
System Restore can be used if a problem develops, perhaps
after installing new software. System Restore returns the
system to a previously good configuration or Restore Point.
You can create and save your own Restore Points.

System Information displays the specification of some of
the main components of your computer.
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The Recycle Bin
Files and folders can be deleted by selecting the file in the
window of the Computer feature in Windows Vista, then
pressing the Delete key. In fact this does not wipe the file or

folder from your hard disc but merely removes it to a
location called the Recycle Bin. This can be

opened by double-clicking its icon on the
Windows Vista Desktop as shown on the left.
Files in the recycle bin can still be restored to
their original location. You can click a button to Wipe -.he
Recycle Bin to permanently remove files from your hard
disc. The Disk Cleanup feature mentioned on the previous
page also empties the Recycle Bin.
Windows Update
Recycle 134n

This feature connects your computer to the Internet and
checks for any new Windows software which you may
wish to download from the Internet to your computer.
Updates are usually utility files which improve the security
or enhance the performance of your computer. You can run
Windows Update from Start and All Programs.
In the Control Panel in Classic View dotipleclick the Windows Update icon shown on the
Windows
left. In Control Panel Home select System and
Update
Maintenance to display the following options.
Update

tetWindows
Turn automatic updating on 01 off

Check for updates

View installed upcates

If you click Turn automatic updating on or off as shown
above, you can schedule a daily automatic update of your
Windows software; alternatively you can view the updates
on offer and decide if you want to install them.
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A Closer Look into
Windows Vista
This chapter looks at the feature in Vista known simply as
Computer. The Computer feature, together with the
Windows Explorer, is used for viewing and organising your
computer's discs and your files and folders; the Control
Panel, discussed shortly, is used for setting up hardware
devices like printers and installing and removing software
such as a word processing program. This chapter also has a
closer look at the make-up of on -screen windows and the

use of the mouse to work with screen objects such as
menus and dialogue boxes.

The Computer Feature
Click the Start orb or button at the bottom left-hand side of

the screen and then click Computer from the right-hand
side of the Start menu which appears.
,kee,

Windows Media Player

Computer

IIIII Windows Sidebar

fletvort

7:44 Windows Photo Gallery

Connect To

Windows Vista Upgrade Advisor
AMicrosoft Works T ink Launcher
On -Screen Keyboard

Control Panel
Default Programs

Help and Support

Al Programs
Stan' Search

S7
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The Computer feature opens in its own window as shown
below. You can see that on this particular computer there is
a floppy disc drive A:, a hard disc drive C: , a DVD drive E:
and a removable disc G: Information is given about each
disc drive, such as the amount of free space, measured in
gigabytes (GB), as discussed on page 25.
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The Windows Explorer
The Windows Explorer is used for displaying the resources

on your computer, such as hard discs and folders, etc. A

quick way to start the Windows Explorer is by right clicking the Start orb and selecting Explore from the menu
(shown on the right)

which pops up. You can

Browse weft Paint Shop Pro X

also
select
Windows
Explorer
from
the
Accessories menu in

Explore

Start/All Programs. The
windows opened in the

Windows Explorer and in
the Computer feature will

be referred to from now
on as Explorer windows.
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To reveal the contents of any of the discs, such as the hard
disc C:, double-click its entry in the Explorer window. Very
quickly a full listing of all the folders on drive C: aprears
as shown below.
CPCer T.

Ldit

Eie

!pew

Computer t HP_PAVTION (C )
-eft

Its

ma_ t. a

0,v-1

Rik

Kane

Favorite Links

Documents
Pictures

MUSK
More kk
I older,

in Desktop
1-1P_Ownet

Publoc

11. Computer
,

Floppy Desk Drive (k)
HP_PAVLION (C4

ga

1

Date modified

Type

Easy Spreadsheets

..3/04 2006 119:53

Fie Folder

EPSON

_4/44 2046 014.36

File Folder

* ha

MOS 2006 4121

Fie Folder

j, Jun

_7/11 2006 09:34

File toilet

hmt Secure

11/11 2006 14:23

File Folder

lirnsinta

12'12 2046 16:02

Fie Folder

.6, Malaga 2006

.1 11/264609:/1

File Folder

js My Documents

:A/111; 2006 48:41

F oiler

j, NVID1A

12/12,2006 1909

File F older

j, Program Fits

02/12/2046 1142

Fie F older

ji, Users

17/09, 2144 15:25

Fie Folder

3. Vista BP601

47112/2444 41.34

Fie toiler

I Windows

12/1.2/2146 1914

Fie F older

DVD RW Drive (C)
Removable Disk (G:)

To view the files contained in any of the folders, doubleclick anywhere on the folder name or icon. For example,
double-clicking the folder Jim above
following.

produced the
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Double-clicking the Car folder shown on the previous page
reveals that it contains a Word document, Accident Report,
shown below.

OICy.

o

Computer

o

icht

Miew

HP_PAVILION (C.)
or.

415.

look

Jim

o

Cat

.1110.0.

help

Favorite Links
nes,-rren.nir

Name

Date modified

CAccident Report

10 10r 2006 10:02

Opening a File in its Associated Program
Double-clicking anywhere on the name or icon for the file

Accident Report shown above opens the file in its
associated program, in this case Microsoft Word. The
associated program is normally the program used to create
a file; however you can set a file to be opened in another
program on your computer, if it's compatible with the file.
For example, an image or photographic file might be set to
open in any one of several available photo editing
programs, such as Paint Shop Pro or Adobe Photoshop, etc.
To associate a program with a file type, right -click over the

file's name in the Explorer window. Then select the
program's name in the Open With sub -menu which appears,
as shown below. This is now the associated program.
Open With

Adobe Photoshop Elements

Scan catsjpg for Viruses

-SI

Windows Photo Gallery

Restore previous versions

Co

Paint Shop Pro X

Send To

1I

Paint

Next time you double-click the file in the Explorer window
it will open in the newly associated program.
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Displaying Folders in Windows Vista
Windows Vista introduces attractive and helpful ways of
displaying files and folders using Live Icons in Explorer
windows, making it easier to find items such as documents
and photos, etc. Stored files and folders can be viewed by
selecting Start, Computer, then doube-clicking over the
hard disc drive, usually C:, as shown below.
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Similarly you could double-click the icon for the CD drive
E: or the removable disc F: as shown in the above example.
With View and Large Icons selected from the Explorer

menu bar, Vista displays the folders in 3D, revealing the
type of documents saved within each folder, as shown
below.

Malaga 2006

My Documents

NVIDIA
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Displaying Files in Windows Vista
In Windows Vista the Live Icons feature presents a
miniature image of a document in the Explorer window,
rather than just a small icon for the file type. The images
show you what a file actually contains, without you having
to open the file in the appropriate program, such as a word
processor, spreadsheet or photo editor, for example. Two
images representing photo files are shown below in the
Vista Explorer window.

The Views menu in Windows Vista allows your files to be
displayed in the Explorer window in several different ways.

le Extra Large Icons

.-...

Favorite Links

Large Icons

; Medium Icons

te taken

Tags

IF Documents

RI

Pictures

Small Icons

Music

More

14 Details

Folders

Jo, JimFSecure
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As can be seen on the menu at

bottom of the previous page,
there are many different ways
of viewing files and folders in
the Vista Explorer window.
For

example, Extra Large
displays the sort of
image shown on the left,
while the Details view shown
gives
below
specific
Icons

information, such as the date
and time the file or folder was created.
I,. Malaga 2006

17/11/2006 09:41

File Folder

Searching in the Explorer Window
The Explorer windows used for displaying and copying
files and folders now include a new Instant Search bar. To
start Explorer, right -click over the Start orb at the bottom
left of the screen and select Explore from the pop-up menu.
Browse with Paint Shop Pro X
Explore
Search...

Scan Folders for Viruses
Properties
Open All Users
Explore All Users
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The Explorer window opens as shown below. The left-hand

pane shows all of your resources such as the hard disc C:
and any removable discs such as flash drives, etc. If you
select the C: drive, all of your folders are displayed in the
right-hand pane shown below.
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At the top right of the Explorer window is a Search bar, as
shown above. You can enter here the name of any file or
folder on your hard disc and Vista will quickly find it. For
example, I entered El Palo, the name of a photographic file,
as shown below.
x

El Palo

1

A listing of the file was very quickly displayed in the
Explorer window, as shown below.
Name
El Palo

Date modified

Type

Folder

01/01/2004 00:00

JPG File

Malaga 2006 (C)

Double-clicking the icon or the name of the file opens the
file in its associated program, such as Adobe Photoshop
Elements, for example.
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The Control Panel
This is a very important feature used for making alterations

to the hardware and software on your computer. For
example, the Control Panel can be used to install or remove
software and to alter settings such as the screen resolution,
the screen saver and the colours used to display windows.

The Control Panel is started by clicking the Start button
and then selecting Control Panel from the right of the Start
menu, as shown in the extract below.
Windows Photo Gallery

Connect To

Microsoft Works Task Launcher

Control Panel

144 Windows Vista Upgrade Advisor
giOn -Screen Keyboard

Default Programs

Help and Support

Al Programs
tart Search

o
F4 Vista BP601

The Control Panel opens up in its own window in one of
the following two views, Control Panel Home and Classic
View, as shown on the next two pages. Control Panel Home

groups the various tasks into categories under relevant
headings. A single click of a heading or icon in Control
Panel Home displays further options.
Classic View presents a large number of icons representing

many different tasks. To start a task in Classic View you
double-click the apprcpriate icon.
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File

Edit

View

Tools

Control Panel Home
Classic

You can switch between Control
Panel Home and Classic View by
clicking the appropriate view at
the top left of the Control Panel
Window, as shown on the left.

Control Panel Home
As shown below, Control Panel Home uses descriptive text
to provide links to various tasks.
71.4,71sTo

S

System and Maintenance

User Accounts and Family

Get started wall Windows

Safety
e Set up parental contrah for any
e Add . morose user accounts

Batt up you, computer

Security
Check for updates
Check thrs computer's *aunty status
program through W endows

Appearance and
Personalization
C hinge desktop background
Coostornue colors

Network and Internet
Wew network status and tasks
Set up foie skeeng

44

Hardware and Sound
Mouse

Programs

Adarst screen resolution

Clodc, Language, and Regi
Change keyboards Of other input
methods
Change display language

Ease of Access
La Windows suggest settings
Opbmut onsual display

Uninstal program

For example, Appearance and Personalization above allows
you to adjust screen settings, colours and resolution. Ease

of Access presents a number of features designed to help
people with special needs, as discussed in the next chapter.
Programs allows you to uninstall software, while User
Accounts and Family Safety enables, amongst other things,
parents (and grandparents) to limit the time children spend
on the Internet. You can also control the programs and Web

pages which children can access. Hardware and Sound
enables you to adjust settings on devices such as printers,
mice and your sound system.
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The Control Panel in Classic View
Double-clicking an icon in the Control Panel in Classic
View shown below takes you directly to a specific task.
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For example, double-clicking the Mouse icon allows you to

adjust the speed and functions of the mouse
buttons and the mouse scroll wheel; also the
way the mouse pointer appears and behaves.

Mouse

To find out the status of your printer and to
solve printing problems, double-click the
Printers icon. This feature allows you to

delete print jobs, set a printer as default and
Printers
clean inkjet printer heads, for example.
The search bar at the tcp right of the Control Panel window
in both Classic and Home views allows you to

type in the name or even just the first few
letters of a tool; then the icon for the tool
appears instantly. For example, entering fir

displays the Windows Firewall icon. Switching

the Firewall on

is

intended to protect your

Windows
Firewall

computer from hackers, etc.
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Working with Windows
Windows are rectangular boxes on the screen, used to
frame the current task. A window might contain, for
example:

A document in an application such as a word
processor, drawing program or a spreadsheet.

A display, in the Vista Computer feature, of the
discs, etc., connected to your machine.
A listing in the Windows Explorer of the hierarchy
of folders stored on your hard disc, etc.

The set of icons or a list of tasks in the Control
Panel, used for setting up hardware and software.

Although windows are used for such diverse purposes, in
general they contain the same basic components. Shortly
we will look at the make-up of a typical window. However,

since the mouse plays a central role in the operation of
windows, let's look at the use of the mouse in some detail.

You can tailor the mouse and pointer to work in various
ways. Select Start, Control Panel and make sure Classic
View is selected. Double-click the mouse icon, shown on
the right, to make various adjustments to
the way the mouse and pointer work. These
include swapping the functions of the lefthand and right-hand buttons and also
Mouse
altering the double-click speed. You can
also vary the amount of vertical and horizontal scrolling
caused by the movement of the scroll wheel located in the
centre of the mouse, between the left-hand and right-hand

buttons.
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Mouse Operations
Click
This means a single press of the left-hand mouse button.
With the cursor over an icon or screen object, a click will
cause, for example, a command from a menu to be carried
out or a folder to open.
Double Click

This means pressing the left mouse button very quickly
twice in succession. This is often used to carry out
operations such as starting a program from an icon on the
Windows Desktop. Folders can be set to open with either a
single or double click.
Right Click
Pressing the right button while the pointer is over a screen

object is a quick way to open
up additional menus relating to
the object. For example, if you
right -click over the Start
button on the Vista Taskbar, a
menu appears giving, amongst

other things, a quick way to
start the Windows Explorer.

Open
Browse with Paint Shop Pro

X

Explore

Search..

Scan Folders for Viruses
Properties

Dragging and Dropping
This is used to move objects about the screen, such as
moving files and folders into different folders. Click over
the object, then, keeping the left-hand button held down,
move the mouse pointer (together with the object) to the
new position. Release :he left button to place the object in
its new position. Dragging is also used to resize windows
and graphics on the screen and for selecting or highlighting
a piece of text to be edited.
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The Parts of a Window
The window below shows the major features common to
most Explorer windows.
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Along the top of the Explorer window shown above are
Forward and Back arrow buttons, also displayed on the left

below. These allow you to navigate between files and
folders that have been viewed previously.

00I

Computer HP_PAVILION (C:)
Mar,

...An,

AIM

Air

Jim

Car

aumge,

Folders in Vista can be arranged in a tree structure and may
contain other folders, known as sub -folders, as well as files
or documents. This is illustrated by the Address Bar shown

below; this displays the path through the folders to the
currently selected folder, Car.
J.
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The Instant Search Bar

On the right of the
Explorer window is the
Instant

Search

bar

P

I

HSearch

Type any word or part -4of a word into the search bar and if a file or folder of that
name exists anywhere on your system it will be quickly
found. Then it can be opened in its associated progra:n by
double-clicking its name or icon, as discussed earlier.

Maximising and Minimising, etc.
As shown on the previous pages, the

Vista windows have three heavily
used buttons in the top right-hand corner.
The Minimise Button

This reduces a window to a small item on the
Taskbar at the bottom of the screen, as shown
below. Click a Taskbar item to restore a
minimized window to its original size.
Hotm

u3 Introducin..

El Palo - Pa...

The Maximise Button
This expands a window to fill the whole screen.
The Restore Button

After a window has been maximized, the middle
icon changes to the Restore icon shown on the
right. This returns the window to its previous size.

GI

The Close Button

This window stops any program that is currently
running and closes the window. You w:11 be given
the chance to save any unsaved work.
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Resizing a Window or Pane
The main window and the rectangular panes within it can

be expanded or contracted by dragging a small double
arrow (f-) which appears when the cursor is allowed to
dwell on a vertical or horizontal border line or a corner.

Scroll Bars and Scroll Buttons
Horizontal and vertical scroll bars and buttons allow you to
pan a large image which is too big to fit inside a window.

Menu Bars in Explorer Windows
Near the top left of the Explorer window shown earlier is

the Menu Bar. This appears on a lot of windows and
usually starts with File, Edit and View, etc.
[ File

Edit

View

Tools

Help

1

Clicking any of these causes a drop -down menu to appear,
with options to perform common tasks. For example the
Edit menu has options to Cut (i.e. delete), Copy or Paste a
selected file or folder.
View

Tools

Help

Cut

Ctrl +X

Copy

Ctrl +C

Paste

Ctrt +V

The previous Edit menu might be used to move a file or
folder from location to another. This can also be done by
dragging and dropping a file or folder with the mouse.
Clicking View as shown above presents a drop -down menu
which includes options to alter the size of the icons used to
represent files and folders in the Explorer window.
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You can also choose to show details of the files, such as
their size and when they were created as discussed earlier.
A second menu bar has a row of menus which expands and
contracts depending on the item selected in the right-hand
pane in the Explorer window. This menu starts with
Organize, Views and Burn as shown below.
File

Edit

View

Tools

Help

Some of the menu options
under Organize, Views, etc., are
the same as options on the File,
Edit, View, etc., menu.

£ Extra Large Icons

Large Icons

When an object is selected in
the right-hand panel
Explorer
Window

z:

of the

shown
earlier, extra menus and options

Medium Icons

Small Icons

may appear on the lower menu
bar, as shown below. These might include, for example,
Open, Print, E-mail and Burn (copy to a CD).

If,

say, photographic files are selected in the Explorer

window, a Slide Show icon appears on the menu bar, as
shown below.
File

Edit

View

lk Organize .v

Tools

v

Oren

v Slide SI-
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Dialogue Boxes
The windows just discussed contain running programs and
folders, whereas dialogue boxes (as shown below) usually
require the user to enter information or specify settings.
(Windows Vista provides default settings and names which
will suffice until you are ready to insert your own settings.)
Dialogue boxes appear after you select a menu command

which ends in an ellipsis (...) such as Save As... and
Print.... The Print dialogue box shown below contains
many of the features common to dialogue boxes.
Print

.ice...

in....

-

rPrinter
Same:

I *Samsung ML -I510700 Series

Status:
Type:

Idle
Samsung ML -1510 700 Series

Where:
Comment:

1158002

r Print to file
r Manuel duple&

- ' Copies

all

Currant page

r Pew:

eroPertios

Find Printer..,

age range

r

2.1

r

Number of copies:

In

selectnn
[

I
'

Enter page numbers and/or page ranges
separated by commas. For example, 1,3,5-12

Print ghat:

'Document

Pot:

Al pages h range

1_

3
2

1--Ll

17 Collate

,

3 [a.
Pages Per sbeet:

Z.'

Ii page

:I

Su* to paper ste: IN° Scaling

...
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OK

I

Cancel
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The white circles under Page range on the
previous dialogue box are known as radio
buttons, switched on or off with a single
click. Only one radio button in a group can
be selected at a given time.

4

6. All

C

Current

C Pages:

The white squares next to Print to file,

17 Collate
Manual duplex and Collate are known as
check boxes. Any number of check boxes can be switched
on, i.e. ticked, at a given time.

Clicking the down arrow on the right of a
horizontal bar reveals a drop -down menu of
choices, such as several printers, as shown below.
Samsung ML -1510_700 Series

40 Acrobat Distiller
Canon LBP-1260 (Copy 1)
Epson Stylus C66 Series (M)

Some dialogue boxes have a text bar which allows you to
type in your own words, such as a file or folder name. For
example, when you select Save As... from the File menu,
the Save As... dialogue box appears. This includes an icon
to create a new folder, shown on the right. Click

this icon and then enter a name for the new
folder in the text box which appears, as shown
below. Then click OK to create the new folder.
New Folder

1?IX
OK

Name:

I

Cancel
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Creating Shortcut Icons on the Vista Desktop
Shortcuts to Programs
To provide a shortcut icon on the Vista Desktop for any of
your programs, first select All Programs from the Start
menu. Next right -click the name or icon for the program
and click Send To. Now select Desktop (create shortcut) to
place an icon on the Windows Vista Desktop.
Open
Restore previous versions
Send To

1,

U

rut

Compressed (zipped) Folder

Desktop (create shortcut)

From now on the program can be started by doubleclicking the new icon on the Desktop, as shown below.

Shortcuts to Files and Folders
Right -click the name of the file or folder in the Windows
Explorer. From the pop-up menu use Send To and Desktop
(create shortcut) as before. Double-click the new icon on
the Vista Desktop to open the file or folder.
As shown in the extract from my own desktop below, there

is a shortcut icon, Vista BP601, to a folder containing the
text of one of our other books. Also shown are icons for
frequently -used programs such as Adobe Photoshop
Elements, the Google Internet search engine, the Windows
Paint program and Internet Explorer, the component of
Windows Vista used for "surfing" the Internet.

Vista BP601

Shortcut
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Help for Users
with Special Needs
Windows Vista contains a number of Ease of Access
features designed to help common impairments, affecting
faculties such as, for example:
Eyesight
Dexterity
Hearing
Speech
Some users with greater needs may require

more

specialised accessibility software and equipment than the
tools available in Windows Vista. As discussed shortly,
further help can be found by entering keywords into an
Internet search "engine" (i.e. program) such as Google.
The Ease of Access
menu is launched by
selecting
Start,
All
Programs, Accessories
and Ease of Access.

(You may need to scroll

Ease of Access

QEase of Access Center
Magnifier
`141 Narrator

On -Screen Keyboard

0 Windows Speech Recognition

down the list of programs
in the All Programs menu in the left-hand panel of the Start
menu until Accessories is visible.)
The next section looks at the five Ease of Access features,
shown in the menu on the right above.
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The Ease of Access Center
This feature can be launched in several ways.
For example, click Start, Control Panel and
double-click th.. icon shown on the right in the
Ease of
Access
C enter

Control Panel in Classic View. Alternatively
you can open the Ease of Access Center from
Control Panel Home as shown below:
Control Panel Home

Ease of Access Center
Let Windows suggest settings
Change how your moLse works

System and Mainte
Security

Network and Internet

Optimize visual
Change how

Speech Recognition Options

Hardware and Sourd

Start speech recognition

Set up a micrcphon

Next select Ease of Access Center, as shown above, to see
the full list of accessibility tools.

n

LirwP-T-19r-rrmurr-11=11111111111110
Make Your computer easier to use

Quid access to common tools
You -an use the tools n the sechon to help you get started.

Winethrs can nod and sow gin lot aagtornbe ally. Pin, the SPACEBAR le u4dlAe
lughoghted tool
./ Always scan ttin

Start Magnifier
4,6

Start On -Screen Keyboard

5 -art Narrator

r

Set up High Contrast

WI tame where to start? ld rek.ornmendabons to mate your

Explor-t all setting,
When yco select these settings, they wall eutometuiely slot enh erne you log cr
tho c omputer without . disp,sry

Optunsze to !induces
Make the comp.oter corn. lo see

°pumas insuel display
Use the c 0mq/to ....thous . 'noose or keybard
Set up allornOve rnput deuces
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The Magnifier
As shown in the previous window, you can go directly to

any of the various Ease of Access tools, such as the
Magnifier, for example. The Magnifier produces an enlarged

display of the text and graphics around the current cursor
position.

The Narrator
The Narrator reads out aloud the contents of the windows
displayed on the screen, including titles, menu options,
features such as buttons and check boxes, and keys as they
are typed.

The On -Screen Keyboard

If you find a normal keyboard difficult to use, you can
"type" by using the mouse to click the letters on the image
of a keyboard on the screen.
High Contrast
This option makes the screen easier to read by increasing
the contrast on colours.
The above features are discussed in more detail shortly.
Finding Out Your Own Special Needs
If you are not sure which tools you need to help you, the
Ease of Access Center allows you to select your particular

needs from several lists of impairments. Then a list of
recommended settings is produced which you may choose

to switch on if you wish. To start entering your own
difficulties, click on Get recommendations to make your
computer easier to use, halfway down the Ease of Access
Center window, as shown below and on the previous page.
Not sure where to start? Get recommendations to make your computer easier to use
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You are presented with a series of statements under the
headings
Reasoning.

Eyesight,

Dexterity,

Hearing,

Speech

and

Each statement is preceded by a check box,

which you can tick by clicking with the mouse if it applies
to you. For example, the Eyesight statements are shown
below:
Eyesight (1 of 5)

Select all statements that apply to you:

L Images and text on TV are difficult to see (even when I'm wearing glasses).

El Lighting conditions make it difficult to see images on my monitor.

EI am blind.
[111 have another type of vision impairment (even if glasses correct it).

After you click

Next,

the investigation of your needs

continues with the statements on Dexterity, Hearing, Speech
and Reasoning. Finally you are presented with a list of

recommended settings which you may choose to switch on
by clicking to tick the check box, as shown below:

00 .44«

Ease of Access Center k Recommended settings

Air

,,M1010

Recommended settings
These settings can help you set up your computer to meet your needs. Review the re,
below and select the options that you want to use.

I Turn on Narrator
Narrator reads aloud any text on the screen. Yo J will need speakers.

Turn on Magnifier
Magnifier zooms in anywhere on the screen, and makes everything in that ar
Magnifier around, lock rt in one place, or resize rt.

I Make the focus rectangle thicker
Set the thickness of the blinking cursor:
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The list of Recommended settings shown previously may
also include options to change the colour and size of the
mouse pointers:
Change the color and size of mouse pointers.

* Regular

Regular Black it

White

Inverting

Large White

-

14 I
Edra Large
White

rt,) Regular

[41i

Large Black

Edra Large
Black

RI

RI

t, Large
Inverting
ri Extra Large
Inverting

Activate a window by hovering o.er rt with the mouse

en Turn on Mouse Keys
Use the numeric keypad to move the mouse around the screen.
Set up Mouse Keys

Other options include Turn on Sticky Keys. Some keyboard

"shortcuts" require three keys on the keyboard to be
pressed simultaneously. Sticky Keys allow these operations
to be reduced to a single key press.
Turn on Mouse Keys shown above enables the numeric

keypad (on the right of the keyboard) and also the arrow
keys, to move the mouse pointer around the screen.

When you've finished selecting your Ease of Access
recommended settings, click Apply and Save near the
bottom of the screen. From now on, each time you start the
computer, your chosen features, such as the Magnifier or the
On -Screen Keyboard, will start up automatically.
At the bottom of the list of Ease of Access
recommendations is a clickable link to a Web site giving
further information about organisations and products
intended to make computers easier to use.
Learn about additional assistive technologies online
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You can also access the various Ease of Access settings
directly rather than by completing the list of statements
relating to Eyesight, Dexterity, Hearing, Speech and

discussed earlier in this chapter. The settings
are listed in the lower part of the Ease of Access Center
Reasoning,

under the heading Explore all settings.
Explore all settings
When you select these settings, they will automatically start each time you log cn.
Use the computer without a display
Optimize for blindness
Make the computer easier to see

Optimize visual display

Use the computer without a mouse or keyboard
Set up alternative input devices
Make the mouse easier to use

Adjust settings fcr the mouse or other pointing devices
Make the keyboard easier to use

Adjust settings for the keyboard
Use text or visual alternatives fcr sounds
Set up alternatives for sounds
Make it easier to focus on tasks

Adjust settings for reading and typing

For example, Use the computer without a mouse or
keyboard enables you to set up alternative input devices,
such as the On -Screen Keyboard or to control the computer
using a microphone and Speech Recognition (discussed
shortly).
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The Magnifier
If you are finding the text and graphics difficult to read,
you can enlarge the area around the current cursor position
by switching on the Magnifier in the Ease of Access Center.
Select Start, Control Panel and Ease of Access. Then click
Start Magnifier in the Ease of Access Center shown below.
Make your computer easier 23 use

Quick access to common tool>
You can use the tools in this sectic n to help you get started.

Windows can read and scan this lit automatically. Press the SPACEBAR to select the
highlighted tool.
Always read this section aloud

rdj Always scan this sectic n

0 Start Magnifier

ifs

Start On -Screen keyboard

Start! Janata(
Set up High Contrast

The magnified text and graphics appear in a separate
window at the top of the screen, as shown below.

MOWS .AX 501.1.Widle 1IICIUUCS a ivragmner

y section orMagnified Window
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"sx viewed
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XP and
in this book in the section on Microsoft
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The Magnifier also appears as a minimised icon on the
Windows Vista Taskbar as shown below.

Magnifier

6 Ease of Access Ce...

If you click this icon,

the Magnifier window opens,

presenting a number of settings which can be adjusted.
These

include
the
Scale factor for the

magnification, up to a
maximum of 16x.
The

magnified

area

can be placed at the
Top, Left,
Bottom of

using

Right

File

commands

Dock

position option shown
on the right. The
Magnifier dialogue box

window shown on the
right can be set to start
up either minimised or
full size.

Option
Minimize on Startup

Presentation
Scale factor:

Invert colors

Dock position

Top

Tracking
.1 Follow mouse cursor
Follow keyboard focus

F ollow text editing

the top right-hand
ascorner of the window.
Alternatively, right -click

over the Magnifier Taskbar icon
and click Close off the menu
which pops up.
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The On -Screen Keyboard
Click Start On -Screen Keyboard in the Ease of Access
Center shown on page 83. The keyboard image
immediately pops up on the screen, as shown below:
You are presences with a series of statements under the
headings

Eyosignt,

Dexterity,

Homing.

Speech

and

Reasoning Each statement is preceded by a check box,
w t t o. , I
On -Screen keyboard

hi.

1,,,hom,

--,/,'.

'

1

c,,-

'

E2

i-40,1.

IIICEJCIIIII 11211731D1r1 marmommenics
1111131111013131EICM 0 111115 bkIR MEM
M-

tab

rermee neon 8 ein== 7annEl
ennonomin i no .M

ni E1111111
8
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kick

+A

1111112111151131 . 111111110

oos UM!
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at La tj

col
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After you click Nen the investigation of your needs
continues with the statements on Dexterity, He sting, Speech

and Reasoning Finally you are presented with a list of

There is also an icon for the On -Screen Keyboard or the
Vista Taskbar at the bottom of the screen.
4' Ease of Access Center

yen

ev oar

Place the cursor where you want to begin typing and
simply point to and click the required letters and characters.
Upper or lower case letters are obtained by clicking one of
the on -screen shft keys. The On -Screen Keyboard can be
moved to a convenient position by dragging in the Title Bar
to the right of the words On -Screen Keyboard.

To switch off the On -Screen
Keyboard, click the

_

Minimize

Close icon in the top
right-hand corner of
the keyboard or right -click the

Taskbar icon and click the
Close option on the menu which pops up.
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The Narrator
If your computer has the sound facility set up, you can use
the Narrator to give a spoken commentary as you work. The
Narrator tells you what keys you've pressed and also reads
out details of any windows you've opened, including menu
options and features such as buttons and check boxes. The
Narrator is launched by clicking Start Narrator in the Ease
of Access Center, as shown on page 83.
After a few seconds the Narrator window appears, allowing
you to make various adjustments to the settings. There is
also a Microsoft Narrator icon on the Vista Taskbar.

1111.11111.

Microsoft Narrator
File

Preferences

Help

"

-

Narrator will read aloud what is on -screen as you
navigate using the keyboard.

Main Narrator Settings
El Echo User's Keystrokes

rf Announce System Messages

Announce Scroll Notifications
Start Narrator Minimized

Quick Help

hat

Voice Settings

The Narrator can be closed

grre4 by clicking Exit or the
Close button shown above or by
clicking Close after right -clicking
the Taskbar icon.
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Speech Recognition
To use this feature, you need to have the sound facility set

up and working on your computer, with speakers and a
microphone. Speech Recognition allows you to control the

computer by spoken commands; tasks such as starting
programs and opening menus, dictating text and writing
and sending e -mails can be accomplished without using the

mouse or keyboard at all. First you need to learn a list of
spoken commands, by following the Windows Vista
Speech Tutorial; you must also "train" the computer to
recognise your voice and any dialect, if necessary.
The Speech Recognition feature is launched
by clicking Start, Control Panel and then
selecting Speech Recognition Options. With
the Control Panel in Classic View, this

involves double-clicking the icon shown on
the right. In Control Panel Home you need to

Speech

Recognition
Options

select Ease of Access and then Speech Recognition Options
as shown below.

Ease of Access Center
Let Windows suggest settings
Cnange how your mouse works

Opninize visual &splay
Replace sounds
Change how your keyboard worts

0 Speech Recognition Options
`tad speech recogrirtion

Se up a microphone

The Speech Recognition Options window opens, as shown

on the next page; a microphone icon appears on the
Taskbar at the bottom right of the screen,
indicating that Speech Recognition is up and
running.
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Speech Recognition Options

Storch

Configure your Speech Recognition experience
Start Speech Recognition

Start using your voice to control your computer.
Set up microphone
Set up your computer to work properly with Speech Recognition.
Take Speech Tutorial

to

Learn to use your computer with speech. Learn basic commands and dictation.
Train your computer to better understand you

Read text to your computer to improve your computer's ability to understand yo
this isn't necessary, but can help improve dictation accuracy.

When you first start Speech Recognition you are given
advice on the use of the microphone and you are asked to
read in a piece of sample text. The Speech Tutorial helps
you to practise all of the basic spoken commands such as
Start Listening, New Line, New Paragraph and Correct. You

are given practice at correcting mistakes on the screen and
shown how to select menus such as Start, All Programs and

File and to launch programs such as Word using voice
commands. If you select Train your computer to better
understand you shown above, you are given extensive
practice exercises in which you speak into the microphone,
while the computer learns to recognise your voice.
After you've finished training yourself (and the computer)
you are ready to click Start Speech Recognition as shown
above; this displays the microphone user interface shown
below:
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The user gives commands such as Start listening to make
the computer begin interpreting the commands spoken into
the microphone. The microphone button shown on the left
below changes colour - blue indicating the computer is
listening to you, grey indicating not listening. The small
window in the centre gives text feedback such as Listening
or Sleeping. The message What was that? shown in the text
window indicates that a command was not understood.

If this occurs you should try giving the command again or
try a new command. You can display a list of commands
on the screen at any time by saying What can I say?

The command Show numbers applies numbers which
appear transparently over objects on the screen. For
example, if the Show numbers command allocated the
number 14 to a photograph listed in the Windows Explorer,

the spoken command double-click 14 would open the
photograph in its associated program, such as Adobe
Photoshop Elements.
The Windows Vista Speech Recognition feature will enable
many people who can't manipulate a mouse or a keyboard
to utilise programs such as Word or Works or e-mail. Using

spoken commands, they can create, edit, save and print
their own documents. I have found it quite easy to use the
Speech Recognition system to dictate fairly simple

documents. It is important to work through the tutorials
conscientiously and to spend plenty of time training the
computer to recognise your voice. It also helps to speak
slowly and clearly into the microphone.
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Further Help
There are many companies and organisations offering more
specialist help than is provided by the tools available within

Windows Vista, just discussed. For example, alternative
input devices are available for sufferers of illnesses such as

Parkinson's Disease or Cerebral Palsy. As mentioned
earlier, there is a link, shown below, at the end of the Ease
of Access Recommended settings in Windows Vista.
Learn about additional assistive technologies online

Clicking this link enables you to access a wide range of
information on assistive or accessibility issues. There are
also links to the Web sites of companies providing
specialist devices, such as, for example, the Head Mounted
Mousing Alternative link below.
Tracker 2000 - Head Mounted Mousing Alternative by Madentec Limited
"Great for Those with Limited Mobility"

More

You can also carry out your own Internet search for help by

entering relevant keywords, such as disability computer
technology or special needs computer equipment or
computer accessibility into a search engine such as Google.

Googie

Web

Images

Groups

News

Froogle

Search)

disability computer technology
Search

("3 the web

fk-

El

nlialg
astraosk
Pcttertn,

pages from the UK

Web Results 1 - 10 of about 780.000 for IMMIX computer Lockegom (027 seconds)

Adapted Computer Technologies

Sponsored Links

Specializes in systems integration and the instruction
in the use of computer assisted devices.
f

71

r,

c:...:1

Computer Technolomi
a

Click on any of the links (which appear underlined in the
list of search results) to view the relevant Web site.
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Introduction
This chapter describes how a PC computer running
Windows Vista can be connected to the Internet, so that
you can carry out activities such as finding information
from Web pages, sending and receiving e -mails and
creating your own blogs and Web pages. These activities
are discussed in detail later in this book.
In order to connect to the Internet you will need:
A computer and a modem or a router.
A telephone line or cable TV line.
An account with an Internet Service Provider.

Choosing an Internet Service Provider
The first task is to subscribe to an Internet Service Provider
(ISP). This is a company which provides your connection
to the Internet through their special computers, known as
servers. The Internet Service Providers also supply pages
of news and information and in some cases telephone and

television services. Well known ISPs include BT, AOL,
Orange, Tiscali, Sky and Virgin Media, for example.
There is a bewildering choice of Internet Service Providers;

if you already have access to the Internet there's a wealth
of information giving details of the offers available from
the various ISPs. Web sites which provide detailed
comparisons of ISPs are discussed shortly.
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If you don't yet have an Internet connection of any sort,
you can find out about different Internet Service Providers
by:

Talking to other people about their experiences with
various ISPs.

Reading advertisements, reports and reviews in
newspapers and magazines.
Searching for information online using an Internet
connection in a library, Internet Café or by using a
computer belonging to a friend or relative.

Finding Out About ISPs Online
If you type the letters ISP into a search program such as
Google, a list of Web sites immediately appears, as shown
below. Broadband dominates the list of ISPs, an indication
of the decline in the use of the earlier dial -up modem for
connecting to the Internet.

Google

Web

Images

News

MaysNews

Products

Groups

Scholar

Searchj

isP

Search the web

thintrack

pages from the UK

Web
Compare Broadband ISP
wife broadband -finder co uk

Compare the top UK broadband ISPs and order online today'

Free UK ISP
uku co uk

0845 Local Rate. Email ISDN UK Internet Access Easy To Set Up

Tow 20 Broadband ISP
wife about -broadband co ur

Unlimited downloads No contract Up to 16Mbps Free phone calls

Internet service provider - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
An Internet service provider (abbr ISP also called Internet access provider or IAP) is a
business or organization that provides to consumers access to the ...
en wikipedia oig/wiluilMernet_service_provider - 28k

Cached - Similar pages

ISPreview UK - Internet Service Provider Information Source
UK Internet Service Provider Reviews Daily News Complaints Articles and much more
including public discussion forums and surveys'
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Click on the links shown in the previous list of search
results to display the Web sites. The Web sites include
much information about the packages on offer from the
various Internet Service Providers, as shown below.
# Broadband Finder
Broadband COMp1168011

.*************** Ind O. nee WoOdOOKI ward lb ow P or treaded. LAVIA, 41 k30,1 WIN NOP*
r 6,10 ie b ans Wanton on Oman/ Wimp. tom InoOt Mho rm. UK Oroodeoral poMeloes oquarp Fr

Yr/. ...a and many Me.
moan so a freeload OrtedlOor, a Nam to Swan rou broxband mower

STEP 2

Ada to torolareos

MEI

dawn.

STEP 1 BROADBAND CHECKER

ME= 0=1 121:E=3 12=1:1E5

FILTER RESU-TS

*"
OrOadteld !Oro GT eat go
Errie Eralin
los ca. ano a mon.*

Up To

Nap

SG6

II Moons

J te5

.2 lacalna

0919

Opoorbad WV a SOB °Ad.,

orange Broadband .

1161 Lire ,not vtisoasde

11.

NO/musot twine tor mat r19 SI

T.. 0

c

MEM

as ma. un a ,2 ...MN ...ad

Geographical Location
Some of the Web sites found in the previous ISP search
allow you to enter your post code to find services available
in your particular area. A few remote areas of the United
Kingdom still can't get broadband through a local
telephone exchange. Conversely a search in some areas will
show that cable broadband is available from Virgin Media,
(formerly ntl:Telewest). This uses television cables as the
medium, rather than BT telephone lines.

In some areas Internet Service Providers have installed
their own broadband equipment in BT telephone
exchanges. This may enable them to offer a cheaper service
and is known as local loop unbundling (LLU).
Web sites worth looking at include:
www.broadband-finder.co.uk
www.ispreview.co.uk

www.uswitch.com
www.top10-broadband.co.uk
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Criteria for Choosing an ISP
Download Speed
This is a measure of the speed in megabits per second that
you can download files from the Internet. (Mega means
approximately
million; a bit is a 0 or a 1, used to
represent the digital data in a computer). There are usually
1

several different packages on offer based on price and
speed. For example, a speed of up to 2Mbps for £10 per
month or a speed of up to 8Mbps at £19.99 per month. For
simple Web browsing and e-mail you could manage with
the lower speed; if you need to download large files (music,
video, etc.) then go for the highest speed you can afford.
High speed is also needed to receive live music, video or
television across the Internet. This is known as streaming.

Although download speeds of up to 8Mbps and even
24Mbps are quoted, these are nominal figures which may
not be achieved in your particular situation. For example,

performance deteriorates the farther you are from the
telephone exchange. Once your broadband is up and
running, several Web sites allow you to check the speed of
an Internet connection, such as the following:
http://speedtester.bt.com

To have a look at some more of these, type keywords such
as broadband speed tester into an Internet search program
such as Google, etc.
Monthly Costs
These may be as little as £10 for a light user package but
may only be for a limited period such as 6 months. An 8Mb
package is more likely to be nearer £20 per month or more,

at the time of writing. The charge for BT Broadband is
billed as part of the normal BT household telephone bill.
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Download Limit
This refers to the amount of data (Web pages, music files,
etc.), you can download per month. The average user can
probably manage with 2GB (gigabytes) per month while
anyone downloading lots of music will need more. If you
sign up for a certain download limit, expect to pay more for
each gigabyte above the limit. Some ISPs offer an
unlimited downloading facility (at a price).
Contract Period
Most Internet Service Providers require you to sign up for
their service for a minimum of 12 or 18 months, with a
financial penalty if you cancel the contract early.
Set Up Costs
ISPs usually talk you through the set up process for free;
others may charge perhaps 00-£50. Often it involves no
more than telephone support, though some ISPs may offer
the services of an engineer to complete the installation.
Free Modem
Some packages offer a free or reduced price modem when

you sign up. If you only intend to use one computer, a
single ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) modem

or cable modem will suffice. If you have more than one
computer, or want to use a laptop computer around your
home, a wireless router is a good choice. These are offered
free by some ISPs.
BT is also currently offering 250 minutes a month access to
10,000 Wi-Fi (wireless) "hotspots", Internet access points
in hotels, restaurants, stations and airports for laptop users

on the move. Free Internet telephone calls from your
computer may also be on offer as well as online safe
storage capacity for your photos or important files.
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Connection Time
There is usually a delay between taking out a broadband
contract and being able to connect to the service. In the
case of BT you need to wait about a week for the telephone
line to be activated or "broadband enabled".

Dial -up Internet Connections
The dial -up modem, also known as the 56K modem, has
been overtaken in many homes by much faster broadband
technology. The main disadvantages of dial -up are:
It is much slower than broadband.

Your computer literally has to dial a telephone
number every time you connect to the Internet
during the day (broadband stays connected all day).
You can't use a telephone handset at the same time

as the Internet, on a single telephone line (as you
can with broadband).
However, you might choose to use dial -up for one or more
of the following reasons:

A broadband service may not be available in your
part of the country.
Your budget may not stretch to the set-up costs and
monthly subscription for broadband.

You don't need to download large files such as
music, etc.

You are not too bothered if Web pages are found
and displayed relatively slowly.
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You can find out about the dial -up services offered by ISPs
after doing a search for dial -up in a program like Google, as
shown below.

Google

Web

Images

Mapsr"ewl

News

Products

dal -up
Search

Groups

Scholar'

[..earch , p_ttleral
the web a pages from tie UK

Web
0845 Dial -up
ewe lice dialup net

0845 123 2000 any user/password Pay as you go Internal Access

Free UK ISP
uk-free co uk

56k and ISDN Internet access easy setup free email and web space

Free UK ISP
co Jk

56K and ISDN UK Internet Access Easy Setup. Free Email. Webspace

Tiscali Dial MP
Dialup Internet access from Tiscali
111 210 Main Navigation
VAWI tiscali co uk'products/dialuw

Dial up tiscali Join online today of call 08(0

'1,

-ay

Internet Access The cheapest way to dial up
Free web access is a myth it always costs This deal is how to ret sayings of up to £100 a
year

wwwmoneysawngexped_cornrubMies/dial-up-intemet-isps - 67k Cached - Stmlar pages

Dial -up I Small & medium business I BT corn
Great value Internet access for a single user - with all you need to create an online business
presence
www Otbroadbandoffice corniclialup 27k Cached ,

Onetel - Dial -up Internet
Onetel - offenng cheap dial -up Internet access Check out our range of dial up Internet plans

As can be seen above, some of the ISPs offer a "free" dial -

up service; this means there is no monthly subscription,
you just pay for the time you spend connected. With dial up, your modem "calls" a telephone number to connect to

an ISP server. You can actually hear the number being
dialled. Always check with the ISP that these calls are
charged at the local telephone call rate.
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The time spent on the Internet will show up as part of your
telephone bill; if the ISP is not the provider of the
telephone line, they will receive a portion of your payment.
The "free" service may also make money by charging you
for telephone support (perhaps 50p or 1 per minute). You
may also be bombarded with "pop up" adverts.
Pay As You Go

If you are a light user of the Internet (under 5 hours per

week, say) the "pay as you go" option will work out
cheaper.

Unlimited Use
Heavy users wanting unlimited access can expect to pay a
monthly subscription of about f15 or more for a dial -up
connection - dearer than some broadband services.
Daytime
Limited to certain daytime hours, for a lower monthly fee.
Join online toda
or call 0800 111 21

tiscali.dialup
Tiscall Dial up
Pay As You Go

03. as YOU 90

rename

dam,. Mos
product commas.

. outer products
troallaand for Immo
cosmos. re1031dbilid
Pb secular

Moat, Sham calls
broadband shoo

No

Surf tom and to dor mauls

monthly
fee
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Anytime
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channels
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Checklist for Choosing an ISP
The following list may be helpful when choosing an
Internet Service Provider:

Speed and reliability for connecting to the Internet.
The download speed. This will determine the lime

for Web pages to open on the screen and for large
files to be copied down to your computer.

The monthly download limit in gigabytes - a
measure of how much you use a broadband
connection before being charged extra.
Unlimited access or "pay as you go" (dial -up).
The monthly subscription charges.
The minimum contract period.
Free modem or router included in the package.
The number of e-mail addresses per account.
The quality and cost of telephone support.
The initial setup costs.

The quality and quantity of any content - Web
pages containing news, sport, travel, weather, etc.
The amount of Web space provided free for
subscribers to create their own Web sites.
Virus protection in e -mails and file downloads.
Firewalls to prevent illegal access to your computer.
Filters to remove "junk" mail.
Parental (and grandparents') control over children's
access to inappropriate Web sites.
For dial -up, telephone access numbers available at
local telephone rates (does not apply to broadband).
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Everything You Need
Username and password
Once you've subscribed to an Internet Service Provider you
will be provided with a username and password. The ISP
may give you a temporary password which you can change

later; in situations where security is important you are
advised to change your password regularly. The ISP will
also provide information for setting up your e-mail service,
discussed in a later chapter in this book.

Modem or Router
If you buy a new computer it may already have a dial -up
modem built-in. Many broadband services include a
modem router free or at a discount price. In the case of
broadband using a BT telephone line, you will have to wait
until the line is activated for ADSL broadband; this may
take about a week.

Connecting the modem or router is not difficult and
detailed instructions and all necessary cables will be
provided by the ISP or by the modem/router manufacturer.
The cable end connections are designed so that you can't fit
the cables incorrectly. This genuinely is a job that anyone
can do without any technical skills.
Dial -up Modem
As mentioned earlier, the dial -up modem is rapidly being
eclipsed as the most popular Internet connection; the main
justifications for sticking with dial -up would be because

broadband is not available in your area or because your
budget does not allow for the extra cost of broadband.
On -board dial -up modem
The on -board modem in which all of the components are
built into the motherboard i.e. the main circuit board inside
of the computer's case.
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Dial -up Modem on an Expansion Card
The dial -up modem can be in the form of an expansion
card, a small circuit board which pushes into a slot on the
computer's motherboard. An example of an expansion card
is shown on page 108.

Both of the modems above take their power off the
computer and therefore don't need a separate power supply.
The External Dial -up Modem

This is a stand-alone device, with its own power supply
cable. A special cable connects the modem to one of the
COM ports (labelled COM/ and COM?) on the back of the
computer. The external modem has a series of diagnostic
lights; for example, telling you when the power is on and
when data is being transmitted, etc.

Dial -up Modem
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All you need for the three dial -up modems on the previous
page is a single cable (usually provided with the modem) to

connect the modem to

a

standard telephone adaptor

containing two sockets. As stated before, you can't use this
phone line for ordinary telephone calls while connected to
the Internet via a dial -up modem.
After some time the connection with a dial -up modem will
usually be terminated either by the user or by the ISP. So
you may need to carry out the process of connecting to the
Internet by dialling up several times in a day. Compare this
with broadband; you go online each morning and it stays
connected all day.
The ADSL Modem
ADSL stands for Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line. It is

called asymmetric because the speed to download data
(from an Internet server to your computer) is different from

the upload speed (the speed at which you can send files
from your computer to an Internet server.)
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One cable connects the ADSL modem to one of the
computer's USB ports. (USB ports are shown on page 25).
Another cable connects the ADSL modem to the broadband

telephone line via a special ADSL filter or microfilter
shown below. The filter allows the telephone line to be
simultaneously used for the Internet and a telephone call.

Sharing an Internet Connection
The Wireless (Wi-Fi) Router
The latest wireless routers (as shown on the next page)
have an ADSL modem built into them. A router enables
several computers to share a single Internet connection.
The router has its own power supply cable. A single cable
connects the router to the broadband telephone line via a
microfilter.

The wireless router enables a network to be formed
between computers each fitted with a wireless adaptor in
the form of an expansion card or a dongle, mentioned in
Chapter 2.
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The wireless router usually has some Ethernet sockets on
the back. These allow several computers to be connected to
the router using special Ethernet cables.
To connect computers wirelessly, each computer must be
fitted with a wireless network adaptor, which may be fitted
as an expansion card with its own aerial, as shown below.
Wireless Network
Adaptor and Aerial

-MI-
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Alternatively a wireless network adaptor may take the form
of a dongle, as shown on the
right. This plugs into a USB

port on the back of the
computer, as shown on page

25. A desktop stand and
extension cable may be used
to allow the wireless dongle to be moved to a position to
give optimum signal strength. The router package usually
includes some Ethernet cables and these are also readily
available from computer shops. A wireless router allows
you to create a home network using a mixture of wireless
and Ethernet connections.
During the initial setting up process, a computer must be

used to run the setup CD. The router is connected to the
computer using either:
A special USB cable from the router to a USB port
on the computer.

An Ethernet cable from the router to an Ethernet
socket on the computer.
The Ethernet cable
is
generally regarded as the

best way of connecting the
router to a computer for the
initial
set-up
process.
Ethernet cables can be
obtained or made up in

various lengths; an 8 metre
Ethernet cable is shown on the right above.

Once the router is set up, any computer fitted with a
wireless adaptor can connect to the Internet from anywhere

in the home. The wireless network can, if you wish,
function without the Ethernet cable used in the initial setup.
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Wi-Fi Range
Ranges of 50 - 300 metres from the router are often quoted

by manufacturers but the range and signal strength are
affected by obstructions such as walls and steel girders;
however, you should be able to get a good Wi-Fi signal
around most of an average sized house, flat and garden.
On our small network at home we have one machine next

to the router connected by an Ethernet cable; three other
machines plus a laptop can be used anywhere in the house
or garden through wireless connections. Although the
performance of wireless networking is not quite as fast as

networking using Ethernet cables, we have found

it

perfectly satisfactory for surfing the Internet, e-mail and
downloading large music and software files. You can also
print from any computer to a single printer serving the
whole network.
Many people now use a wireless router to connect a single

computer to the Internet; in this book, a single computer
setup will be referred to as a wireless network in addition to
the more usual wireless network of two or more computers.

Secure Wi-Fi Networks
If a neighbour has a wireless router, you may detect their
network on your computer. Internet "savvy" students and
even criminals outside of your home could go online using
the Internet connection you are paying for. They might also
look at your files of personal and financial information.

The BT Home Hub wireless router uses a string of 10
letters and digits as a wireless key. The BT wireless key is
printed on a label on the back of the Home Hub router.
The first time you use a computer to connect to the router
you must enter the wireless key.
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The computer "remembers" the key for subsequent
connections. Anyone using a different computer can't
connect to the Internet via your router unless they enter the
wireless key.
In the example below, my computer is connected to our BT
Home Hub.

Disconnect or connect to mother network

lovebox-Cle88

Security -enabled network

As shown above, my computer has also detected a
neighbour's Livebox wireless network. If I click the
Livebox network listed above, I will he unable to connect
without entering the Livebox security key or passphrase.
Security keys such as these should prevent hackers from
connecting to your wireless Internet connection.
Wi-Fi Hotspots
There are thousands of Wi-Fi hotspots or Internet access

points in hotels, holiday cottages, stations, airports, etc.
Modern laptops have a built-in wireless adaptor. To
connect to the Internet, simply take the laptop within range
of the hotspot and enter your username and password. With
BT Total Broadband, you get several thousand minutes of
free

connection time per year on the BT Openzone

network, with 10,000 hotspots in the UK and Ireland.
www.btopenzone.com
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Networking Using Cables Instead of Wireless

You can connect two or more computers to share the
Internet using Ethernet cables rather than wireless adapters.
This was the standard method for creating local area
networks in offices, factories, schools and colleges, before

the advent of cheap and reliable wireless networking.
Cabled networks still have the edge on wireless as far as

speed is concerned. On the down side, apart from the
physical presence of cables all round your home, a cabled
network usually requires holes to be drilled to allow the
cables to run through walls and ceilings, etc.
Each computer must have an Ethernet network adaptor,
nowadays fitted as standard on most new computers. If not,
separate Ethernet network cards, as shown below, can be

bought quite cheaply and pushed into
computer's motherboard.
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Connecting for the First Time
You should have an installation guide from your ISP or
router/modem manufacturer telling you how to connect the
various cables. The ISP must also provide you with:
A username
A password
Telephone number (dial -up modem only).
Your Internet Service Provider should also provide a setup
CD; insert the CD into your computer, entering your user
name and password and following the instructions cn the
screen. Alternatively you can set up the connection using

Windows Vista by clicking Start and Connect To and
choosing the type of network you are creating, as shown
below.
Choose a connection option

4

«t tc the Internet
Set u. a wireless, broadband, or dial -up connection to the Internet.
Set up a wireless router or access point
Set up a new wireless network for your home or small business.

Manually connect to a wireless network
Choose this to conne:t to a hidden network or create a new wireless profile.
a.

Set up a wireless ad hoc (computer -to -computer) network

4. Si Set up a temporary network for sharing files or an Internet connection.
:40fr2 Set up a dial -up connection
a :1,3!
rc'riner_ticn!c.

,he

From now on it's just a case of clicking Next and following
the step-by-step instructions on the screen.
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Once you are connected to the Internet, the
network icon (depicting two monitors) appears in
the notification area at the right of the Windows

Vista Taskbar as shown below.
111 LIM

G ICI 10:35

If you hold the mouse cursor over this icon, a small
window appears as shown below. In this example the
computer is connected to the Internet and also some Local
computers.
Currently connected to:

0/6 BTHomeHub-5778
11' Access: Local and Internet
4i 1r)Tc

If you are not connected, a red cross appears over the icon
and Not Connected is displayed in the above window. To
find out more about your Internet connection, right -click
over the icon and select Network and Sharing Center from
the pop-up menu. Also click View status as shown below.
Network and Sharing Center
View full map

10*
BTHomeHub-5778

HPOFFICE

e
Internet

(This computer)

itt BTHomeHub-S778 (Private network)
Access

Local and Internet

Connection

Wireless Network Connection 4
(BTHomeHub-5778)

Signal strength: Good
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Introduction
A Web browser is a program used to navigate around the
Internet, viewing Web pages, obtaining information and
downloading files. Windows Vista includes its own built-in
browser, Internet Explorer 7. Version 7 is the latest in a line
of Internet Explorers and incorporates many attractive new
features which make it very powerful yet easy to use. Users
of Windows XP, the predecessor to Windows Vista, can
also upgrade to Internet Explorer 7 by a free download
from the Microsoft Web site or as an automatic update,
discussed later.

Internet Explorer 7 can be launched by
clicking the Start orb at the bottom left of
the screen, then clicking Internet Explorer
from the Start Menu which appears.

0 Internet
Internet Explorer
(411ir

E-mail
CIIIWindows Media Player

MI Prognoses
Start Search
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Another way to launch Internet Explorer 7 is to

click the Internet Explorer icon on the Quick
Launch toolbar at the left of the Taskbar at the
bottom left of the screen, as shown below.

Yet another quick way to launch Internet Explorer 7 is to
press the Home key on your keyboard.
After launching Internet Explorer 7 your computer should
quickly connect to the Internet and open your Home Page.
While browsing the Internet you can always return to your
Home Page by clicking the Home icon, shown left,

on the Command Bar towards the top right of the
screen, as shown below.

v 11#4 v

Page v

Tools "

You can set any Web page to be your Home Page and this
is discussed shortly. A typical Home Page is shown below:
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Clickable Links
The MSN Web site used as the Home Page in the previous
screenshot includes several advertisements and news items
in various categories. If you move the mouse cursor about

the screen, as the cursor passes over certain objects, the
cursor changes from an arrow head to
Auctions
a hand. Also when the cursor passes Careers & Jobs

over certain pieces of text, the text

Cars

becomes

Dating & Personals

underlined

and

changes

colour. The hand and underlined text Entertainment
indicate that the text is a clickable link or hyperlink to
another Web page. A picture can also be used as a link,
again indicated by the cursor changing to a hand when you
point at the picture.
Links allow you to move from page to page on the Internet,
between different pages on the current Web site.
Alternatively a link may lead to pages on a totally different
Web site stored on a server on the other side of the world.

Links are one of the essential tools for "surfing" or
browsing the Internet to find information.

The Zoom Feature
If you can't see the text or graphics

Zoom In

very well in Internet Explorer 7,

Zoom Out

click the downward pointing arrow

400%

head at the bottom right of the
screen. This opens up the zoom

200%

menu shown on the right. Click a %
enlargement, or enter your own

Custom Zoom as a percentage or
use the Ctrl key with the + and keys to Zoom In and Zoom Out.

Ctrl
Curt -

150%
125%
100%

75%
50%

Custom...

4k100%
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Navigating Between Web Pages
The Toolbar across the top of Internet Explorer 7 contains
the tools needed for you to "surf the ne,.." by navigating
between different Web pages and Web sites. The left-hand
group of Toolbar tools is shown below.
En -suite Bed & Breakfast, Ainwick, Northumberland, UK - Thistleyhaugh -

e
41

http://www.thistleyhaugh.co.uk/bedbreakfasts.htm

1-88i- 6

En -suite Bed & Breakfa... X 11 UveSearch: salmon

Across the top of the Toolbar is the Title, summarizing the

currently selected Web page. On the left of
the Toolbar are the

Forward and Back

4- 4

buttons, allowing you to switch between recently visited
pages. The small arrowhead to the right of the Forward and

Back buttons shown on the right above presents a drop down list of recently visited pages.
To the right of the Forward and Back buttons, the Address
Bar shown below displays the full Web address of the site
you are currently viewing.

[ e_ http://univw.th istl eyh a ugh.co.ukiattra ctions.hA
The Web address also goes by the rather unwieldy title of
Uniform Resource Locator, normally shortened to URL.
Names of Web Pages

In the example above attractions.htm is the name of a
particular Web page. The name of the Web site in this
example is www.thistleyhaugh.co.uk. These names are
given by the person who created the Web site. The Home
Page, i.e. the first page you see when you connect to the
Internet, is often given the special name index.htm.
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You can move to another Web site by clicking in the
Address Bar, typing the address and pressing the Erter or
Return key on the keyboard. You might use this method if
you had obtained a Web address from an advertisement in a
newspaper, for example. Web addresses are discussed in
more detail shortly.

Two icons on the left of the Toolbar help you
to re -visit pages from previous sessions.
The right-hand icon shown above consists of a green cross
superimposed on a yellow star. If you think you might want
to revisit the current Web page in the future, click this icon

to bookmark the Web page. This launches a small menu
which includes the option Add to Favorites.... Click this
option to place a link to the current Web site in your list of
bookmarks or Favorites (American spelling).
To access your list of -livourite Web sites click the yellow

star icon shown on the left of the two icons above. This
opens the Favorites Center, from which the Favorites
button shown below should be selected. The entries in the
Favorites list are clickable links which allow you to return
to a particular Web site at any time in the future.
6.?

,e Favorites

46 Bed & Breakfast Accommodation, Re

Feeds

F. History

do Microsoft Websites

MSN Websites

44 Windows Live

jCheap.org - Broadband
Horse Riding Centres, Northumberland, Engl...
Self-catering Cottages, Berwick -upon -Twee...
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Referring to the Favorites Center shown at the bottom of
the previous page, to the right of the Favorites icon is the
Feeds icon. Feeds are a new feature introduced in Internet

Explorer 7 and consist of news and other information
which is updated and displayed at regular intervals. Feeds
are discussed in more detail shortly.
The History feature in the Favorites Center shown at the
bottom of the previous page keeps a record of all of the
sites you have visited recently. Click the History button
shown below to open up the list of recently -visited sites.

dr
--;fir Favorites

6 Bed & Breakfast Accommodation, Ro
git- Feeds 12: History

Google
News, Music, Movies, Money, Cars. Travel, G...

Bed & Breakfast Accommodation, Rothbury,...

C Sign In
BAA Edinburgh: Live flight arrivals
Cheap.org - Broadband

Click on an entry in the list above to return to that Web
site. The arrow head to the right of History above presents a
menu with options to rearrange the list of sites in different
orders, i.e. date, alphabetical order, most visited, etc.

The small icon on the right of the Favorites
Center "pins" the Center to the screen so that it
stays open while you browse various sites in your
Favorites or History lists.
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Tabbed Browsing
This is a new feature introduced in Internet Explorer 7 and
enables you to open several Web sites in one Window at

the same time. Previous versions of Internet Explorer
required you to open a separate window for each Web site.

Clicking the tabs makes it very easy to switch between
Web sites, especially useful when you need to keep
referring back to different pages for information.

In the example below, three tabs are open in a single
Explorer window.
rsiorri.,:rimrm-imanrzinzr-v .
Or httprwww.ordrd.arg.uk:
1:1111

r News. Altruc, Manes. Mo..

C. Live Search. Orchrd

ail about ovciwds and

Clicking the first tab, News, Music, Movies, Mo... displays
the Home Page on this particular computer. The second tab,
Live Search: Orchid lists the results of a search for the key

word Orchid, which was entered into the Live Search
program, discussed shortly. The third tab above, all about
orchids and h... is a Web page obtained by clicking one of
the links in the search results displayed by the second tab.
To the left of the three tabs shown above is the
Quick Tabs button. Click the Quick Tabs button to Jot
Do
see a miniature view or "thumbnail" of the tabbed
Web pages, as shown below.
Iiipilk.....0k1a..41s,
New.

16o.ms Mo..

W. Ws, Monet. Money. Co,

I'i.w sa.o. c tn.c

S.1 Noe. orcluds one n

ove emch 0,1s.d
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When you click the arrow head to the right of
the Quick Tabs button shown on the right, a
list of the tabbed Web pages appears as shown
below.

,d4

9,

rc9`?T-Tc News, Music, WM; Mo...

r! Live Search Crchid

slat

News, Music, Movies, Money, Cars, Travel, Game; and more from M...

Live

I

Live Searck Orchid

at about orchids and how to grow them

Click an item in the list as shown above to display a
particular Web page.

Opening New Tabbed Web Pages

When you start Internet Explorer, your Home Page is
displayed on a tab. To the right of this tab is a
small blank tab; allow your cursor to hover over
the blank tab and the New Tab icon appears, as
shown on the right and below.
c.News, Music, Movies, Money, Cars, Travel, Game...

Clicking this icon opens a window entitled Welcome to
Tabbed Browsing, giving help on opening new tabbed web
pages. There is a box you can click so that the Welcome

window doesn't appear in future. If you now click the
Close button on the Welcome window, a Blank Page tab is
displayed, as shown below.
88

118

eel News, Music, Movies Mo...

eg Blank Page
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The Blank Page can now be used to open a new tabbed
Web page. This can be achieved in the following ways:
Press the Ctrl key while clicking a link on another
Web page.

After typing an address into the Address Bar,
(discussed on pages 114 and 115), hold down the
Alt key and press the Enter key, also known as the
Return key.

After entering a key word in the Search bar, hold
down the Alt key and press the Enter key. The list of
results of the search will appear as a Web page with
its own tab.

Double-click a shortcut icon for the Web page on
the Windows desktop.
ip 141.64..
%own Iledd

hams XImil ix- X

Ca, ...ow^ dlowda. .xx

111111* -

se MAN. Ampere Mr*

x

ru 611xXx..V.

1411 sox*

x

A single click on any of the thumbnail versions of the Web
pages above displays the page in full.
To close an individual tabbed Web page, right -click over
the tab and click Close or click the cross on the Quick Tabs
thumbnail. To close all of the tabs click the Close cross on
the Internet Explorer 7 window, as shown
on the right.
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Several important features are found on the right-hand side
of the Internet Explorer 7 screen, as shown below.

-

41)

Page

,..; Tools

Maximizing, Minimizing and Closing Windows
Three icons at the top right of the screen noomPop--n
0 X
are used to Minimize, Maximize or Close a
window, reading from left to right. Minimizing a window
reduces it to an icon and a title on the Taskbar at the bottom
of the screen. In Windows Vista, passing the cursor over
the icon on the Taskbar displays a large thumbnail view of
the window, as shown below.

Click the Taskbar icon to display the window full size. The
Maximize button makes a window fill the whole screen.

-o

Then the Restore button (shown in the
Y
middle of the screenshot on the right) is
displayed, enabling the window to be returned to its
original size.
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Searching for Information
The Instant Search bar towards the top right of the Internet
Explorer 7 window is used for finding Web pages which
contain certain keywords.
Live Search

Suppose you wanted to find out about the Atlantic Salmon.

The keywords, chosen by you to uniquely identify your
subject, are entered into the search bar as shown below.
`atlantic salmon

When you click the magnifying glass icon as shown above,

or press the Enter or Return key, a list of results fills the
screen. In this example, thousands of Web pages are found,
all containing the words atlantic and salmon. The first few
search results are shown below.
atlantic salmon

Web

Unser

WM.

Maps

CIrdNG.

Mane

atlantic salmon

AtialltiLfidinafi
Aniazon.co.uk

amazon co.uk
Buy books now. Quakbed orders over EIS stm free.
wtrls.sh0Ptca,:owk

6

ED RITES

team about Atlantic Salmon.
Shoo for Salmon Atlantic shor cur
Find Salmon Atlantic at SHOP.00b1. Tons of book stores, one website!
&Wallis Salmon Arc Protect
Westcountry Rivers Trust Protects: Arcing 2000 http.//www.angling2000.org.uk; Cameral Fevers Protect
http://ymw.corrmailriversprosectorg.uk; Tamar Consulting
www tarrorconsultind co Uk

are Web sites published by companies
who pay to be listed near the top of the search results.
SPONSORED SITES
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The list of search results shown on the previous page
contains "clickable" links to Web sites which all include
the keywords atlantic and salmon somewhere within their
pages. The clickable links are underlined, as shown below.
Atlantic Salmon Trust I Welcome
An organisation working to conserve Atlantic salmon and sea trout.
www.atlanticsalmontrust.org Cached page

Click on a link, as shown underlined above, to open up the
relevant Web site. If you hold down the Ctrl key while

clicking the link, the Web page opens in a new tab, as
mentioned earlier in this chapter.

The search usually places the most relevant results at the
top of the list. So you'll often find the information you
need just by looking at the Web sites listed in the first few
pages of the results.

Narrowing a Search
There are many ways to narrow down a search to eliminate
irrelevant results. For example, enclosing the keywords in
inverted commas or speech marks, e.g. "atlantic salmon",
will find only those Web pages where the keywords occur

together, in that specific order - not scattered separately
about a Web site. Adding extra keywords will also narrow
the search and eliminate some of the irrelevant results.
Cached Pages
Sometimes you may click an underlined link and find the
Web site is not available. This may be due to a technical
problem or possibly because the site is currently being

updated. Clicking the Cached page link shown in the
screenshot above displays an earlier version of the Web
page. Although perhaps not completely up-to-date, the
cached page may still contain some useful information.
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Alternative Search Programs

Internet Explorer 7 allows you to change the search
program or search "engine" as they are often called. This is
the program listed in the Instant Search bar and is us.Td to
find the information you are interested in. If you clic.< the
downward pointing arrow head to the right of the
magnifying glass shown below, a drop -down menu lists the
search programs currently installed. Google, listed below, is
probably the world's most popular search program and is
an essential tool for many people. Live Search is the search
program provided with Internet Explorer 7.
atlantic salric n

Google (Default)
Live Search

Find on this Page...

Find More Providers...
Change Search Defaults..

If you select Find More Providers... shown above, a list of
search programs tailored for various searching purposes is

displayed, together with instructions for adding a new
search program to the Instant Search menu shown above.

rillSee Global Search Guides
Web Search
Ask.co.uk

UP Bette! sear& results .mth keywords
or quesbons

ijo AOL
Stop Searching, Start Finding

Topic Search
Amazon
Search Amazon's online stores

MET
1p Search tech news, reviews and
downloads
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The final group of icons on the right of the screen is known
as the Command Bar and is shown below.
>>

Page v41 Tools
The Home Page

The Home Page is the page which opens each time you
start Internet Explorer 7. You can choose which page to set

as your Home Page, as discussed shortly. When you've
been browsing around lots of Web sites,
v.
clicking the Home button shown on the right

5.

returns you to your Home Page.

Changing Your Home Page
Make sure the Web page you want to use as your new
Home Page is open on the screen. Then click the downward

pointing arrow head to the right of the Home icon, and
select

Add or Change Home Page...

appears. This causes the

from the menu which

Add or Change Home Page

dialogue box to open, as shown below. Please note that you

can make the current Web page your new Home Page or
alternatively the currently selected tab set of Web pages.
Add or Change Home P:g171111111,,

At

jell

Would you like to use the following as your home page'
http://www.eastrnicilandsairport.com/cms/8/arrivals-departure...
Use this webpage as your only home page

Add this webpage to your home page tabs
Use the current tab set as your home page
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RSS Feeds
The icon shown on tie right and at the top of the
previous page represents a new feature known as

RSS feeds. RSS is an abbreviation for Really

g21

Simple Syndication. An RSS feed is similar to a newsflash,
in which regularly updated information, such as the news
and weather, is downloaded to your computer. When you

visit a Web site which can supply RSS feeds, the icon
shown above becomes coloured. Clicking the coloured icon

opens the feed, as shown in the extract below from the
feeds provided by the BBC Weather Centre.
BBC Weather Centre - Forecast for LiMburgh. United Kingdom
Vey we aiming a feed Mat amilMon trequantly1.114Nd csMent When you subscnbe to a teed t n addec to the
Common Feed UK - Updated informenan vow the feed s slomahcaby downloaded to your computer and can be
sewed in hitentet Eagions and other programs. Learn more about feeds

* Subsmbe to this feed

Tuesday' sunny intervals, Max Temp: 1ST (WF), Min Temp: 11`C (51'F)
kin Temp irc 166.1). hArn Temp 11.0 (51,), Wed Dwechort SW. Wed Speed lOmpli mabaty very poor. Pressure
11206mb. litanedity, 6716. UV nit moderate. Folluhon. low Sums*. Oa SOBST, Sunset 21:4811ST

The feed is really a quick summary, in a simplified format,
of the very latest key facts from a Web site. To subscribe to
this feed and obtain regular updates from the site, click the
above link, Subscribe to this feed. (Subscribing is usually
free). To view a feed you have already subscribed to. open
the Favorites Center discussed earlier, click the Feeds
button and then click the name of the feed, as shown below.
Favorites

at Feeds

History

Microsoft Feeds

1 BBC - Weather Centre - Forecast for Edinbur...
EM BBC - Weather Centre -

Forecast for London,...
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Printing Web Pages
To send the current Web page directly to your printer
8*

without altering any settings, click the printer icon
on the right-hand side of the screen.

Page v fat Tools
If you click the downward

-

pointing arrow to the right of
the printer icon you can select

Print...

Print Preview..., showing how

Print Preview...

the page will appear on paper.

Page Setup...

vio0E
Ctrl+P

This includes an option to
shrink the contents of a Web page to fit the paper.
The Page Setup... option above opens the Page Setup
dialogue box, which includes settings for paper size,
printing in Portrait or Landscape orientation and the ability
to add or remove page Headers and Footers.

Saving a Web Page
Click the Page icon shown above and enter a suitable File
name in the Save Webpage dialogue box shown below.
This places a copy of the Web on your computer's hard
disc, in your Downloads folder by default.

File name

News Erse tai

Save as type LWebAtchnie, single file ('.mht)

To open the saved Web page at a later date, double-click its
entry in the folder in which it was saved.
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The Tools Menu
Clicking the Tools icon on the Command Bar opens the
menu shown below. The main options are discussed below
and elsewhere in this book.
v flop v

Page

Tools vl

Delete Browsing History...
Diagnose Connection Problems...

Pop-up Blocker
Phishing Filter

Manage Add-ons

Work Offline
Windows Update
Full Screer

Fll

Menu Bar
Toolbars

Send to DneNote
Sun Java Console

Internet Options

Delete Browsing History... allows you to delete records in
your History feature, in the Favorites Center discussed

earlier. These are links to Web sites you have visited
previously. You can also choose to delete Temporary
Internet Files and Cookies. These are temporary files which

accumulate as a result of your Internet surfing and may
clog your system if not removed periodically.
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The Pop-up Blocker
Pop -ups are small windows which suddenly appear on your
screen, usually advertising a product or service and they are

often a nuisance. The Pop-up Blocker can be set to give
various levels of prevention such as to block most pop -ups
but allow those from certain Web sites.

The Phishing Filter
Phishing is a modern type of fraud in which criminals try to

obtain financial information from computer users. One
approach used by the phishers is to send out e -mails with
links to genuine -looking bank Web sites, asking you to
enter your bank details. Banks never ask you to provide
your personal details online. The Phishing Filter checks a
suspicious Web site against a list of sites known or reported
to

be used by phishers and if necessary issues

an

appropriate on -screen warning.
Check This Website

Phishing Filter

Turn Off Automatic Website Checking...

Manage Add-ons

Report This Website

Phishing Filter Settings

Work Offline
Windows Update

Windows Update

This is a method by which Microsoft sends Windows
modifications direct to your computer via the Internet.
Updates may be improvements in security or corrections to
overcome "bugs". When you click Windows Update from
the menu on the previous page there is an option to Change

settings. You can choose to schedule updates to be
installed automatically every day. Alternatively you can
decide whether or not to install individual updates.
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Windows Update

shown earlier and on the
Full Screen
right
expands
the
V Menu Bar
Internet
Explorer 7
Toolbars
window to fill the whole
screen. Full Screen can easily be switched on (and off) by
pressing the F11 key near the top of the keyboard.
The Menu Bar option shown above causes a traditional

Menu Bar to be displayed, as shown below, starting with
File and Edit, etc.
File

Edit

,O

Vi

Favorites

Took

Help

MSN UK, New;, Entertainment, Music, Movies, M...

Drop -down menus are opened by clicking File, Edit, View,
Favorites, Tools or Help. The drop -down menus can be

used as an alternative to the new icons introduced in
Internet Explorer 7 and described on the previous pages.

The Status Bar
The Toolbars option shown at the top right of this page and
on the Tools menu on page 127 allows you to dIsplay
features such as Favorites, Feeds, History and the Status
Bar. The Status Bar near the bottom of the screen gives the
progress during tasks such as downloading a Web page.
Downloading picture http://www.forestry.gov.uk/images/

Protected Mode
This is intended to prevent malicious software being
installed on your computer from the Internet. To change the

security settings or switch Protected Mode on or off,
double-click the icon or the text, shown below, which is
displayed on the right-hand side of the Status Bar.
GIO Internet I Protected Mode: On
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Internet Options
This is the last option shown on the Tools menu on page
127. Clicking this option launches the Internet Options

cialogue box shown below. This allows you to tailor
Internet Explorer to your own requirements if you are not
happy with the default settings.

VINT' .'111=111111111111=11111Wkw
all Security Privacy

Connections I Procyon I Advance/4

Content

Horne page

To create home page tabs, type each address on its own line.

htt:,',uk.msn.com,defaulto.asx

rUse current

1

[

Use default

Use

Browsing history
4-

Delete temporary files, history, cookies, saved 3asswords,
and web form nformabon.

Lielete...

1

I

Settings

(

settrgs

Search

p

Change search defaults.

Tabs

Change how webpages are displayed in
tabs.
Appearance

Fonts

OjOrS

OK
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Using the Address Bar to Connect to a Web Site
To use this method of navigating to a Web site, you
obviously need to obtain the address first, perhaps frcm an
advertisement, or newspaper article. Every Web site has a
unique address, such as http://www.mycompany.co.uW. This
can be entered manually into the Address bar of the Web
browser, as shown belcw.
Do not enter the address into a search bar such as Gcogle.

4-

http://www.mycompany.co.uk

In computing jargon, the address of a Web site is known as
a URL or Uniform Resource Locator. In the above

example, the meanings of the parts of the address are as
follows:
http:

HyperText Transfer Protocol. This is a set of rules used by
Web servers. ftp is another protocol used for transferring
files across the Internet.
www

This means the site is part of the World Wide Web.
mycompany

This is the name of the company or organization hosting
the Web site on its server computer.
co.uk

This denotes a Web site owned by a UK company. co is
known as the domain type.
mycompany.co.uk

This part of the Web address is known as the domain name.
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Other common Web site domain types include:
biz
Business
Company or Commercial organisation
corn
eu
European Community
info
Information site or service
me.uk UK individual
Non-profit making organization
org
gov
Government
net
Internet company.

In addition, some Web addresses include the code for a
country, such as fr and uk as in:
www.bbc.co.uk/

If you know the address of a Web site, enter this into the
address bar at the top of the Web browser as shown below.
(In practice you can miss out the http:// part of the address.)

4-

http://www.mycompany.co.uk

When you click the Go arrow or press Enter
your browser should connect to the Web site

and display its Home Page on the screen.
Then you can start moving about the site using the links
within the page as described earlier. If you click the
downward pointing arrow head to the left of the Go arrow
shown above, a drop -down menu appears with a list of the
addresses of your recently visited Web sites. If you click
one of the addresses it will be placed in the Address bar
and you can then connect to the Web site by clicking the
Go
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Web Sites of Special Interest
There are many Web sites containing useful information
for older people. The following Web addresses can be
typed straight in after clicking in the Address bar. There's
no need to enter http:// every time. Most of the Web sites

give advice and information on topics such as health,
insurance, travel and finance for the over 50s.
www.50plusexpeditions.com World-wide adventure travel.
www.ageconcern.org.uk Age Concern Web Site.
www.agepartnership.co.uk Equity release specialists.
www.agepositive.gov.uk Focus on skills, ability, not age.
www.arp.org.uk Association of Retired Persons over 50.
www.cennet.co.uk Lifestyles for the over 50s.
www.cornhilldirect.co.uk Insurance for the over 50s.
www.direct.gov.uk Guide to government services.
www.dwp.gov.uk Advice on benefits, work and pensions.
www.fiftyplus.co.uk Fashion catalogue for women over 50.
www.friendsreunited.com Catch up with old school friends.
www.hairnet.co.uk Digital Unite (DU) (formerly Hairnet)

-

computer training for the over 50s.

www.helptheaged.org.uk Support for older people.
www.kelkoo.co.uk Price checks on Internet goods for sale.
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www.laterlife.com Promotes a fuller life for the over 50s.

www.moneysupermarket.com Comparisons of prices of
goods and services.

www.neighbourhoodwatch.net Promotes home security.

www.nhsdirect.nhs.uk Advice and help with illness.

www.opin.org.uk Older People's Information Network.
www.primeiniative.org.uk Encourages over 50s enterprise.

www.saga.co.uk Wide range of services for older people.

www.seniority.co.uk Internet community for over 50s.
www.seniorsnetwork.co.uk News and information.
www.ship-Itd.org Release capital tied up in your home.

www.silversurfers.net Provides links to an enormous range
of Web sites relevant to over 50s in particular.

www.sixtyplusurfers.co.uk Online magazine for over 60s.
www.theoldie.co.uk A witty magazine for all ages.

www.thewillsite.co.uk Help in making your own will.
www.thisismoney.co.uk Guide to savings and loans.

www.travel55.co.uk Holidays for older people.
www.uswitch.com Finds cheapest gas, electricity and phone
suppliers in your area.
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with Google
Introduction
Google is a tool for finding the information you want; it's
useful as a starting point for much of our Internet browsing.

Google finds highly relevant Web pages to match the
keyword search criteria you make up and enter into the
Google search bar. Clickable links on these Web pages
then allow you to navigate to other relevant Web pages.

In addition to the keyword search program, the Google
Pack is a collection of free software providing a wide range
of tools for information gathering and other activities.
Google was started by two students at Stanford University

and has grown into a multi -national corporation on the
strength of its ability to find relevant results quickly. This
has enabled Google to attract advertising revenues and to
expand into other online activities such as maps, news and
e-mail. At the time of writing Google is easily the world's
most popular search program; it is now so popular that a
new verb, "to Google", has entered the English language.
You can start Google straightaway by entering the address
www.google.co.uk into the Address Bar, as shown below.

http://www.google.co.uk/
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Searching Overview
When you press the Enter key, the Google search bar opens

in its own Web page as shown below. A flashing cursor
appears in the search bar ready for you to start entering
your keyword(s). You make up your own keywords to suit
the subject you are interested in. For example, to find
information about Dr. Johnson of dictionary fame, enter his
full name in the Google search bar, as shown below. Please

note that it's important to enter Samuel in the Doctor's
name, as there will be many other Dr. Johnsons. Otherwise
Google will find and list all of these unwanted results.

Google
Web

Images

News

MapsNewl

Products

ctiggo

Scholar

IM Feeling Lucky j

Google Search
Search

more
Advoncecl Sea/di

Dr Samuel Johnson

e the web

eteimosee
lAuateseLleeli

pages from the UK

Advertising Programmes - Business Solutions About Goode - Go to Goo e. corn
Make Google Your Homeuagel
02007 Google

As discussed shortly, after you've entered your chosen
keywords, pressing Enter on the keyboard or clicking the
Google Search button will produce a list of results. These
results all contain clickable links leading to Web pages
relevant to Dr. Samuel Johnson. Once on a Web site, click
on further links within the Web pages to navigate to other
pages containing information related to Dr. Johnson.
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Creating a Desktop Icon for Google
As Google is likely to become a regular tool for much of
our Web searching, it's handy to have a Google icon on our
Windows Vista Desktop. Simply right -click anywhere on
the Google Web page shown on the previous page, then
click Create Shortcut from the menu which pops up. Now
select the Yes button from the menu which appears, as
shown below.
Internet Explorer
it

LIA

Do you want to put a shortcut to this website on your desktop)

http://www.googe.co.uk/

N.

Clicking Yes places a Google icon on the Windows Vista
Desktop as illustrated below.

Now whenever you want to start searching for information,

simply double-click the Google icon on your desktop.
There are several other ways to start Google, including
making it your Home Page or making it your default search
program in the Instant Search bar discussed in Chapter 7.
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Entering Search Criteria into Google
Suppose you want to find out as much as possible about the
brilliant orchid family of plants. Start Google and enter the
keyword orchid into the search bar as shown below.

Google
Web

Images

News

Maris Ne wl

Products

Grouos

MULE
6shmestsliasut

orchid

Google Search
Search

0 the web

rm Feeling Luck

sttnas
ijaamoLumbi

pages from the UK

As we are searching the World Wide Web for pages
containing the word orchid. Web is selected in the row
shown above, (starting Web Images News, etc.) (Google
Images, News and Maps are discussed shortly). The above
screenshot shows that we can search the entire Web or
confine our search to pages from the UK. This is done by

clicking in the small circles, known as radio buttons,
shown above and below.
Search: * the web © pages from the UK

When you've entered your keyword(s) in the search bar,

click the Google Search button shown above to begin
trawling the billions of Web pages on the World Wide
Web. Any Web page containing the keyword(s) will be
listed in the results. In practice the results are displayed
almost immediately, as shown on the next page. If, instead
of the Google Search button shown above, you click the I'm
Feeling Lucky button, Google immediately opens the Web
page which would have appeared at the top of the results.
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Each entry in the results list above includes a link to a Web
page containing the word orchid. A staggering 16 million

Web pages were found in 0.15 seconds. Click on a link,
shown underlined, to open up the corresponding Web page.
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The Sponsored Links on the previous list of results lead to
the Web sites of commercial companies. They have paid
for their links to appear near the top of the list of results.
Cached Pages

Each entry in the results list contains the word Cached, as
shown below.
all about orchids and how to grow them
The North of England Ochid Society - All About Orchids
www orchid org uk/ - 8k - Cached - Similar pages

If you click the word Cached as shown above, an earlier
version of the Web page is displayed. This may be useful
if, for some reason, the latest version is not available. As
shown above, there is also a link to Similar pages.

Narrowing a Search
With over 16 million Web pages found, each containing the
word orchid, many of the pages involve the word orchid in
an irrelevant, non -horticultural context. For example, there
is

a company called Orchid Furniture and numerous

restaurants with the word orchid in their name.

Adding extra keywords such as wild and British, for
example, greatly reduces the number of results found.
Search

wild british orchid

Search: the web

pages from the UK

To eliminate from the results, say, all restaurants using the

word orchid in their title, we add the unwanted word
restaurant preceded by a minus sign, as shown below.
t_ Search

orchid -restaurant

Search- o, the web
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The Scope of Google
The previous pages showed how Google can search the
billions of Web pages on the Internet and immediately find
pages containing the keywords we have chosen and entered
into the search bar. The amount of information on the Web

is phenomenal and far exceeds anything possible in the
traditional printed encyclopedia. It is also more up-to-date
since Web pages can be amended far more quickly than the
time it takes to publish a new edition of a printed
encyclopedia. So you can use a program like Google to find

a wealth of the latest information on any subject under the
sun, by entering a few carefully chosen keywords.
Google Images

There is very much more to Google than the general
keyword searching of the Web just discussed. For example,
you can target your search at a category, such as Images,
News or Maps, as shown below.
Web

Images

News

orchid

MaoNewl

Products

Groups
I

Scholar

Search Images

more
Seanh the Web

Moderate SafeSearch is on

For this example, we will continue to use orchid as the
keyword in the search bar, but this time we will find only
images of the plant. Click Images above the search bar as
shown above.

Now click Search Images and the resulting list is made up
entirely of pictures of orchids, as shown on the next page.
Each small picture or "thumbnail" is a clickable link to a
larger version of the picture.
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images

Showing

All image sizes

. View all web results for orchid

110
Dontaenopsis orchid Dtps

Blue Orchid Designs is located

Joining an orchid society is a

Google News
Selecting News from above the Google search bar shown

below enables you to produce a listing of the latest news

flashes relating to the keyword in the search bar. For
example, you might want to find out the latest information

on a topical subject such as the severe floods which
affected parts of Britain in 2007. Select News and enter UK
floods in the Google search bar, as shown below.
w.i.

GoNewsggle

1011121

News

UK 1°Cds

talgliNewl Era awl Scholar
Sara

more a

.4VOnC10 nl*, MRCP
P211112:SIta,

News results
Sorted by re

Drowse Top Stories
Last hour
Last day
Past week

Past month

Arrhm.,"w

Total insured loss for UK floods could reach 3 25 bin stq - RMS
rri 20 hours ago
LONDON (Thomson Financial) - The total cost of widespread flooding in the UK
insurers 3 25 bin stg. according to estimates at insurance modelling ...
RMS-insurers' UK food bill mat be 3 25 bin
July UK flood losses lower than June RMS Ff,siness Insurance
RMS Summer floods to cost UD to E3 25bn 'ost Magazine (subscnpbon)
0_7 ne,ALLart,cles

cRINews Alerts

Barclaycard Customers affected by UK floods
RSS I Atom
About Feeds

- 14 hours ago
Barclaycard Managing Director for UK Cards. Ame Sated, said Where custo
hit by floods and power cuts hmagme making a credit card ...
Easier,

Click on the appropriate link, shown as underlined text, to
read the relevant news story.
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Google Maps
With Maps selected above the Google search bar as shown
below, enter into the search bar the name of the place you
want to find. Then click the Search Maps button as shown
below.
a

54

bakeoell - Googie Maps

Gof,sle
Search Results

fifth

Imam Hen

tskrall
1 Sem* en imp

ilapimewl

Pro -dual

cam

athgla
Search 1.44-61

Find businessel

Get cirectietil

My Maps "."'

A map of your chosen location appears and there are
buttons to zoom in and out and to scroll in four directions.
Each location can be displayed in the usual map format
with road and street names, or as a satellite view (showing
individual houses) or as a

hybrid view combining

Map

Satellite

Hybrid

the two.
e 1",JEd

Er,132

UJU

7

1111

92.47.9%* -.4.1; date ailiarArySablt
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Google Earth
Google Earth is a really impressive program; it allows you

to see an image of planet Earth and zoom in on any
location you choose. Then you can look at 3D satellite
pictures of streets, buildings, rivers and other features. You
can experience worldwide places of interest, without
leaving home, such as the Pyramids or the Eiffel Tower.

To move directly to a location you can also type a location
in the Fly to bar on the left-hand side cf the screen, in the
Search panel above and in the extract below.
Fly to e.g., 1600 Pennsylvania Ave, 20006

Venice

EOM

Powerful navigation tools allow you to
zoom in or out of your chosen location and
you can tilt and rotate the view and change
the centre point of the view.
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Google Earth is a powerful program which requires a

modern computer; a broadband Internet connection

is

essential. The program can be downloaded from the Google
Website, after clicking more as shown below.
Web

Images

News

MapsMewl

Google Search

Products

Scholar

Groups

rm Feeling Lucky

more s
Advanced Search
Preferences
Lancuaae ToOil

Then from the list of More Google products which appears
click Earth, as shown in the extract below.
Earth

Explore the world from your PC

A page appears showing examples of what you can do with

Google Earth. Many international organizations use the
program to present information on a global scale; for
example, to show the spread of Avian Flu across
continents. There is also a
button
allowing
you
to
Download

download a free copy of the

Google Earth

program onto your computer.

It's just a case of following the instructions to download
and save the program on your hard disc. Initially a file in a
compressed format is downloaded. This must be expanded
and run to install a working version of Google

Earth on your computer. The installation
process places an icon for Google on the Vista
Desktop. Double-click this icon whenever you
Laun:h
want to launch Google Earth.
G -2cgle Earth
(Downloading software from the Internet and installing it
on your computer is covered in detail in the next chapter.)
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Google Earth opens, displaying the full planet as shown on
page 144. If you enter a location, such as Venice, In the Fly
to box shown earlier, Google quickly "flies" to the location.
z: go'

I

0010

As you zoom into Venice, small camera icons appear on
the

screen. Clicking a

camera icon launches a
picture taken from the
camera
position.
If
you're preparing for a

Pan®ramio

holiday
or
deciding
where to go, Google

Earth allows you to see
any location on the globe

Eaadiq le San Ma -co

in great detail. If you're unable to travel, Goggle Earth
provides a virtual visit without the need to leave home.
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Internet Activities
Introduction
The range of activities which can be carried out over the
Internet is enormous. Once you become familiar with using
the Internet it's likely to become a major part of your life you'll probably wonder how you ever managed without it.
This chapter looks at some more specific examples of the

way the Internet can be used to help with important
activities in both leisure and daily life. Without exception

these online tasks can be carried out more quickly and
easily than by traditional methods.
Many of these tasks involve the transfer of money over the
Internet. At the time of writing there is much concern about
the way organized crime is trying to exploit any

weaknesses in Internet security. It's therefore essential to
take Internet security very seriously and this subject is
discussed in detail in Chapter 10, Internet Banking and
Security. The tasks described in this chapter, which should
be of particular interest to older people, include:
Arranging Holidays
Internet Shopping

Tracing Family History
Downloading Music
Downloading Software.
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Arranging Holidays
Nowadays more of us are using the Internet to arrange our
holidays online rather than buying a package from a travel
agent. Many hotels and guest houses have their own Web
site. With several linked pages, this can provide far more
information about the accommodation than an entry in a
brochure. Some Web sites provide virtual tours and videos
showing you exactly what the accommodation is like.
Using the Internet you can browse through lots of holiday
destinations looking at tourist information and pictures of
local amenities. Google Earth, described in the last chapter,
provides high quality 3D satellite images of any location.
Most resorts, towns and villages now have their own Web

site with links to local hotels, enabling you to view the
facilities, before booking your holiday online.

For example, if considering a holiday in Cornwall, you
might type the keyword Penzance into the search bar in a
program like Google, as discussed earlier. This particular
search produces a list of Web sites, with a link to the site
"Penzance OnLine- at the top of the list.
Penzance OnLine - complete information source for Penzance, centre ...
An information source for the town including shopping. community tounsm sport recreation
and travel. from Penzance Chamber of Commerce
worw penzance co ukr - 11k - Cached - Similar pages
Tounsm in Penzance & West Comwail - www penzance co uk/tounsmihome htm
- www.penzance.co uk/accommodation/home htm
Accommodation in and around
- YAM penzance co ukdescrip/index htm
The Complete Information Source
Laturig Places & Watenrg Holes - www.penzance.co.uk/eatdnnk/home htm
More results from www.penzance co uk
.

As shown above, the Web address of this site is:
www.penzance.co.uk/
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If you click the link shown on the results list on the
previous page, the Penzance on line Web site opens as
shown below.
A.

20 0,

Permeate

Penzance. ancient market town and 'Capital' of West
Cornwall
and

the towns of the Land's End Peninsula

Pestyawce weecome4 vou
tno num. 01 0.10011 a. {Lain.
..Al Ana ...Acanon .nt. of Ow Lands E.
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fan
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dw.01,061 awnanna

war., throughout Pena.. mel Weft Ca,aa

and supper., by .anent.
Datnct Council. Loy* Pant at and e.. PEW, popraws.

iik El III tii

Sot., mound ong.

NY.. Wawa 04111.0.1004110.

..0444

J

1.0201110_211/ r de00.041111100 Canned

nos pro., a pan financed by dr Earoonan Gowan.. Etropean Mamma

Lneekleehleheifiecammaleuarsluells
=Ppm GANA Lb hnimeboo

0011.111Nant 10011
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.46

-

V

The above site

is

Intlin1J.0112[10
-

kw. 100.1. W. On

promoted by the

Penzance Chamber of Commerce.

ci ippirili
r

CDrnmerce
TDuri srn

The Web site contains many links to
places of interest and amenities in the

Travel

town and surrounding area, as shown in
the enlarged extract on the left.
Select Where to Stay and after clicking a
further link to Hotels, the list of hotels

Wine & Dine

shown on the next page appears.

'yhere to Stay
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The Longboat Hotel

e

Market Jew Street, Penzance. Phone: 01736-364137
Hotel Penzance
Bnton's Hill, Penzance. Phone: 01736-363117

Summer House
Cornwall Terrace, Penzance. Phone: 01736-363744

Tarbert Hotel
11 Clarence Street, Penzance. Phone: 01736-363758

For example, selecting the Tarbert Hotel above takes us to
the hotel's home page, shown below.

TARbEll

j

jhomehotel

events

receptionlithe

special offers

j

bedrooms

bookings 8 tare

hotel bar

in houre services

jthe restaurant

Intact us

Wekome to
The Tarbert Hotel ...

Located in the centre of PeAzance, Cornwall,
the Tarbert Hotel is the deal base from which

to explore this historic town and the whole of
this beautiful region.
Our mission is to provide the very highest
levels of service in an environment that
perfectly melds traditional comfort with
modem convenience.
:AICIN here to sea a map

IIIThe Torbert Hotel, Clarence Street
Penzance Cornwall, TO18 241
Designed by heaeconwricoen. Penzance. Seabed by Box ma guaineba Senesce,. C 20.)6 Torbert Hotel, Penzance
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From the home page there are links to all of the facilities of

the hotel and also information about events in the area.
Click the bedrooms link shown on the previous page and
samples of the accommodation can be viewed.
I hr I of hcri

The bedroom is the most important
part of any hotel.
In our bedrooms, you wi fund no
detail overlooked. From ow top of
the range comfortable beds tc our
ultra modem en -sate bathrooms,
your needs will be met.

Al rooms are equipped to tie
highest standards featuring en stele LaUwuunn WO I porn
showers, quality furrwshingi
together with cliotai freeview
television and wireless Internet
0Ortneetivity.

You can also have a look at some sample menus.
022

A la Carte Menu ...

The Restau. out

F rum the trawler

to start

Pan roasted Cod fillet on a Leeson
scented mash with an Oyster and
Coriander butter sauce

(12.9S
Fillet of atlantic Bra and medalions
of local Lobster
served round a Truffle Oil
innaegrette

from the tie

j

0. I,.

from the farm

from the field
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Clicking the events button enables you to find out what's
on in the surrounding area, as shown in the extract below.
1

AUGUST
4th Falmouth Classics
Date TBA. Jazz in the Gardens. Pencarrow
11th - 18th. Falmouth Regatta Week
17th - 19th. West of England Steam Rally. St Agnes
19th - 25th. Fowey Royal Regatta week
25th - 27th Morval Vintage Rally. near Looe
27th Polruan Regatta Day
25th - 1st September Bude Jazz Festival

Finally you can either make an enquiry or a definite
booking after clicking the bookings & tariff button shown
and

page 150. Select your Check -in Date
accommodation requirements as shown below.
on

The Tarbert Hotel
Penzance, Cornwall

a=+Book °ohne

Willirgingligij11111M114111P.
11110..
111111

Act otromodat !ion

Preferred Oases and Number of People
R.11ti
Vphrs
Cheek -to Date
- Room I
Mon 30/07,2007
2
1

Moots
1

arldrerr
0

0

Personal, professional service We are non corporate and beheve m attention
totally refurbished, bringing a right up to the 21st century Digital telemsrons.
bathrooms with power showers and, of course, very comfortable beds

;

View on mail

We are conveniently located right in the town centre The shops pubs restau
only minutes walk away

The program checks the availability of your required rooms

on your chosen dates and calculates the total cost. If you

wish to proceed with the booking it's simply a case of
clicking the Continue button, agreeing to the hotel's terms
and conditions then entering your personal details such as
name, address and credit card information.
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Booking a Flight
Similar online booking procedures are becoming the norm
for holiday flights as well as hotels. If you book a flight
online with one of the low cost airlines such as

easyJet.com, links on their Web site also enable you to
book accommodation. car hire and travel insurance, etc.

easyJet

0

(!j
To 1 Poo

ea MPH
HOW

Seipp I Nomplimilip Mead Imps i Omplinlimp

Europe's leading low ant airline

Book a cheap high(
'

London WI 44rpals)

\

easyJet Holiday

DISOMONO (BCB)

-41

FONO GO co

27

mac:12008

Rillining on

nd

31

.

March 2003

Passonws

DOUBLE the ilifferenc

If you find your flight
cheaper elsewhere!

mg! reratoi

F g tY.1

Winne° fly to

new

er omhsMr,

NOM

from

adults

e#10. -

children tenor 14 vtars)
antants (inde(

1444

hotdwis

2

on

E15.49

years)

yteetuenzl_

If you book your flights online well in advance, you can get

some very good low price deals - leave it until the last
minute and you may have to pay a lot more. If you're
travelling light with only hand luggage, some airlines allow
you to check in online - saving you some of the hassle of
airport queuing. You need a printer to make a hard copy of
your travel documents, which replace the traditional tickets.
Online flight and holiday arrangements can be made from
the comfort of your own home, allowing you to see what's
available. This should enable you to save time and money.
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Online Shopping
The "dot.com" boom of a few years ago saw the rapid rise
and equally rapid fall of numerous companies selling goods

and services on the Internet. While many companies
disappeared, lots of others have developed successful
online businesses. These provide a very quick and easy
method of purchasing goods without the need to travel to
the shops. Of course, we are really talking about online
ordering, since someone still has to physically collect the
goods from a warehouse and deliver them to our door.

One of the first major online stores was Amazon.com of
America and Amazon.co.uk in the United Kingdom.

Originally known for selling mainly books, Amazon has
now extended its range to include many other products

such as music and video, toys, home and garden and
electronic goods such as cameras and computer equipment.
Hone & Garden Kitchen Appliances, Home Appban.-

I

...

Housewares Persor..

*Nam.: bun

.4 1.piorer

Attp..,.....warnaron.co ulciluarapardco-kerher-dry.toolsiblrelx toparw_mh_i203-8884815428117103woUTAPS .
Favorites

Tools

r

A

Help

ice (ots

Q Bookmarks. 41. 13 blocked

11 Go 1. 4C.

'54 Own.

Send tow

%

C Newt Sport Musk, Mona- 1, Amatonao.uk Horne

amazon.co.uk

ot-W IASOFT

I

WON

la

POOLS

Surd, Horne & Garden

Summer Deals of the Week
.4441*TM

flee,

Home & Garden

Girt

Hello, Am Ga tenby. Welcome to amazon.to.uk Horne & Garden. We have Hol_en .14,114104.0
ReCommendations for you. ill you re not Pm Gatenbv JAY heft.)

thee

Great Offers in Home & Garden

elati

°Me
lances

ante
Gadgets
& Nome
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Initially you must set up an account with a password, your
name and address and e-mail address.
After logging onto the Amazon site (which you might have
placed in your list of Favorites or Bookmarks for
convenience), you browse the categories. For example in
the music category there are links down the left-hand side
for the different types of music such as Classical, Jazz, Pop
and Easy Listening.
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Please note that Amazon also provides a Marketplace where

you can buy and sell your own items, with access to a
market of millions of people. It differs from the online
auction sites such as eBay since there is no bidding process
- the prices are fixed by the seller.
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When you have found an item of interest, such as a book or
CD, there is usually a link to click for more details. In the

case of a book this may be the author's synopsis of the
contents and customers' reviews of the product. In the case
of a music CD the further details would be a list of all of
the tracks.
amazotico.uk

I wan.I

Classic FY - Most Wanted (Box se]
I,Nentrn
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:7.11 (Mal) `Xontan1Yrrra ;ty.

seamy I aa
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,,..nore
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Mow L MOB f wQN. t. flee a any an cordan woo LOS .nth
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11.11ftr

fock. Non.. Mr., and mid Ir. Illerante.n.M.A.

11 Yawn.ti /May, Imp. 37
00... end 54 rm..... and ,aw express cony at wean

If you intend to buy more than one item, select Add to
Shopping Basket as shown on the right above. Then further
items can be selected and added to the basket. If you only
want a single item, it can be bought immediately with one
click as shown above right as Buy Now with 1 -Click. For this
latter option you must have already set up an account with
your credit card details, your name and address and e-mail
address. Then the whole transaction can be completed with
no further input from you.
When you finish adding items to your shopping basket you
need to click Proceed to Checkout to pay for the goods by
credit card and give address and credit card details if you
are a new customer. You will be informed by e-mail of the
progress of your order and when it has been dispatched.

As well as buying music CDs by mail order, millions of
music tracks are now available for purchase
downloading over the Internet, as discussed shortly.
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Supermarket Shopping Online
In principle, the home shopping schemes operated by firms

like Tesco and Sainsbury are similar to Amazon. Again
your credit card details must be provided. At the core of
your order is your basic shopping list of items bought
regularly, every week, say. Items can be added to the list or

removed. Any item which

is not

in

stock may be

substituted by the staff with an equivalent item, perhaps of
a different brand. Or you can choose not to have
substitutions for out -of -stock items.

Delivery charges are typically

in

the range £4 - £6

depending on the time slot, which you select from a grid of
available times. Against this must be considered the saving
in your time and transport costs. Ordering a weekly shop
online only takes a few minutes compared with at least an
hour or two for a trip to the supermarket - not to mention
the stress and effort when the store's really busy.
111.n. Grocery Shoppng a De.
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spoil
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Tracing Your Family History
life many of us enjoy finding out about our
ancestors. While some of this research still involves
In later

traditional methods such as visiting local record offices and

churchyards and contacting relatives, the Internet is an
incredibly powerful tool for this work. A great deal of work
has been done to make census and parish records available
online; so you can find a huge amount of information about
your forebears without even leaving home.
A good way to start is to type the keyword genealogy into a
search engine; you should find a host of relevant Web sites.
Results

%ND

-

at

Ancestry & Genealogy
Ancestry co uk

Search Millions of Records & Find your Genealogy Today Ty us Free,

UK Genealogy 1127-2005
The largest collection of records Parish Census BMD Military etc

werw TheGenealogist co uk

Free Genealogy Site
WW1,

GenesReunded co uk-Genealogy

Find your ancestors for free Search 500 million records for free

FamilySearch orq - Family History and Genealogy Records
Search for family ancestors. Billions of kee family tree family history ancestry genealogy
and census records
vows familysearch orgi - 3k -

- 1 irnilai_pages

UK Genealogy .co.uk - The Portal for UK Family Research
Visa our easy to naivete site of UK genealogy search information the ideal staling point for
anyone seelung ancestors m the United Kingdom
www ukgenealogy co uk, 19k - c:oc1:1,,1 -

Genealogy corn - Family Tree Maker Family History Software and ...
Genealogy - Free Genealogy Search for Family on Site at Genealogy ccm Vise us to
clisc..Yer and preserve your faraly's unique story
weak genealogy corn/ - 19k Cached - Sinwlai Paw,

Some of the best known Web sites for this work include:
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www.ancestry.co.uk

www.familysearch.org

www.genuki.org.uk

www.1901censusonline.com

www.familytreemaker.corn

www.pro.gov.uk

www.familyrecords.gov.uk

www.genesreunited.co.uk
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Many of these sites give access to large databases of family
records, births, deaths, marriages, etc., together with

general advice on researching your family using both the
Internet and traditional methods. Some sites also contain
the names of specialist researchers who, for a fee, will
undertake some of the work for you.
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(formerly known as
www.1837online.org) provides listings of births, marriages
www.findmypast.com,

and deaths from 1837 - 2005. Then, from the reference
numbers provided, you can complete an online order form
for copies of actual birth, marriage and death certificates to
be sent to you by the traditional postal service.
The GENUKI Web site is
maintained by a charitable
organization and provides data
bases of parish and other records

UK & Ireland
Genealogy

for

the

United Kingdom and

Ireland. Advice for newcomers to
genealogy is also given.
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Some of the genealogy Web sites listed earlier include help
and software to compile your own family Web site. Such a
site has been created in my own family by Mark Gatenby
(www.gatenby.freeserve.co.uk) and attracts a large number

of visitors making contributions from around the world.
There are several different aspects to Mark's site. First
there is a family forum which allows you to post messages
asking for information about particular relatives. These are
available for viewing worldwide.
Win Laser eve treatment worth

AI-

over £3,700

ultralase
MY GlertAtOGY Ccsai

LEMMING CIPMEI

Chef

Deily Search

Ms GenForum

Community Standards

j

Terms of Seri*.
Jtrfa

Gatenby Family Genealogy Forum (25 Latest Messages)
Search Mk forum:
Go
Feel all of Me words

1111111111111112 111111=111

Return to Main Paws I Host Peg*
Re WILLIAM GATENBYm 19 4 18C3 - Anne Prime 4 2 297
Re Victot (mirth, \Liam Smininger awned Leeds 1906 - Yawned Goolsby 2 041'07
Ir

.1

C

I IVIC.

All being well a request for information will result in lots
of replies, like the one shown below.
Post Followup

Return to Message Listings

Print Messaw

Re: Canada Gatenby, Harry Thomas 'Walter
Pasted by: Kenneth 0 nutty (ID *****7143)
In Reply Is: Cane& Gatenby. HanyffhomssfWaltet by Kaye Gatenby Holt

Harry and Emily are the name of my great grand parents 1 have a chnstmas photo that Fee a baby Kay and a young 1..CM
47 If your Interested
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Across the top of Mark's site is a menu bar giving access to

family records from around the United Kingdom. The
various menus include Births, Marriages, various Censuses,
Places and Family Trees.
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The family tree for my own branch of the family is found
under the Overseas menu, reflecting the exodus of families
from Yorkshire to Canada in the last century.
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The 1901 Census Online
This site (www.1901censusonline.com) is provided by The
National Archives (formerly known as The Public Record
Office). The entire records for the 1901 Census for England

and Wales have been placed on the Internet, including
copies of the original handwritten enumerators' forms. The
site was initially overwhelmed with users and facilities had

to be greatly increased. You can search using several
criteria such as a person's name, gender, date of birth and
place of birth.
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If the search is successful you can open an Account Session

with a charge of £5 for 500 credits. You can check in
advance the cost of different pieces of information.
Payment may be made by credit card or by the use of
vouchers bought in advance from suppliers such as public
libraries.

With certain browsers, you can view and print an image of
the original handwritten document listing details of every
member of a household. Alternatively you can order a copy
of the image to be posted to you.
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As shown below, you can print out a transcript of the
census form for a household, listing all of the members
including name, sex, age, occupation, where born and
relationship to the head of the family.
Person Details
u11 Transcription Details for Mary CsatenbyVieW ImagelOther Household members

14airy Gwertft

al

10 00rour ed V0.01

`470osr s

The 1901 Census Web Site is available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.
Originally only the 1901 census data was available online,

but in recent years census data has been added for 1841,
1851, 1861, 1871, 1891.
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Downloading Music
A few years ago you could download free music tracks to
your computer by making copies over the Internet from
other computers containing the required tracks. After some

legal battles many companies now sell legal copies of
music by downloading the files over the Internet to your
computer. So if you hear a piece of music you like, you can
download and save a copy straightaway, without waiting
for delivery by post or visiting a music shop. You can even
play a sample online to make sure it's the right track.

There are several formats for audio files saved on disc,
such as Windows Media Audio (WMA) and MP3. Once
you've downloaded an album or perhaps just a single track,

you can play it on your computer in Windows Media
Player 11, provided as part of Windows Vista.
Alternatively the downloaded music can be "burned" to a
standard audio CD or copied to a portable MP3 player or
similar and some mobile phones.
Sites providing music can be found by entering keywords
like music downloads in a search engine such as Google.
Two of the most popular sites are iTunes and Napster.
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Tesco.com

has a Music Downloads link in the
Entertainments & Books section of its main shopping web

site. After clicking the link you are presented with the main
music download page shown below.

TESCO Entertainment
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You can find music by entering, into the search bar at the
top of the screen, words from the title or the artist's name.
Or you can browse through the various categories, genres,
artists A -Z, etc., down the left-hand side of the download
screen shown above. Some of the sites have millions of
records to choose from. Once you've found the music you
want, prices are given for albums and individual tracks as
shown on the next page.
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TrackListing of this album
On most abuts, the tracks Irsted below can be edged ndrndually. if shown, rust duck the 'add button.

It Me

Format

Price Preview.

I

The Marx Flute Overture

WMA

[0.79 4 senor.

2

Symphony No. 40 m G mono, 9550: I. Moto allegro

WMA

E0.79

3

Symphony No 40 in G minor K550 II. Andante

WMA

E0.79

s«eawialE0

4

Symphony No. 40 m G mew' K550: III. Menuetto & Tyro

WMA

E0.79

4 sonve CID

5

Symphony No. 40 en G mrwt K550 IV. Allegro assa.

WMA

[0.79 ,4 Seweas)

seeWs

At the time of writing albums cost around £7.99 and
individual tracks are 79 pence. If you're not sure what each
track sounds like there's a Sample button w-nich allows you
to play a short excerpt. To buy a track, or an album, click
the add button to place it in your basket.
The first time you download music you need to register by
entering your e-mail address and a password; for
subsequent music purchases you sign in as an existing user.
Next select go to checkout and confirm my order, before
entering your personal details including your credit card
and security code. Once your credit card details have been
accepted click the Download button, then Save on the File
Download window shown below.
File Download

zumi

Do you ward to open or save this file?
Name:

...ny Kissin Kreisleriana, Op. 16

I itermezzo

Type: Wi'idows Media Audio file, 6.2M'18
From:

d1.247base.com

save
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You are presented with the Save As dialogue box as shown
below. If you wish you can accept the default File name and
folder (Jim\Downloads in this example) for the saved file;
or you can provide your own File name and save location.
Save As
GCJim

s

Downloads

Flee Dame Milril=MMET=1.
Save as type Windows Media Audio file
Browse Folders

Cauri

Click Save again and the download begins. If you are using
broadband, the message Download Complete is soon

displayed in the progress window and you are given the
chance to Open and play the downloaded music ir. the
Windows Media Player.
In this example, a Windows Media Audio file was saved in
the folder C: Users\Jim\Downloads. If you open this folder
in the Windows Vista Computer/Explorer feature you can

see the music file. Allow the cursor to hover over the file
name or icon to see the file details, as shown below.
Name

Date modified

WMA

Canon

Type

Size

140 IP

WMAi

Evgeny Evgen. Kissin Kreisleriana. Op.16 Intermezzo II
Kreislei Type: Windows Media Audio file

Size: 628 MB
Artists Kissin, Evgeny
Length: 00:04:53
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Double-click the icon to launch Windows Media Player 11

and play the track. It can then be added to your music
library and playlists in the Windows Media Player.

Windows Media Player 11 is provided as part of Windows
Vista. It is described in more detail in our companion book

"Computing with Vista for the Older Generation" from
Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd.

If you right -click over the icon for the track in the Vista
Computer/Explorer feature as shown on page 167, a menu
appears allowing you to select Send To in order to copy the
track to a CD/DVD or a portable device connected to your
computer. These devices will appear in the Send To menu
shown below, for example Removable Disk 1G:).
Compressed (zipped) Folder

Send To

Cut
Copy

Desktop (create shortcut)

a

Documents

Mail Recipe it
Create Shortcut
Delete
Rename
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Downloading Software
Fast broadband connections make it feasible to download
large files from the Internet to your computer, as discussed
in the previous section on downloading music. In contrast
dial -up connections are very slow when downloading large

files. As well as music and video, software is often
supplied as a download rather than as a boxed package.
Instruction manuals can be included in the download as
PDF (Portable Document Format) files, to be read using the
Adobe Reader program, itself available as a free download.
Device drivers are pieces of software which enable
equipment such as printers and graphics cards to work with

the Windows Vista operating system. For example, when
Windows Vista first came out, it was necessary to obtain
new Vista drivers for certain older models of printer. These
are usually available free as downloads from the printer
manufacturer's Web site, unless the device is no longer
supported. Files to be downloaded are normally saved in a
compressed format to speed up the process. Therefore, after
downloading, the files need to be expanded again before
they can be installed or set up.
The general download method is as follows:
Log on to the manufacturer's Web site.
Locate the correct driver or piece of software.
Click the Download button.
Click the Save button.
Choose a folder or accept the default Save folder.
Wait as the software is downloaded.
Click Run to expand the compressed download file.
Finally, install the new software or device driver.
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You are told when the download is complete
Download complete

,4,

Download Complete

L7300ENx.exe from software.canon-europe.com
Downloaded:
Download to:
Transfer rate:

1.54M13 in 36 sec

C:\ 'isms \Jim \Dow \17300ENxexe
43 9KB/Sec

Qose thw dialog box when download completes

B

j

Eoldee

I

Dose

It is then necessary to expand the downloaded file, usually
by clicking Run as shown above and then Unzip in the
WinZip Self -Extractor shown below.
WinZip Self -Extractor - L7300ENx.exe
To unzip all files in L73110ENxexe to the specified
folder press the Unzip button.

IMF
jnzirT-1
Run WinZip

Unzip to folder

Browse..
p- Overwrite files without prompting

about

I

ne)

The software or device driver must now be installed or set
up; this process may start automatically or you may need to
double-click on a Setup file in the folder where you saved
the Unzipped folder, such as the Canon folder above. In the
case of driver software, you may be asked to connect the
hardware first and then, when requested, give the folder
location on your hard disc where you saved the driver.
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Internet Banking
and Security
Introduction
It's now possible to carry out many of your banking
activities from home. There's no longer any need to travel

to a branch unless a face-to-face meeting is absolutely
necessary or you need to withdraw actual cash.
Obviously many people will be concerned about security,
but reputable banks and financial institutions guarantee that

in the event of fraud, customers won't lose any money.
Internet security is discussed in more detail later, but one of

the main security methods is to encrypt (or encode) all
information sent between your computer and the bank's.
However, serious criminals are now targeting the Internet
and finding ways to beating the system with frauds like
"phishing" and software which detects the keys you press.
Viruses, worms and Trcjans are known as malware, short
for malicious software. These are small computer programs
designed to cause damage and inconvenience to computer
users. A great deal of security software is now available

and this is discussed in the second half of this chapter,
together with commonsense precautions which should help
to safeguard your money and personal data.
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10 Internet Banking and Security
To participate in online banking, you need a computer and
modem and an account with an Internet Service Provider.
To find out more about online banking, log on to the Web

sites of any of the major banks, such as the Halifax, at
www.hallfax.co.uk and the Bank of Scotland, at
www.bankofscotland.co.uk.
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With online banking you can see at a glance the various
accounts available from a particular bank and also make
comparisons with other online banks. Internet savings

accounts usually pay a better rate of interest than the
traditional account based on a pass book - after all, you do
much of the work previously done by cashiers while sitting
at your computer.
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The bank Web site should provide lots of information and
on -screen demos of the range of services offered. A major
advantage of online banking is that you can access your
accounts at almost any time of the day or night - there's no
need to wait for normal banking hours.
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With online banking you will be able to carry out many of
the normal banking functions, such as:
View your balance
Print a statement
Pay bills including proof of payment and date
Transfer funds between your various accounts
Transfer money to another person's account
Set up standing orders
Apply for an increased overdraft
Check and cancel direct debits.
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There should also be a link to initiate the opening of an
online bank account. The Web sites for the Halifax and
Bank of Scotland both have links leading to demonstrations
which give you a tour of the online banking service. The

following extract shows a sample of the online Bank
Account Statement from the Halifax.
BANK ACCOUNT STATEMENT

You. Atrangd OyrdrsIl Lirn,1 n £1000
Doe
13 Jul 2007

Payrolls

Oncrlielms
Coo.0 Tax Siandny Odd

Apr

X 00

33 311

000

Translar

Shoo Snap MEd
Cash

Kolas Monona

Slasslors Order

360 00

LINK ATM - :::onv, St win.
Saw/a. Co..p.my S1/.0.9 Ord.
Grocery Saco 121,04

30 00
31 00
25 52

Bask C. 60 - Barn al Scalene
BA Payrrer Go ComPenY

60 00

,

IS 00

73 X

000

50 .30
411130

3000

MS 38
MI 311
435 30
460.90

0 00

Cheque

Traria
DO Jul 2007

100 00

P41.41 Saba. Dote

24 SO

4sI1es ATV Tangly Row BOW

29 00
52 00
34 00

641Payrnar-

Makfax Dada Card

Standard Tarpon. BA
Mania PTO. EN

an, 1,1

/4 00

cr..

l......-... A as -.. r1/1

III X
SI 311

22 DO

Transfer

12 Jul 2007

Balance

160 90
160 90
100 90
200 10
225 40

245 40
297 39
331 40
A AL AA

0 Internet I Proteat. lob. 05

Done

0,100%

Once you have signed up for online banking, your bank
will arrange with you a username (sometimes also called a
login name or a user ID) and a password. Shown below is
the login screen for the Halifax Online Service.

Existing User
Username

Password

`'our placetown
of birth?

M

howardbrown99

000

Next, we will enter the answer to
Remember my Lic,

Howard's security question.
Cancel Q

Co not select if *his

else More inforraatior
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You may be asked to provide at least one additional piece

of security information, such as a parent's name, some
memorable piece of personal information or a secret
question and answer. If you forget your password there is
usually a number to ring to arrange a new one. This is when
you need to :Know the additional security information to
prove your identity. Obviously all security information
such as passwords, etc., should be kept safe and not written
down and left in obvious places.
Once you have opened an online bank account you can
view your list of accounts. This gives an overview of your

various accounts with the bank, allowing you to make
transfers and pay bills, etc.

My ac counts

Ma
/totact Ow at COW* SO Vomiter ...miry Item

11_11111,72AWLcuov
Mani NW Ms 91.01.1
PECtot01.

II mil ....me, mil% ..
Hann." as. dir
.11,01W.t.

losolon gnaw

14."1

A.0131001116.ra
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Secure Transactions
Carrying out financial transactions over the Internet is
bound to be a cause for concern. Online banking involves
sending and receiving personal financial information

between your computer and that of the bank. Internet
shopping and paying for goods online, as discussed in the
last chapter, requires us to give our credit card details to
suppliers. One estimate put the annual cost to British banks
of online fraud at £33.5 million in 2006.
There are many simple precautions which individuals can
take to make fraud difficult. For example, when making
online purchases, use a credit card with a low limit - then
you can't lose very much.
Passwords
As well as a username, you will be issued with or choose
your own password. This should not be obvious like the
name of a pet or family member. Your password doesn't
appear on the screen (usually replaced by a line of dots),
but beware of anyone looking over your shoulder.
Never leave your password lying around, in fact
don't write it down at all.
Don't walk away and leave the computer open at
your bank account. Some systems log you out if the
computer is not used for 10 minutes
Always log out or sign off when you have finished
using the computer.
Don't give anyone your username or password.
Change your password regularly.

Computers in public places may not be secure don't use them for important financial transactions.
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Secure Servers
Servers are the computers used by banks and other large
organizations to hold the details of millions of transactions
and customers' accounts. Secure servers use encryption to
prevent criminals from accessing financial or confidential
information sent between computers. Encryption scrambles
or encodes the information so that it can only be decoded or
made intelligible by authorized users.
Whenever you are online to a secure server, a small closed

padlock icon appears on your screen. Double-click the
padlock icon to reveal details of the security
certificate issued to the company. Always deal
with companies who use secure servers.

fl

Certificate Information

This certificate is intended for the !alumni; purpose(s
Ensures the deetty of a remote canpt.'e-

" Refer to the certification authonty's statement for seta's.

Issued toe lbw* martins co uk
Issued by: www.vereapn.corn/CPS Incorp.by Ref. LIABILITY
LTD (c)97 YenSign

Valid from 25/06/2007 to 26/06/2008

Learn more about gernkates
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The Dangers
If you take no action to improve your computer's security,
here are some of the threats which might attack the system.
Malware
A virus, worm, Trojan horse or spyware, etc., can cause
damage to your data or collect information for criminal

purposes. The Trojan is a program which appears to be
genuine but actually contains malicious code; for example
to give someone a "backdoor" into your computer.
Hackers
Malicious computer users may connect to your computer
and steal your files and personal information.
Spyware

A piece of software can be installed on your computer
which tracks your key presses and sends the information
back to criminals. The spyware might be delivered to your

computer during the downloading of some apparently
genuine free software. Always save downloaded software
first and run it through an anti-virus/Internet security
program like F -Secure or Norton 360 before installing it.
Phishing
A genuine -looking e-mail may appear to be from your bank
and ask you to update your personal information.
Sometimes the e-mail asks you to click a link to another
Web site set up by the fraudsters. Banks never ask you to
input your personal information by e-mail. Don't open e mails unless you are sure the sender is genuine.
Spam or Junk Mail
Unsolicited e -mails clog up your inbox and might even
cause you to miss important messages.
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Protecting Your Computer
The Windows Security Center in Windows

rr--0

Vista contains a number of software features to
protect your computer against the sort of
dangers listed on the previous page. The

Security
Center

Security Center is started from icons in the
Control Panel in Classic View and Home View. It allows you
to make sure the Windows Firewall and Windows Defender

are switched on to guard against spyware and other
attempts to attack you computer. The Security Center also

works with any third -party security software such as
Norton AntiVirus and F -Secure Internet Security and
makes sure they are switched on and up to date.

Switching on Automatic updating ensures that the latest
security software developments for Windows Vista are
downloaded and insta.led on your computer.
immiliatitio 4WD*

Weetorn Secuety Center

Security .!ss
To help peered ,our Eompaiter, nuke sure the four rot unty esunbeh Wow are marked On 01

OK
Sea tr-rh

Using Wend
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PIM°
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Show Me.the rawart programs on tOn COMpulto

Note Tor or none Nevis newton at the sane tyne can confloct +nth each other.
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Internet Explorer 7, which is part of Windows Vista,
provides its own Phishing Filter, and Pop -Up Blocker on the
Tools menu. At the bottom of the screen there is an option
to turn Protected Mode On or Off. Protected Mode is
intended to stop malicious software being installed. These
topics are discussed on pages 127 - 129 of this book.
Windows Vista doesn't contain its own anti -virus software

so it's a good idea to install one of the many popular
packages such as Norton 360 from Symantec or F -Secure
Internet Security. As well as protecting against viruses,

these two packages are also intended to guard against
spyware, hackers and spam. There are many thousands of
computer viruses and malware and new ones are constantly
being invented. Packages like Norton 360 and F -Secure

provide regular automatic updates enabling the latest
viruses to be detected and removed from the computer.
Security software should provide the following safeguards:
Detect and destroy all viruses, worms and malware.
Enable both manual and scheduled scans of all disc
drives, etc.
Scan all incoming e -mails, attachments and
software downloaded from the Internet.
Include a firewall to protect against hackers.
Include protection against spyware.
Provide automatic updates of virus definitions.
Keep your computer free from spam e -mails.
Enable parents (and grandparents) to control

children's access to Web sites and limit "surfing"
time to a reasonable amount.
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Introduction
E-mail is one of the most popular uses of the Internet. It

enables people to communicate rapidly with friends,
relatives and colleagues around the world. E-mail has
several important advantages over the ordinary post and the
telephone, for example:
An e-mail travels to its destination almost instantly.
If the intended recipient is online they can get your
message immediately.

The same e-mail can be sent to several different
people by simply clicking their names in an
electronic address book.
An e-mail can be sent at any time - day or night.

You don't have to make direct contact with the
other person - if they're out of their home they will
see your message next time they read their mail.
You can send attachments with e -mails. These can
be photographs, sound or video clips or document
files containing text and pictures, for example.
E -mails can be saved and printed out on paper.
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However, there are some negative aspects to e-mail, which
can cause some people a great deal of stress:
People at work may be inundated by e -mails, many
of them trivial and unnecessary.

"Spam" or unsolicited junk mail may annoy you
and clog your Inbox.
"Phishing" e -mails attempt to trick the recipient into
revealing their financial details.
An e-mail may spread a virus which can damage the
files on your hard disc.
Some e -mails tend to be written in a hurry, perhaps

with less emphasis on style, content and grammar,
possibly causing a decline in traditional letter
writing skills.
In spite of these potential problems, e-mail seems likely to

remain a major method of communication, especially
where speed is important.

Introducing Windows Mail
This is a new e-mail program introduced as part of
Windows Vista; it is known as an e-mail client and replaces
Outlook Express provided in earlier versions of Windows.
You can launch Windows Mail from the Start menu in Vista
or from the Start, All Programs menu.

y

Paint

ZWindows Mail

11) Launch Google Ear:h

III
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Your computer may already have on icon for

Windows Mail on the Vista Desktop, as
shown on the right. If not you can create an
icon by right -clicking Windows Mail in the
Start or All Programs menu, then selecting

ICI

To and clicking Desktop (create
shortcut). Double-click :his icon to launch Windows Mail.
The first time you try to send an e-mail, you need to enter

Send

some details for your e-mail account. These are provided
by your Internet Service Provider such as BT, etc. Your
information should be of a similar format to the examples
listed on the right below.
Example

E-mail address:
johnsmith@btinternet.com
Username:
johnsmith
********
Password:
POP3 Incoming mail server: mail.btinternet.com
SMTP Outgoing mail server: mail.btinternet.com

Mail servers listed above are the computers that handle the
mail at your Internet Service Provider's premises.

POP3 above stands for Post Office Protocol 3 and is
frequently used for personal e -mails. This type of server
holds your incoming messages until you read your e-mail then they are downloaded to your computer.

SMTP above stands for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.
This server sends your outgoing
destinations on the Internet.

e -mails

to

their
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Setting Up an E-mail Account in Windows Mail
The first time you try to use Windows Mail, the setup
wizard starts up and a dialogue box, shown below, requires

you to enter your Display name as you would like it to
appear in the From field on the messages you send.

Your Name
When you send e-mail, your name will appear in the From field of the outgoing message.
Type your name as you would like it to appear.

121splay name

For example: John Smith

Click Next and the dialogue box shown below appears.
Here you enter your unique, personal e-mail address, given
to you by your Internet Service Provider.

0

..-

Internet E-mail Address
Your e-mail address is the address other people use to send e-mail messages to you.

E-mail address

Johnsmith

btintemet.com

For sample: someoneemicrosoft.com
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After clicking Next again you are required to set up your email servers, as shown below.
E

Set up e-mail servers
Incoming e-mail yerver tyoc
11°93

Incoming mail (POP3 or IMAP) server

Outgoing e-mail server (SMTP) name.

Outgoing server requires authentication
Where can I fond my e -ma I server information'

Many home users connect to POP3 incoming mail servers,
as mentioned earlier. If not,
click the down arrow to the Incoming e-mail server type:
right of POP3 shown above;
this displays the small menu
PuF,
shown on the right.
IMAP
c or IMAP) server.

IMAP on the menu on the
right

stands

for

HTTP

Internet

Message Access Protocol. These incoming mail servers,
widely used in business, don't download your e -mails to
your computer but instead allow you to view and manage
the messages while they are still on the server. Select IMAP

if your ISP uses this type of incoming mail server. HTTP
above refers to Web -based e-mail such as Hotmail, but this
type of server is not compatible with Windows Mail.
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Now enter the names of your incoming and outgoing e-mail

servers, as provided by your ISP. These should be of a
similar format to the examples shown on page 183.
Also click the check box as shown on the previous page so
that a tick appears next to Outgoing server requires
authentication.
Finally enter the E-mail username and Password provided
by your Internet Service Provider and, Lf you wish, tick the
box next to Remember password.
Internet Mail Logon
Type the account name and password your Internet se -vice provider has given you.

E-mail username:

Password:

r?] Remember password

On clicking Next you are congratulated on setting up your
new e-mail account. You can now go back to Windows
Mail, read any welcoming messages in your Inbox and start
creating your first message as described shortly.
Setting Up Further E-mail Accounts
You may wish to set up further e-mail accounts on your

computer, either for yourself or other members of your
family. From the Windows Mail Inbox, select Tools,
Accounts..., Mail, Add..., E-mail Account and click Next.
The Internet Account Wizard opens up with the Your Name

dialogue box displayed. The new account can now be set
up as before, completing each dialogue and clicking Next as
just described from page 184 onwards.
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E-mail Addresses
In order to send someone an e-mail message you must
know their unique e-mail address. This may appear on their
ordinary correspondence, business card, etc., and will also
be displayed on any e -mails they send you.
When you sign up for an Internet account you will be able
to choose, or be given, your own e-mail address. This is a

unique location enabling your mail to reach you from
anywhere in the world.
Common types of e-mail address are as follows:
stella@aol.com
james@msn.corn
enquiries@wildlife.org.uk

The part of the e-ma:1 address in front of the @ sign is

normally your Internet username or login name. The
second part of the address identifies the mail server
computer at your company, organization or Internet Service

Provider. The last part of the address
organisation providing the

service.

In

the type of

is

the

previous

addresses, .com refers to a commercial company. Other
organisation types include:
.org
non-profit making organisations
.co
UK commercial company
.net
Internet company
.biz
business
.me.uk UK individual
.co.uk UK business
A two -digit country code such as uk or fr may be added to
the end of the e-mail address.
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Using Windows Mail
Launch Windows Mail from the Start or All Programs
menu or by double-clicking its icon on the Desktop. The
first screen you see is the Windows Mail Inbox.

, iCK1 Fokkos

hi haat "I
ji Clotho,
,

Sent Items

Dekted Items

g Not,
lunkE-mud

I

S.

From

Uftlf.1

IT Total Broadband T...

Barclay, premier league football now .t glass ro_

IIT Total llowdlood

Make the most of the Wool days with 8T

V Total Broadband

Cheroots to BT pnces and payment terms and co...

Mn Gatenby

RE Testing Windows mod

. Microsoft Windows M- Welcome to %%Mows Mad

pi Wm:oft Communthes

ham: lAcrosoll Wesclowts Mall Team crnsootinvaosoft corn. Tee Now Walden* Mall
Subject Welcome to Windows Mall
ent lo rot -eV, to the

Welcome to

Windows. Mail
Your personal rnessosong solution

There may already be one or two incoming messages listed
under From, Subject, etc., such as Welcome to Windows
Mail shown above. Notice that if you select an incoming email in the list, the contents of the message are displayed
on the screen in the area below. The Welcome example
above shows that e -mails are not limited to plain text but
can use various text fonts and also include pictures.
Down the left-hand side of the Inbox screen above are the

folders for storing messages. Apart from the Inbox, the
Outbox contains messages waiting to be sent, after which
they are listed in the Sent Items folder. You can delete old
e -mails, placing them in the Deleted Items folder. Any e mails which the program decides are "spam- or unsolicited
advertising, etc., go in the Junk E-mail folder.
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Creating an E-mail Message
From the Inbox screen select Create Mail, as shown below.
fi Inbo
File

Windows Mail
View

Edit

Message

Toots

Help

- ilk c.r,

.1 F

111,

Fi7r: and

The new message window opens and you may wish to click
the Maximise button shown on the right (in

the middle) if you are sending a lengthy L=31E OKA
message.
Family History
File

idd

View

Insert

Fctrrr at

fools

Message

Help

Senc
1E1 To:

johnsmithamicrosoft.c=irn

Cc

Ijimgatenbyaifastmail.com

Subject

'Family History

a.

ig j

B

"

Dear John

Olc Family Photographs
have been looking through m- attic and came across some old photographs o'
your family There must be a Itast 100 photographs
have started to scan
them into my computer and inpeove some of the damaged ones using Adobe
Photoshop Elements
will nerd some of the phobs to you as e-mail
attachments in the next few weeks
I

a-.

I

I

-

In the To: field enter the e-mail address of the person who
is to receive the message. You can send messages to more

than one person, using semi -colons to separate their
addresses. In the Cc: field shown above enter the e-mail
addresses of anyone who is to receive a "carbon" copy.
Next enter a meaningful heading in the Subject field.
You are now ready to start entering the text of the message.
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Entering the main body text for your message is very
similar to using a simple word processor. You can change
the font or style of lettering and use effects such as bold,
underline, colour, bullets and numbering. You can also use
editing features such as "cut and paste".
Inserting a Picture Within the Text of a Message
A picture can be embedded in an e-mail by clicking Insert
shown below, then selecting Picture... and browsing to find

and select the picture from your hard disc. The picture

becomes part of the text of the message, unlike the
attachment discussed below.
LI Family History
File

View

Edit

Insert

Format

Tools

Message

Help

Adding an Attachment
You can attach files from your hard disc to an e-mail.
Attachments are often photographs or word processing and
spreadsheet documents. Anyone receiving the attachment
can download the file and open it separately on their
computer. To attach a file such as a photograph to an email, click the paperclip Attach icon on the Windows Mail
Toolbar shown below.

File

Edit

To:
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View

Insert

Format

Ijohnsmith@microsoft.com

Tools

Message

Help

Attach File To Message
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Next the Computer/Explorer feature opens, allowing you to

locate and select the required picture or document from
your computer. When you click the Open button, the file is
attached to the e-mail as shown below in the Attach field. If
necessary you can send more than one attachment.
File

Edit

View

Format

Insert

Tools

Message

Help

Once the text has been entered and any attachments added,
click the Send button to get your message on its way.

Receiving an E-mail
When you want to check your mail, open your Inbox and

click Send/Receive as shown below. Extra Send and
Receive options are also available from the Tools menu
shown above and below. As a test, I sent the previously
described e-mail, Family History, to my own e-mail address.
Inbox - Windows Mail
File

Edit

View

111' Create "
Local Folders

Inbox

Tools

Message

Help

e6 c'epl.
!

8

P

From

hm Gatenby

Subject
Family History

As shown, the Family History message is in my Inbox; the
attached photo is denoted by a paper clip icon.
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Double-click on the entry for the e-mail as listed in the
Inbox on the previous page. The message opens for you to
read, in its own window as shown below.
Family History

rFile

Edit

View

Tools

Message

Help

Peply Pep!. All R Fcr.,ard
From:

Jim Gatenby <jimqa:enby© faStMail.com>,

Date:

08 August 200719:25

To:

jchnsmith@microsDItcom <ichnsmith@microsoft corr;

Subject:

Family History

Attach:

Haryest.jpg (1.59 MB

Dear John

Old Family Photographs
I have been looking through my attic and came across s)me old photographs of

You can reply to the originator after clicking Reply or
Reply All (to include all of the original recipients). The

addresses of the reply recipients and the subject are
automatically filled in - just add your message to the top of
the original message. There is also an icon in the middle of
the Toolbar to print out the e-mail, as shown below right.
0°1 Pep!

fP' Pe.

;,:r

Double-clicking the entry 711=11111111=M11111111
in the Attach field shown
above opens the photo or
document in its associated
program, e.g. the Windows

Photo Gallery or Word,
where it can be edited, etc.,

and saved on your hard
disc. Or click the file in the messages list and then select
File and Save Attachments... from the toolbar.
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Avoiding Junk Mail or "Spam"
Many companies and Individuals send out unsolicited e mails advertising a product or service or possibly trying to
trick you into parting with money. At the very east these

can be a nuisance. The junk e-mail filter catches the
obvious spam messages and transfers them straight to a
special Junk E-mail fclder away from your Inbox. You can
adjust the amount of junk e-mail protection you receive by
altering the settings in the Junk E -mails Options dialogue
box shown below. From the Inbox select Tools and Junk Email Options....

ormuramgmanommummomponnuaiggiv
Opborts

Safe Senders I Blocked Senders I Intemabonal I Pheihng

Windows Mail can move messages that appear to t e junk e-mail intc a special
Junk E-mail folder.

Choose the level of Juik e-mail protection you wart
No Automatic Filtering. Mail from blocked senc em is still moved :o the Jusk
Email folder.

Low. Move the mast obvious junk e-mail to the lunk E-mail ft:Ade-7

High: Most junk e-meil is caught, but some regular mail may be caught as
well. Check your lint E-mail folder often.
Safe List Only Or+. rT ail from people or domatrs on your Safe Senders Lis
will be delivered tc ycur Inbox.

Permanently delete suspected junk e-mail insteed of moving it to the Junk
E-mail folder

I

Cancel

The Junk E-mail folder in the Inbox has a Message menu
which allows you to Mark as Not Junk... a selected message.
Senders or domains can be added to a Safe Senders list or a
Blocked Senders list.
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E-mail Etiquette or Netiquette
An e-mail message can be sent with a single click of a
button and reach its destination anywhere in the world in a
matter of seconds or minutes. A hasty e-mail can do a lot of

damage in no time at all - there's no time for a "cooling
off' period. Similarly it's not a good idea to dash off a
hasty message late at night, especially if you've had a
nightcap or two.

E -mails tend to be written very quickly and perhaps with
less care than the conventional hand-written or typed letter.

An e-mail can be forwarded to lots of other people in
seconds or minutes; some people have been severely
embarrassed and even lost their jobs through irresponsible
forwarding of e -mails containing sensitive information.

Messages written entirely in capital letters are seen as
offensive by some people and are known as "yelling". An
e-mail may not convey emotions very well and jokes may
be misunderstood. A set of emoticons has been designed,

each made up of two or three keyboard characters and
intended to express the tone of an e-mail more clearly.
:) or :-)
Smiling, happy, joking
:( or :-(
Frowning or unhappy
Indifferent
:-1
:-o
Surprised
:-x
Not saying anything
:-p
Sticking out your tongue
:-D
Laughing
A more comprehensive list of emoticons for use in e -mails
is provided by SmileyWorld, Ltd at the Web site:
www.windweaver.com/emoticon.htm
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Newsgroups
This is a feature in Windows mail which allows you to
have a discussion on a topic in which you are interested.
Start Windows Mail and click Newsgroups... on the Tools

menu on the

Inbox toolbar. The first time you open
Newsgroups you have to wait a short time while the long

list of available newsgroups is compiled. Scroll down the
list and if you want to investigate a group, select the group

and then click the Go to button at the bottom of the
Newsgroup Subscriptions window shown below.
14nrigyoup Subsavtions
Acr outis)1

Qrspioy newsgroups that sr ntwe

&SO Melt descoptrons
All

rAl<rosoh

t.kursayoup

Crescnptron

reurosoft publu..worss setupconfig
nusrosoftpublas o -C CO4 sr:truest:mg

rnwroseit publes.w c ern tablesdbdeugn

rewrosoftpublwwdrue.dwectory.interfacez
rnacro.oltpubfwwwlewszonbols

nuciersoftpublewctner.progremnung.cotrolorreluk
rewrosoftpubfiewaruel programmeugcontrol.webere
mwresoltpubfewdoanndowoce

mcresoltpuiltaiLywral
rwrosoftpublk.yealimpies
OPCrerwit-re",.....oleowsndoLoOlnors

If you want to join in a newsgroup, click the Subscribe
button shown on the right above. Then you can access the

newsgroup quickly by clicking on
Communities folder of your
Windows Mail lnbox, as

shown on the right. To open
the newsgroup, click its
entry
under
Microsoft

it

in the Microsoft

g Drafts
Junk E-mail

4 Microsoft Communities
microsoftpubic_access (15942)

microsoft.public.fox.books

Communities.
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The newsgroup opens as shown below.
Mir*. rods for rip art and . clams
el . r Trouble with Gips

S Junk T-rnarl
Microsoft Communibes
ti

9.09."
Sanwa)

oficrsoff.palkleignapilen

e Drbdir Recipes end More

incepting pug

fokrosoftpreir-vigeneal

ir how del pet hack original picture if

ktterlo

r Now do I foie pktore 500 pixels wide
IT Miming Up Art Organizer

Tessie

ChatAssiwi

From: escooking.org uscookingOincook.org t
Subject Diabetic Recipes and More...

crosoft

Rate Mrs Post

Sign le -

-1

Hi Cookers

Welcome to our new website, cookerswoild coat We
have expanded the content links to ad Mr Emeri
Lagmse's fine recipe -5 along with recipes for diabetic's

To view the text of a message, click on its entry in the list
shown above in the example Diabetic Recipes and More....

Posting a Newsgroup Message
To write a newsgroup posting, click the
Write Message icon shown on the right, on
the left of the Windows Mail toolbar.

File

edit

view

Insert

Fgmat

fools

Message

Write Message

Help

Newsgroups:

EI Cc:
Subject
Post Type

Question

Suggestion

The Subject of the message and the main text are now
entered just like an e-mail; the main difference is that the

message is sent to an entire group of subscribers to a
newsgroup - not just to one or more e-mail contacts.
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Sending Photographs
Introduction
There are many occasions when it's useful to be able to
send photographs over the Internet; a common method is to

send them as e-mail attachments, as discussed in the last
chapter. A major use of photographs cn the Internet is the
exchange of pictures between friends and family. However,
there are many other practical applications, such as sending
an image of a medical condition or injury to a specialist in
another part of the world, for example.

Digital photographs occupy a great deal of space when
saved on a disc and also when transferred around the
Internet. This can make images slow to download to a
computer and open on the screen - very frustrating for the
e-mail recipient or "surfer". Digital cameras normally save
images as JPEG files, an abbreviation for Joint
Photographic Experts Group. This is a method of
"compressing" image files by discarding unnecessary
detail, without losing too much quality.. JPEG files use less
disc space and can be transferred quickly over the Internet.
While JPEG is popular for sending photographs, another
format, TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), is used for high
quality glossy photographic prints. However, TIFF files are
extremely large and bulky for sending over the Internet.
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Type: PEG Image
Rating: Unrated
Dimensiors: 2316 x 2112
Size: 1.34 MB

Shown above is a JPEG photograph saved on a hard disc
and displayed in the Windows Explorer/Computer feature.

You can see that even as a JPEG compressed file, the
image occupies a hefty 1.34MB and uses 2816x2112
pixels, the tiny picture elements used to make up the image.
As discussed shortly, various methods are used for

transferring digital images onto a computer and these
generally use the JPEG compressed format. To reduce the
size of a JPEG file further it may be necessary to reduce the

actual area of the image, using cropping as discussed
shortly. Alternatively you can change the resolution, in
pixels, at the expense of a loss in image quality.

Saving Images in Different File Formats
Images may be opened in the
File name klcazaaa
Windows Paint program and Save as type r-rilreimmiummem
Ailonoc-wome Bitmap C.bmp;.dib)
saved in various file formats,
16 Cola Brtmap C.bmp;.dib)
Folders
256 C obr Bdmap (.bmp;'.dib)
such as JPEG, TIFF and GIF,
Fitma C.bm;'.dib)
using the File and Save As...
GIF r.go
21

option, as shown on the right.
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JPEG Compressed Image Files
The JPEG file uses what is known as lossy compression; it
works by discarding some of the detail, colour, etc., from

the pixels in an image. This reduces the image size and
speeds up transfer times on the Internet and in e-mail
attachments. The original full size image contains a lot of
detail not visible to the human eye. This superfluous detail
can be safely removed in the compression process without
seriously affecting the appearance. Digital editing programs
like Adobe Photoshop Elements shown below allow you to
set the amount of compression when saving a JPEG file.

Oh.

Reset

Image Options

Quality:

E Prey ew

Medium
loge fie

small file

Format Options

0 Baseline (-Standard"
0 Baseline Optimized
0 Progressive

-

Size

^49731K / 1232s @

56.6Kbps

vi
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In the JPEG Options dialogue box shown on the previous

page, you can move a slider (shown below) to vary the
amount of compression. The slider ranges between small
file, low quality to large file, high quality.
- Image Options
Quality:
mud Ale

5

Medium

b.f.]

hrga flit

The image below was saved first as high quality, with the
slider in the large file position. Then the original file was
saved again as a small file, low quality as shown below
right. As far as I could see there was no obvious difference
in quality of the two images displayed on the screen.

A

delft 1010

Type: iPEG Image

Rama/ Unwed
Dirnansions1U0 a 1200
Sae 10S RI

The number of pixels remained the same in both images at

1600x1200, but the amount of detail in the pixels is
different. The high quality file was approximately 10 times
the size of the low quality file (1057.31K versus 101.91K).
Adobe Photoshop Elements displays the download time for
each file in the JPEG Options box shown on the previous

page; the large file had a download time of 10 times the
small file. The download times for 2MB/sec broadband
were approximately 35 times faster than for a 56K modem.
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Sources of Digital Photographs
There are several ways of acquiring images to be saved on
your computer then sent as e-mail attachments or uploaded
to a Web site. These include:
The Digital Camera
In the digital camera, images are stored on a memory card,
readable by a computer and capable of storing hundreds of
photographs. The camera is normally supplied with a USB
cable, for connecting it to a computer.

The cable from the camera plugs into
one of the computer's USB ports; these
are usually located on the front or back

USB Ports
of the main base unit of the computer.
Windows Vista contains the necessary software to import
digital photographs from a digital camera and save them in

a folder on your hard disc. As discussed shortly, the
Windows Photo Gallery can be used to import, manage,
display, edit and e-mail digital photographs.
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The Memory Card Reader
You can take the memory card out of your camera and
place it into a separate card reader. There are several types
of memory card and the readers are capable of
accommodating the different sizes and
shapes. Some card readers are standalone devices which plug straight into
a USB port. Others may be part of a
multi -function printer which can also
act as a scanner and photocopier.
The Scanner

You may have some very
old

photographic

prints

which you want to add to
your computer archive or
share with someone by email. The flatbed scanner

plugs into a USB port and allows you to copy old
photographs and store them as digital images on your hard
disc. Then you can improve them in the Windows Photo
Gallery. Digital editing
software such as Corel Paint
Shop
Pro
or
Adobe
Photoshop Elements allows

you to polish up an old
image, for example by
removing
scratches
or
editing
out
unwanted
objects or even people.

Some of the latest multi -function printers incorporate a
built-in flat-bed scanner.
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The Bluetooth Mobile Phone
Bluetooth is a technology which allows you to connect
devices such as mobile phones to your computer, without
the use of cables. In addition to mobile phones, Bluetooth
can be used to connect wirelessly devices like printers,
mice, keyboards and headsets.
All you need to capture and transfer
images to a computer is a
"Bluetooth enabled" camera phone
and a Bluetooth USB adapter in the
form of a USB dongle, as shown on
the right. Make sure the dongle is

compatible with Windows Vista. The dongle package
includes a Bluetooth software CD.
With the dongle inserted in a USB port, the computer can

detect any mobile phone within range. When detected an
icon for the phone appears in the Bluetooth window.
es
File

View

Edit

Back

-

n re

Bluer path
-

Bluetooth Tasks

Favorites

f) Search

Tcols

Help

Folders

Motorola Phore
Cellular Phone

0j Bluetooth Setup Wizard
View My Bluetooth services

4.) Search for devices or range

After double-clicking the phone icon you can use a file
transfer feature to view the images stored in the phone and
copy them to a folder on your computer.
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Importing Images
Devices like digital cameras, dongles, etc., which connect
to a USB port, can be "hot -swapped" i.e. plugged in while

the computer is up and running. The USB device

is

detected by Windows Vista and designated as a Removable
Disk (F:) or (G:), etc. The AutoPlay window opens, as shown
below, with options to Import or View the pictures.

ovL61Eaw

AutoPlay

Removable Disk (F:)
L_ Always do this for pictures:
Pictures options
Import pictures
using Wincows
View pictures
using ',Vindows
View pictures
us,-Ig

.

-.1-y,:s Media Center

General options
Open folder to view files
s Explore!

lu

Set AutoPlay defaults in Control Panel
AMINIMINEMINNEF

The AutoPlay feature

MM.

is

4161111111iiiill

part

41//0..

of the Windows Vista

operating system; additional software for importing images
may also be supplied with a digital camera.
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Click Import pictures shown on the previous page and you
are given the option to Tag the images to be transferred
Importing Pictures and Videos

Tag these pictures (optional):

Inport

Options

A Tag will allow the uploaded pictures to be displayed as a
separate category or group in the Windows Photo Gallery.
The Gallery may contain a library consisting of hundreds of
images, so it's helpful to be able to categorise them.
Click the Import button shown above to start the transfer of
the images.
CI

Importing Pictures and V -

X

_UMW 11

Removable Disk (F:)
IIMIIIIIMIMINI111111111111111111111111111111

Importing item 39 of 51
Erase after importing

L

Cancel
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When all of the images have been transferred to the
computer, the VVirclows Photo Gallery opens up, as shown

below. Here you can display the entire store of photos in
the Gallery or click a tag to display just a selection.

11E111
alms

:7 %mew w

Udepe

C'

0

Nowl,

IP

MIMI
1111111

MUMS DO

V hid bp

J--,

EMI C01111
1111111112it9
To view an individual image, double-click the image in the
Windows Photo Gallery shown above. The image opens as
shown below.
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The Toolbar across the top of the Windows Photo Gallery
has options which include printing, e -mailing and burning
the image (to a CD or DVD).

Fixing an Image
The Fix menu has various options
to improve the quality of the image,
as shown on the right. Crop Picture
allows you

to

remove

surplus

material around the outside of the
image.

This can be helpful in

reducing the size of an image to be
e -mailed or uploaded to the

Auto Adjust
Adjust Exposure

,J Adjust Color
Crop Picture

Fix Red Eye
Internet. The area to remain after
cropping is adjusted using the 8
small square handles shown below. Then click Apply to

remove the surplus material from around the outside.
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Importing Images to a Folder of Your Choice
When you import pictures from a digital camera or other

device, they are automatically saved in your Pictures
folder, such as CAuserskjim1pictures for example. To import
-.hem to a different

folder of your choice, from the

Windows Photo Gallery select File, Options and click the
Import tab.

Now click Browse... to search for and select the folder in
which to save your imported pictures, then click OK.
Windows Photo Gallery Optior s

1111111

r6.2111Irnport 1
lettings for.
Import to:
Folder name

_j

(cameras

Ilr, Pictures

[

V

't Date Imported + Tag

File name:

Tag

Example:

2007-C8-13 Himalayas\ Himalayas 001JPG

Other options:

Er Prompt for a tag on import
Always erase from camera after importing
QQ Rotate pictures on import

Qpen Windows Photo Gallery after import

Change default autoplay options

jeslore dekwits
How do I change my Import Settings?

OK
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Opening Imported Images in the Pictures Folder
You can quickly access your Pictures folder by clicking
Start and then Pictures from the main Start menu.

(.4a Internet
Internet Explorer

'41"; E-maa
CIWindows Media Player

t14 Microsoft Office Word 2C07

The Pictures folder opens as shown below. Here you can

carry out all of the usual tasks needed to manage your
photographs. Double-click a folder as shown below to view
individual photographs. Right -click an individual photo to

carry out tasks such as deleting, renaming, copying,
printing, or editing a photo in the Windows Photo Gallery.

0 1
Fde

Edit

lam

Vier

r

Tools

e kr 17 Sep.&
-4.04searaMilear

Pictures r

Nig

olden,

se

Marne

Date taken

Tags

Sae

Rating

Desktop
irDocuments
Downloads
Fevontes
erns letters

links
gr Music

E

)11

OIL
2007-06-24

2007 -08-13 August

Kinder Scout

Trains

2007

PiCtutet
2007-06.24

. 2007-06-13 August 2007
Kinder Scout

Trans
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E -mailing Photographs
Photos can be e -mailed directly from the Windows Photo
Gallery. You can also e-mail pictures directly from any of
the folders on your hard disc, such as the Pictures folder
just discussed.
Default Mail Program
To e-mail photos directly you must have a mail program
such as Windows Mail, set as your default mail program. To
do this click the Start button, then select Default Programs
and Set your default programs. Then select Windows Mail
(or another mail program) and Set this program as default.
Selecting Images from the Windows Photo Gallery
Select Start and Windows Photo Gallery, and single-click
the photo(s) to be e -mailed. To select multiple images hold
down the Ctrl key and click each image to be mailed.

From the Toolbar across the top of the Windows Photo
Gallery, click E-mail as shown below.
Windows Photo Gadfly

a

6

The Attach Files window opens as shown below.
Attach files
Picture size

t
Medium: 1024 x 768
Total estimated size: 230 KE

[
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Selecting Images from a Folder on the Hard Disc
If you want to send photos from a folder on your hard disc,
(other than the Pictures folder used by the Photo Gallery
discussed earlier) righ:-click the Start button at the bcttom
left of the screen and click Explore from the menu which
pops up. Then browse to find the folder in which your
photos are stored. Ncw right -click over the icon for the
photo and click Mail Recipient from the Send To menu.
Send To

Compressed (zipped) Folder

Desktop (create shortcut)

Cut
Lib

Copy

Documents
Mail Recipient

The Attach Files window opens as shown previously.
Reducing the Size of an Image Before E -mailing

The Attach Files window on the previous page shows the
Total estimated size of the picture. Some mail servers place
a limit of 1 - 2MB per message. You can adjust the size of
the image by clicking the downward pointing arrow to the

right of the Picture size slot. This method reduces the
number of pixels in the image to be e -mailed - but does not
affect the size of original copy saved on your hard disc.

Picture size:
800 x 600

Mectium: 1024 x 768
Large 1280 x 1024
Original Size

Attach

Lancet
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When you click the Attach button your e-mail program
opens with the photo named in the Attach slot.
Emailing: Clematis - Uric

fie

Ldit

View

Insert

Filmset

Took

Message

Help

vQ To:
Cc:

Subject lEmailing: Clematis
Attach:

Clemans.jpg (62.8 KB)

It's now just a case of completing the To and Subject fields
and entering the e-mail text. Then click the Send button to
dispatch the e-mail and attached photo(s) on their journey.
Resolution Versus Image Quality

As a test I e -mailed a JPEG photo to myself; first at the
Original Size of 448KB (1600x1200 pixels resolution) just
as it had been transferred from the camera. Then I changed

the resolution to 640x480 pixels, using the Attach Files
window as shown earlier. This reduced the size of the
image to 62.8KB. This low -resolution image, when
downloaded to the Windows Mail Inbox, was still clear and

of a good enough quality for viewing on the Internet; in
addition it will download much faster and take far less
storage space when e -mailed and saved.

When you reduce the size of an image for sending by email, the size of the original image is not affected in the
folder in which it is stored. These higher resolution
originals will be needed to produce any high quality prints,
for example. Also, low resolution images quickly become

"pixelated" if you try to enlarge them and print larger
images. Individual pixels or squares then become visible.
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Web Site
Introduction
A Web site consists of one or more pages of information
stored on a special computer known as an Internet server,
allowing access by millions of people all over the world.
Web pages usually contain text and pictures but may also
include other features such as links to other pages, buttons,
menus, order forms, sound recordings, animations and
video clips. Sophisticated but easy -to -use programs are
now available which simplify the creation of Web pages,
similar in some ways to desktop publishing.
This chapter gives an overview of three ways of
establishing your own presence on the World Wide Web:

The "Blog" or Online Diary
A blog or "Web log" .s a journal into which you can enter
text and pictures. It's very simple to create since all
formatting and uploading to the Internet are done for you.

The GeoCities Online Web Page Builder
Yahoo! GeoCities provides ready-made design templates
and online tools to simplify the creation of a Web site.

Serif WebPlus
This is a reasonably priced and easy -to -use Web design
program, capable of producing professional looking results.
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The Blog or Online Diary
One of the best known programs is Blogger, created in
1999. If you log on to www.blogger.com you are given very
simple on -screen instructions for creating your own blog.

Blogger
Search Clogs from across the oak oath GooLloDEog Search

1.F ARCH BLOCS

11 only I had known
UPDATED AT DATA NA POSSA
SLUGS

of Noll

BI

What is a blot'

RANI, hi

oh ,rlor

03:37

TARE

NEXT SLOG

Create a blog in 3

QUICK TOUR

easy steps:
0 Create an account

!Et
Publish

Get

Post

oo

EhOtoa

niobhe

0 llama your blog

=10

0 Choose a template

4 hlog is your pew to -use web sib, where you can quid* post
'h oughts, interact with people, and more. Al for FREE.

First you enter details such as a name for your blog and
your e-mail address. Since a blog is a very simple Web site

you are asked to enter the URL (Uniform Resource
Locator). This is the unique Web address of your blog.
http://

The address

.blogspot.com

of your blog

You and others will use
this to read and link to
your blog.

will be

something like

yourname.blogspot.com if this has not already been used.
This will allow other people, such as friends and family, to
connect to your site and see your latest news or opinions.
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During the setup process you are given a choice of twelve
Web page designs or templates on which to base your blog.
S Blogger

0

(NOOSE TEMPLATE

0 Choose a template
Choose

taste..

look for vow Woe

you can .dM
ahorok W.

a

tompioto

IC.., or

ore, r retro Ku,

1*.rerol

::Ot.4,4..

template clryjr
once your rinj o
sot up.

preview temp,Me

Then you're ready to star, posting or entering the text of the
blog, using the Posting tab in the Blogger window shown
below. This has many of the features of a word -processor,

including text in different styles and sizes, bold, italic,
bullets, numbering and a spelling checker.

e Spectacular British Hikes
Posting
Create

Title:

Settings
Edit posts

Template

View Blog

Moderate comments

Status

Helvelyn, Lake District

b f

P

IF IF

:= 66

Recover post,

I set off from Glenridding with a couple of friends. We walked along a small v4
miles, with a gradual climb. The ascent then got steeper until it levelled out at
Tarn. From here, we could see the infamous Striding Edge - a tricky route wit
either side. We chose the Swirrel edge path to Helvelyn's summit. The views
A light aircraft once landed here!
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As shown below, you can insert a picture into a blog.
Title:

Kinder Scout. Derbyshire

Edtt Him11 rtornpose
x_114

[`..o

ma sue J

b i Ti V V IF

MI

1.17

66

ig a

Preview

Recover post

This was a solo walk. I began in Edale village (the
start of the famous Pennine Way)and followed
Grindsbrook Clough. It was a gradual climb
towards the Kinder Plateau. After an hour or so,
the path merged with the rocky stream (Grinds
brook). Shortly I arrived at a scree slope of
boulders which was an easy climb and led me to
Kinder Plateau. This high ground is very boggy so I
was careful to stay on the path at the edge of the
plateau. There were wonderful views of Edale and
the well-known 'Mam Tor' ridge.
Poo sue Cemient egilleas

Save as Draft

Seyeeens Shortcuts: press Cal %OM 8 IOW, r RAP, S PIANO, 0 Dealt yen

Publisr Post

When you've finished entering the text and any pictures
click Publish Post to upload your blog to the Internet.

The Blog - key points
A blog is an online diary, journal or Web log.

A blog can be used to disseminate news and
information to a worldwide audience.
A blog is a simple Web site with its own address.
Blog software is free, online and very easy to use.
Text, pictures and hyperlinks may be included.
Ready-made page design templates are provided.
A blog grows as daily or regular postings are added.
You can allow other people to post their comments.
You can view the blogs of lots of other people.

The blog can be used for any legitimate purpose,
but can be closed down if it is offensive, etc.
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Yahoo! GeoCities
Yahoo! is one of the major providers of news and
information on the Internet, with extensive directories and
search facilities. GeoCities is a Yahoo! Web site which
provides all of the tools needed to create your own Web

site online, i.e. while you are connected to the Internet.
This is one of the quickest and easiest ways to create a
personal Web site - a Web page can literally be online in
minutes. Some of the main features of GeoCities are:
A range of packages costing various amounts, from
a free Web page carrying advertising to subscription
packages having more facilities and no advertising.
Your own Web address, user ID and password
PageWizards which guide you, step-by-step,
through the process of building a Web page.

A choice of Web page templates which can be
customized to include your own text and pictures.
Web page creation software allowing you to design
and create your own site starting from a blank page.

Software and tools provided free online - all you
need is a computer and Internet connection.
Getting Started with GeoCities
Log on to the Yahoo! site at www.yahoo.com. This opens
up the main Yahoo! Directory, with a link to GeoCities on
the left-hand side. Clicking the GeoCities link on the left
opens up a welcome screen. This includes links to pages
giving details of the various GeoCities packages - Free,
Plus and Pro. If you click the link Learn more you can take
the Yahoo! GeoCities Tour, which goes through the various
steps in creating and publishing a Web site with GeoCities.
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There is also a GeoCities 360 Blog feature allowing you to
quickly create an online diary or Web log. The blog can be
used to broadcast your news and opinions to a worldwide

community and to receive comments back from the
blogging community, similar to the Blogger online diary
discussed earlier in this chapter.

There are two ways of creating Web pages in GeoCities;
the Yahoo! PageBuilder and the Yahoo! PageWizards.

The Yahoo! PageBuilder starts off with a blank page and
allows you to add your own text and images using various
tools, similar to desktop publishing. This blank sheet

approach is discussed shortly using another Web page
design program, Serif WebPlus10.
Yahoo! PageWizards is a very quick and easy way to create

stylish Web pages. The PageWizard "holds your hand"
while you customize a ready-made template - similar to
"painting by numbers". Each of the pieces of text (or
pictures) in a Web page template are numbered. Under the

guidance of the PageWizard, you replace each of the
numbered pieces with your own text or picture.

Before creating your first Web page, you need to enter a

few personal details and create your Yahoo! ID and
password. The Yahoo! ID is used to create the address of
your new Web site, for example:
http://geocitles.com/jillaustin/
If Jill's friends or family wanted to view her new GeoCities
Web site they would simply type the above address into the
Address Bar of their Web browser, such as Internet
Explorer 7, also discussed on page 131.
c

Yahoo! - Windows Internet Explorer

Alt
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GeoCities PageWizards
After signing in to GeoCities, click Create & Update on the
Control Panel shown below then click Yahoo! PageWizards.

You are presented with a set of Quick Start designs as
shown in the sample below; these can be customized by
inserting your own words and pictures to replace these
the template.
GeoCities Control Panel

2*

t s Updtv

^garbage

Nome.

Holgs

Index

eeeWe...1.

Yahoo! PageNzards

Upgrade to Yahoo' Web llosline

PageWaards are a fun and fast way to mak, cool web pages Just answer a few
questions and build a professional -looking web page ,I1 minutes

Gel 3E0+ web see templates with

SW,Builder ..keyede Now

Quick Start - Eight designs to choose from and Net four rump steps
MOW W.

Festund Them.,
Photo Page
Fc

PA,_

Include a message
and up to

TKIA

troatt vision

photos yeah

Another set of templates is based on specific themes for
different events, etc., as shown in the sample below.
Popular Themes - These come with a variety of colors and looks.

**solid's

11.
@Boa/INN.

010011,4f
Baby
Announcement

Birthday
invitation

Personal

Part'

Page

Invitation

When you've chosen a template, select Create new page
and then choose from a number of styles based on different
colour schemes and layouts.
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Entering the Page Content in the PageWizard
After choosing a template, it's time to start work by
entering a title for the Web page and replacing the template
text with your own content.

in Build your Quick Start Page

Help

Send Feedback

0 Enter your page title and text
What do you want to say? Type a title for your page and the text
you want people to read
Enter page title

-he Russian Blue
Enter text

Oe are not absolutely sure

that our cat is a Russian
Blue, but he certainly has
some of the qualities. He
Copynght 42000 Yahoo. Inc
All Rights R1ser.,1

Preview

i

Cancel

( Back

Next >

Text is entered in the box provided; the number on the
main panel on the centre right of the page above
corresponds to a number on the miniature Web page shown

on the left-hand side. Click

Next

to move through the

numbers on the page shown above.

Pictures can be inserted into a Web page using the
PageWizard; click Next to highlight the picture, then click
Upload new image.... Now browse the hard disc to locate
the picture then upload it to GeoCities. It's also possible to
add hyperlinks to your Web page; some links are suggested

by GeoCities such as Yahoo! Photos, an online photo
album. You can also add links to other Web sites of your
choice by typing their Web address into the bar provided.
Link Name
(ex. My favorite page)
1
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Russian Blue

Web Address
(ex www yahoo. corn)
www russianblue comi
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Finally after clicking Next again, you are required to enter a
name for the Web page, such as mypage.htm
mypage.html. (Both .htm and .html can be used). To view
your page, visitors simply enter your Web address into the
Address Bar of their Web browser. Then up pops your Web
page, like the one shown below.

Rill11111111111111111111111111111111111.1molmw
Me

Eft

mew

Favorites

Teals

MIA

--e .e- Act .s
- 0 Aii6/5-ths---

0Gse

Address lig Ittp:/Ammapeodties.corefinareenbOunrade htN

PON

-

I

P.e+,

,

Pit Prev,ew

The Russian Blue
Our Cat Bob

We are cot imolutely sum the: ow cat r 1
RUallall Blue, bet he cartel* bee soaw cf the
qualities He adopted us 4 few years ego aid
deeded o move a peasseacatly when Ms
oncwal owners' moved away The wort
"owwts a us inverted C9 M1735 bermues rtbody
actually wee: n net w 1911 La Tlidny case the cat

&woofers tier relatafeet4
Ow Or Bab - Rubes Blur'

Most :rev ere to. trouble a bogs' also bent
needs at foci warmth std ship me beam met
they seem to get by cram awn limo 73 bum
sleep amyl When Bob decider ha need, some

serrie to ha methods of exermg pommy wee

ELmarLike

tape whet be waits For easaph. be 'is by
the lbockupboard eauttiag a weak but moiler

'_:.ILL2/1ue

mewl met Mang elm& wax your eyes

willed

Oahu! Photos

appatemily snag some tom, of

ale kylmosis

GI '04,;

Owe the food his been put out, a feCeMEI a
bnefbut cue& exammation - -perhaps Dr =are
i.

than it miff cc the tang of a mortal If ail

out 1, t Db tails

Name:

.flae Gedemby

Email:

peweeebstdy

egmeabe , the food maybe completely reputed
and ha returns to the food mcamard to begin the
.:uree

retool egam
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Serif WebPlus
Serif have a reputation for producing high -quality software

which is easy to use. WebPlus is a package for designing
professional standard Web pages and publishing the
finished Web site on the Internet. WebPlus (currently under

£60) is only a fraction of the cost of other Web design
packages. For more details about buying WebPlus, you
could have a look at the Serif (Europe) Ltd Web site at:
www.serif.com.

At the time of writing, WebPlus10 is available. However,
Serif offer some earlier versions of their software
completely free. For example, a free download of WebPlus
6 is available from:
www.freeserifsoftware.com

Downloading a copy of WebPlus 6 to your computer would

allow you to practise many of the skills of Web site
creation. In WebPlus the Web site is designed and saved

locally on your own computer; then when the site
complete it is uploaded to the Internet and tested.
When you start WebPlus 10, the following menu appears.
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The first option on the previous menu, create site from
template, presents a selection of some 30 page designs.
IburrtnarIs View

I

Q1

Now

..,40

1111

Garden Ceche

Health Care

Each page design is made up of a number of frames, each
containing text or a picture. Frames can be individually
selected and edited. The "dummy" text in a frame can be

deleted and replaced by your own words. If the frame
contains a picture, the Insert option allows you to browse
for a picture from your hard disc and insert it in the frame.
Another option on the previous menu, view sample sites,
allows you to have a look at some existing Web sites that
were created using WebPlus. These include small business
Web sites and a blog created using WebPlus graphics tools.

11111pEt
g&ZM.-1-3g

HandHeld Direct
Sample technology products site

mlamss Photography
Photorjrapher portfolio site

Uses graphic aeated entirely n WebP1s,
Photo Objects, a Themed Nav6ar Ind
Gaiety Objects

Displays a Photo Gallery and uses Smart

Objects to add interacbvity such as a Shout
Box and a Blog [Internet cornechon
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One of the strengths of WebPlus is the large range of tools
available to create your own Web site from scratch, using a
"blank canvas" approach. These tools allow you to insert
all

of the usual desktop publishing text and graphics

effects. In addition, amongst other things, you can insert
into a Web page animated banners, clickable buttons and
sound and video clips. If your Web site is to be used for
any sort of sales, there are E -Commerce tools to insert
ready-made order forms. You can also set up a PayPal
account enabling customers to pay by credit card.

The screenshot below shows part of the main design
window in WebPlus 10. Across the top and down the lefthand side are the various menus and tools for inserting and
editing text, pictures, hyperlinks and multimedia, etc.
WebPlus 10 - [Rome
Ede

Edrt

View

" ts,

Insert

Format

-

Table

Tools

Arrange

Window

ra 4di

RePtece P.C" a, Ed" PhotoPlus

%

Help
1-41

Q.IC*00.4C

54%

Aeailmwints 9 P

Rome: A Brief Guide
o

Tles R40 wa s rstadoll to bath do IS..

sou Alta* 1st out aid about le Sao a

me root et do Vas d M holm cr,

11.11111.1.1.111110

WebPlus 10 includes extensive and helpful tutorials

covering all aspects of using the software, accessed by
selecting view tutorials on the menu shown on page 222.
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Address Bar, 1E 7

114, 131
32, 102
Associated program
60

ADSL
Blog

10, 213, 214-216

Bluetooth

Broadband

203

16, 17, 32-34

Census Online
Clickable links
Computer

162
113

buying
specification
Vista feature

20, 21
22
57
Connecting, first time
109
18, 65
Control Panel
67
Classic
66
Home

Dialogue boxes
74
Dial -up connections
96
Digital camera
201
Display settings
29
Dongle
25, 105, 203
Double click
69
Downloading
5, 9
164-168
music
169
software

Dragging and dropping
Dual core processor

69
24

Ease of Access Center 77, 78
11
eBay
E-mail
5, 181-196
183, 184
account
187
address
190, 192
attachment
189
creating
Netiquette
194
210
photos
191
receiving

Encryption
Expansion card

177
27

Family History 6, 158-163
Favorites Center
115, 116
File
formats for photos
opening
Files, displaying

198
60
62

Filter
33, 103
Firewall, Windows 67, 179
Fixing photo image
207
Flash drive
25
Flight, booking
153
61
Folders, displaying
50
Gadgets
213, 217-221
GeoCities
25
Gigabyte, GB
Gigahertz, GHz
24
135-146
Google

Earth
Images
Maps
News
search criteria

Graphics card
Hackers
Hard disc drive
History feature
Holidays
Home office
Home Page
HTML
Hyperlink
Icon
Image, reducing size

Instant Search bar
Instant Search

144
141

143
142
138
27

178
26
116

8, 148
15

111, 124
10

45, 113
2, 61
211
71

40, 46
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Internet Banking
Internet Explorer 7

9, 171

23, 45, 111
130
Internet Options
127
Tools Menu

Internet Shopping
7, 154, 157

ISP
ISP, choosing

Jargon
JPEG
Large icons
Link

Magnifier
Mail server
Malware
Megabyte, MB
Megahertz, MHz
Memory, camera
Microfilter
Modem,
ADSL
broadband
dial -up

Monitor
cathode ray
TFT

Motherboard
Mouse
Music

Narrator
Netiquette
Network, cabled
Newsgroups

32

91, 99
23

197, 199
61

45, 113

Passwords
PC

60
18

176
18

128, 178
Phishing
52
Photo Gallery
211
Photo, reducing size
Photographs
204
importing
Preparing and sending 197
29
Pixels

Pointer
POP3 mail server
Pop-up Blocker
Printer

2

183
128

183

inkj et

30
30

178
25
24
202

laser
multi -purpose

31
31

Processor
Protected Mode

24
129

RAM
Recycle bin
Resolution
Right click
RSS Feeds

25
55
29
69
125

79, 83

33, 103
32
16, 17, 32
16

28
28
28
27

2, 68, 69
9, 164
79, 86
194
108
195

27
On -board graphics
5
Online
On -screen Keyboard 79, 85
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Open with
Operating system

16
Safety and security
202
Scanner
121-124
Searching
63
Searching in Explorer
171
Security
180
Security software
Serif WebPlus 213, 222-224
3
Server

POP3 mail
secure
SMTP

183
177
183

Shopping online 9, 154, 157
Shortcut icons, creating 76

Sidebar, Windows Vista 50
SMTP server
183
Software
9
Spam, junk mail
178, 193
Special Needs
3, 77-90
Speech Recognition
87
Spyware
178
Start Menu
43, 44, 111

Tabbed browsing

117-119

Tags
Thumbnails, Live

53

Toner
Tools Menu, 1E7
Tools, housekeeping
URL
USB
dongle
ports

Username
Uses of the Internet
Video conferencing
Views menu

Virtual tour
Vista
Home Premium
Upgrade Advisor

47
31
127
54

114, 131

25, 33
25, 201
176
12
5

62
8

23, 36
38

Webcam
Wi-Fi
hotspots
network

WIMP
Window, parts of
Windows

site

sites of interest

107
106
19

70
23

Aero
36, 47
Explorer
58
Firewall
67, 179
Flip and Flip 3D
48, 49
Mail
182, 188
Media Center
41
Media Player
24, 41
Paint
41
Photo Gallery
52, 206
Update
55, 128
working with
68

WindowsVista
Introducing
hardware
launching
Sidebar
versions

18, 23
39-55
35-38
43
50
42

Wireless
network
router

Zoom feature, IE 7
Web
address
browser
page, name
page, printing
page, saving

5

33
33, 103
113

114
23, 111
114
126
126

10, 213
133
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Further Reading
If you've enjoyed reading tEis book and found it helpful,

you may also wish to read the compan:cn volume,
Computing with Vista for the Older Generation,
illustrated below.

abani Computer Bcol.s

Computing with Vista kw the Older Gen
14)11 can lean In use a computer at any aw.

Esnrcitill writttn for the over 50's. ming plain Eng
aoiding 'termini jargon.
Large char -4:pc for easy routing.
Gives Non tie confidence to further de.ebp yaur computi
skills.

-1monast the corny practica and useful ideas for using nut'
red in this took are:
PC that are
Choosing. se .tIng up and understand IN your C011 p ace
and Its main components
Apprecialing .he new features in Wiadt ws Vista.

- Getting sour computer -ready for Vista. installir g the
software and starting to use it.

- Writing letters. produclrg leaflets etc.. using the latest
Office 201/7 word processor. Microsoft %ord.

- Keeping tra k of your spending bE using the hest
Office 2067 spreadsheet. Microsoft

- Looking after your work by in alcnf 'backup' copies.
organi2ing it Ultra folders and chat king 'or %inures.

-- Using the Intranet to firri useful Information. and using
e-mail to keep in touch wth family End friends.

- Using the Windows M3dia Play

to listen to your

favourite music.
- Using Wiodovis Vista to I elp pet pie wit. impaired -it-ion.
mobility and hearing.

NIBeginners

El Older Generaticn
1

971 -a -Eau, 14
>
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Babani Computer Books

The Internet with Vista for the Older Generation
J

wawa"

An incredible new world will be available to you once you know
how to use the Internet. The Internet is not difficult to use and this

book will tell you all you need to know, it has been especially
ritten for the over 50's using plain English and avoiding technical
jargon. It has large clear type for easier reading.

The book is based on a computer controlled by Microsoft's new
Windows Vista operating system.

Among the many topics covered are:
Setting up a computer for the Internet.
Getting to grips with Windows Vista.
Going online to an Internet Service Provider.

Navigating the Net with Internet Explorer 7, the popular new
Vista Web browser.

Searching for information on any -subject.

Online shopping, banking, arranging holidays and researching
family history.

Downloading music and software to your computer.
Using Windows Mail to send e -mails and photographs all over
the world, to family and friends.
Creating a "blog" or Web diary and setting up a simple Web site.
Keeping your computer secure from viruses and other possible
threats.
This book will provide you with the basic knowledge that will give
you the confidence to join the local computer class should you so

wish. Ilk

IN

Beginners

Older Generation
ISBN 978-0-85934-6 5-3
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